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Abstract 

As corporations become more reliant on Internet based resources, the security of the 

corporation from Internet based attacks becomes more and more important.  One of prime 

technologies that allow the corporation to have increased security between the internal 

network and the Internet is that of a firewall. 

 

A firewall is a filtering system that grants the firewall administrator the ability to create 

certain filter rules that determine what kind of traffic is allowed to cross the firewall.  This 

paper examines the many different types of filtering that can be applied to traffic that goes 

through a firewall and how these have been implemented in practice.  The actual filtering is 

only part of what a firewall must do; the firewall must also be able to report back to the 

firewall administrator various items of information, such as any blocked traffic. 

 

Seven different firewall products are examined to see how the different design decisions the 

various vendors have made affect the implementation of certain filtering functionality.  This 

paper also examines the logging functionality of the firewalls, as this is the main reporting 

mechanism that the firewall administrator will use. 

 

Much of the development of firewalls has been driven by the ‘needs’ of customers as 

perceived by firewall developers.  This has lead to some very advanced features in some areas 

but significant gaps in some other areas.  This paper attempts to examine some of these 

advanced features and highlight some of the gaps that need more research and development. 
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Section One: Introduction 

“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said… “it means just what I chose it to mean – neither 

more nor less.” [1] 

 

Lewis Carroll could have been writing about the IT industry when he penned these words 

more than a century ago.  This introductory chapter is therefore dedicated to defining terms of 

reference for the rest of the paper, and in short, defining what is meant when a particular word 

is used.  In this section concepts will be introduced and defined such as what a firewall 

actually is and how it can be used.  A brief overview of other related concepts will also be 

given, such as TCP/IP (Transport Control Protocol / Internet Protocol), the different types of 

firewalls, their uses, and placements within an organisation. 

 

This section is not meant to give a comprehensive and thorough examination of the topics 

covered but rather to give a brief overview of concepts that can then be refined and broadened 

as required later on. 

 

Once some of the concepts underlying firewalls have been briefly introduced there are 

reviews of seven different firewalls, broken into two sections.  These reviews attempt to show 

the design decisions taken by the firewall designers and how this affects the functionality of 

each of the firewalls.  These sections compare and contrast the various firewalls and show the 

common features of each of the firewalls as well as how the different design decisions lead to 

implementing differing functions and possibly the usefulness of the firewall in particular 

situations. 

 

The focus is then shifted to the end user and the different uses they have for a firewall.  As it 

is the authors’ opinion that the end user will only rarely interact daily with the firewall in any 

other way apart from through the log files, this is what is examined.  Six different uses of log 

files are identified and the reviewed firewalls are tested to determine if they can be used for 

these tasks and a subjective score assigned to each one.  The purpose of this section is not to 

rank the firewalls but rather to show that some firewalls are better suited to different data 

gathering tasks. 
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This paper finishes with a summing up of the different functions that have been found in the 

examined firewalls, how well this functionality has been developed, as well as identifying 

those areas that needs more research. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to give the reader an understanding of what a firewall is, and, 

using seven real world examples, examine the different ways in which the end-user can use 

the firewall as well as showing how the decisions of the software designer can limit these 

uses.  This paper also attempts to highlight features that need more research, i.e. those that are 

not implemented in any of the examined firewalls, or only in one or two of the examined 

firewalls. 
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Chapter One: Basic Firewall Concepts 

What is a Firewall? 

In the conventional sense of the word a firewall is a wall that is constructed and put in place to 

stop or at least restrict the spread of fire from one side to the other.  A firewall in the 

computing arena is generally considered to be a collection of hardware and software that is 

put in place to protect and restrict data flowing between a trusted and secure network; and an 

untrusted, insecure one. In the context of this paper the focus will mainly be on a setup where 

the untrusted network is the Internet and the trusted network is either a single computer on a 

dialup line or a single internal network. 

 

In reality there could also be one or more firewalls partitioning this internal network into 

smaller sub-networks that have differing levels of security and trust between them.  The 

majority of the things that apply to firewalls at the border of an organisation also apply to 

these firewalls sub-dividing a network, albeit with more or less complexity depending upon 

the differing levels of trust given and security that needs to be provided. 

 

One main difference between a computer based firewall and a conventional firewall is that a 

conventional firewall can be considered a barrier, whereas a computer based firewall is more 

accurately described as a filtering system. 

 

Why are Firewalls needed? 

When considering the reasons why a firewall may be needed there are many parallels with the 

reasoning behind the use of a conventional firewall.  The main reason for a conventional 

firewall to be put in place is to protect from fire, whether it is an accidental fire or a deliberate 

one it does not matter, unchecked it will destroy.  A ‘fire’ in the computing arena can be 

thought of as any form of data transfer that is harmful.  This may come in the form of 

accidentally misconfigured machines on the Internet or it may be a malicious person trying to 

harm the network.  The ways of doing this range from denial of service attacks (i.e. the using 

up all of a scarce resource like memory or bandwidth so that the legitimate users cannot get 

access to it) to the stealing of sensitive information. 

 

A side effect of having a conventional firewall in place is that of confining a fire that starts on 

inside of the firewall.  Provided the computing equivalent is properly configured it can also 
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stop most misconfigurations and some deliberately malicious behaviour from internal users 

propagating out onto the Internet.  If a user is trying to ‘attack’ a machine on the Internet, 

however ‘attack’ may be defined, a properly configured firewall will make this harder, if not 

impossible, for them to do. 

 

Essentially, a firewall is needed because there are a lot of people and machines, both inside 

the internal network, and on the Internet that can do really nasty things to each other.  

Whether these things are done accidentally or on purpose does not really matter, 

administrators should protect themselves against them, and also, as a courtesy, protect 

external machines and users from attacks originating from their internal network. 

 

What can and can’t Firewalls do? 

A firewall is in essence a filtering system and not an impenetrable barrier.  This filtering is 

done on the basis of a group of user defined and default rules.  A firewall will only filter out 

those things that can be expressed by these rules.  If something cannot be expressed in the 

rules, it cannot be used as a filter.  For example, the firewalls that are examined in this paper 

focus on filtering of the Internet Protocol (IP).  If a non-IP protocol is attempting to pass 

through such a firewall, the only option generally available is to allow or deny all such 

protocols. 

 

Also, a firewall cannot protect against new threats that are allowed through the firewall 

because they masquerade as trusted services or use such a service in an unconventional way to 

exploit flaws. 

 

As a filtering system, a firewall can only filter on data that goes through it. A firewall will 

therefore give virtually no protection against malicious insiders who wish to steal, damage or 

modify internal data, as these sorts of things do not cross the firewall.  If the firewall has virus 

scanning, detection and removal software in place for use with emails it will do no good 

against a virus that bypasses the firewall by coming in on floppy disk.  In the particular case 

of virus scanning, it may be beneficial to install virus-filtering software on the firewall but it 

would be negligent in the extreme if anti-virus software were not also installed on the host 

machines within the network. 
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In the same way, if users can get onto the Internet without going through the firewall, there is 

not a lot the firewall can do to stop this circumvention or even detect that it has occurred.  The 

firewall should therefore be the ‘choke point’ of all traffic going between internal and external 

parties.  If this is the case then the firewall can become the focus for the technical 

implementations of various security decisions. 

 

It should be stressed that a firewall is no good unless it is planned and integrated into a set of 

security policies and procedures.  A firewall can implement a security policy but if this policy 

does not have the support of the people it is supposed to be protecting, they will find ways to 

go around it.  There may be many reasons for this lack of support such as lack of user 

education or simply that the security policy is too restrictive. 

 

For example, within a corporate environment simply putting a dial-up connection and 

software on a machine and using that to connect to the outside world would circumvent the 

firewall.  If this happens then it is a people problem, not a technical one.  There needs to be a 

policy in place that takes these things into account and deals with them.  Does the firewall 

have too many restrictions on it, or does the individual need to be educated on the risks of 

what they are doing? 

 

“As a single point of access, the firewall can record what occurs between the protected 

network and the external network.” [2] 

The things that can be logged generally depend upon which software and hardware are chosen 

to make up the firewall and can be, if used effectively, a good place to collect information 

about network use and misuse.  The log files are an important part of a firewall and can be 

used for a variety of purposes.  The purposes identified in this paper, and described in more 

detail in Chapter Thirteen, are: accounting and managerial statistics, intruder detection and 

identification, and evidence gathering for currently unknown crimes. 

 

Overview of TCP/IP 

For various computers on a network to communicate with each other they have to have a 

common ‘language’ or else they will not be able to talk to each other.  The ‘language’, or 

more formally protocol, of the Internet is TCP/IP.  TCP/IP is a suite of protocols that work 

together to deliver the world to the desktop.  There are other protocols, such as IPX/SPX from 

Novell, but for the most part they will be ignored in this paper.  The flexibility of the TCP/IP 
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suite of protocols is obviously demonstrated on the Internet and this flexibility is now being 

used internally to deliver Internet type applications, which can be lumped together and called 

an Intranet. 

 

Entire books have been written on TCP/IP, such as [12], and this is not meant to be a 

substitute for them.  The following concepts are simply an introduction to some of the 

properties inherent in the TCP/IP suite of protocols that are important for firewall filtering and 

gloss over a large amount of detail. 

 

Packets 

Every piece of data transferred by TCP/IP is transferred as one or more packets.  These 

packets are the atomic units of TCP/IP.  Packets are sent from one computer to another until 

they reach where they are going.  The questions that then have to be asked are ‘how do they 

know where they are going?’ and ‘how do they get there?’ 

 

Each packet contains not only data, but also header information that at the very least contains 

a source and destination.  A packet filtering firewall to filter out individual packets that do not 

conform to the filtering rules uses the header information contained in these packet headers. 

 

Outside the scope of this brief overview is the complex area of packet routing that is, in 

essence, the process of getting from the source to the destination. 

 

Various types of header information will be explained briefly but as TCP/IP is a suite of 

protocols, and each of these protocols has their own header information; the main protocols 

need to be explained first. 

 

Transport Layer Protocols 

There are three main protocols of the TCP/IP suite that collectively come under the name of 

transport layer protocols.  This name is to distinguish them from application layer protocols 

discussed further on.  The three protocols are TCP, UDP and ICMP. 

 

TCP (Transport Control Protocol) is a protocol that has the concept of a connection 

embedded in it and provides a logical bi-directional connection between the computers and 

application layer protocols that use it.  TCP is the most commonly used service on the internet 
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because of the its ability to guarantee a single logical connection between two points where 

packets of data will be received in the order in which they were sent without duplicates and 

without missing data.  If TCP packets are lost in transit, it will arrange to have those packets 

resent and not pass on any following data until it has the missing packet. 

 

“These guarantees incur certain costs in both setup time (the two sides of a connection have 

to exchange startup information before they can begin moving data) and the ongoing 

performance (the two sides of a connection have to keep track of the status of the connection, 

to determine what data needs to be resent to the other side to fill in the gaps in the 

conversation).” [2] 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Taken from http://www.protocols.com/pbook/tcpip.htm#TCP 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1.1 there are many parts to a TCP packet header.  For the purposes 

of packet filtering the most important are the source and destination ports, as well as the 

various options and flags (Urg, Ack, Psh, Rst, Syn, Fin) all described later.  The sequence 

number and acknowledgement number are used for keeping track of where the packet comes 

in the course of the connection and what the last received packet was.  As there may be a 

variable number of options in the header, the offset describes where the header ends and the 

data begins.  The window parameter is the way in which TCP implements flow control.  It 

describes how many more packets the sender is able to handle.  The checksum used as a 

simple error checking mechanism to make sure that the packet was not corrupted in transit.  

The Urgent pointer is only used if the URG flag is set and describes how urgent the packet is 

so that overwhelmed routers can prioritise the urgent packets they receive. 
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UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is an alternative to TCP for when it is more trouble than it is 

worth setting up and maintaining a connection.  UDP does not have the concept of a 

connection and therefore each UDP packet is independent.  If two or more UDP packets are 

sent to a computer there is no guarantee that they will get there in the same order they were 

sent, or even that they will get there.  It is therefore not a good idea to use UDP to send data 

that is bigger than one packet as it may get scrambled or even some parts lost in transit.  UDP 

packets may actually arrive at their destination more than once due to an application 

resending it after it did not get the expected response after a certain time-out period. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Taken from http://www.protocols.com/pbook/tcpip.htm#UDP 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1.2 the packet header for UDP contains less information than a TCP 

header.  For packet filtering the most important information are the source and destination 

ports, described later.  The checksum is supplied for simple error checking and as the amount 

of data contained in the packet is variable there also needs to be a length parameter in the 

packet header. 

 

ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) is used primarily to send and receive IP status and 

control messages. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Simplified from source at 

http://www.protocols.com/pbook/tcpip1.htm#ICMP 

 

As Figure 1.3 shows, ICMP has two main fields in the header to describe the message being 

sent.  Each main type of message has a numerical value called its ‘type’ and various types 
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have a specific ‘code’ that further define the message.  For example the application ping sends 

out an ICMP packet of type 8 (Echo request) and receives back an ICMP packet type 0 (Echo 

reply) from the host.  Ping can also receive a packet from an intermediary machine to say that 

the target machine cannot be found.  This would be an ICMP packet type 3 (Destination 

Unreachable) and the code may be 0 (Net Unreachable), 1 (Host Unreachable), or 3 (Port 

Unreachable). 

 

Unlike TCP and UDP, ICMP has no Application layer protocols layered on top of it.  There 

are only the defined message types and these determine the interpretation of the rest of the 

packet. 

 

While ICMP is used primarily for control and error messages, it can also be used for path 

discovery.  Each IP packet has a TTL (Time to Live) field that is decremented by one for each 

router that it goes through.  When it gets to zero the router sends ICMP packet type 11 code 0 

(TTL exceeded in transit) to the original computer.  By sending multiple ICMP Echo 

Requests with the TTL set to incrementing numbers the intermediary machines in a path can 

be discovered by these error codes as they also tell which machine sent the error message. 

 

IP Packets and Addresses 

Each of the transport layer protocols discussed above are encapsulated in another kind of 

packet before being sent, i.e. an IP (Internet Protocol) packet. 

 

 

 

 Figure 1.4 Taken from http://www.protocols.com/pbook/tcpip.htm#IP 

 

For the purposes of this discussion an IP packet can be thought of as simply adding additional 

header information to the packet.  While there are many parts to an IP header, only a few will 
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be discussed.  The Version field describes which version of IP is being used.  This is set to 

four for the type of IP packets described in this paper.  There is also an IPv6 that contains 

different header information and may become more prevalent in time as it allows for many 

more possible IP addresses.  The IHL (IP Header Length) is needed as the length of the 

header is not constant due to the variable number of options included.  Described later is the 

process of fragmentation, where the data portion of the packet is split over several packets.  

The process of fragmentation uses the identification and fragment offset fields, as well as 

various flags to keep track of the different parts of the data.  The Type of Service field is 

similar to the Urgent Pointer in a TCP packet in that it allows routers to prioritise 

communications. 

 

There is an eight bit Protocol field that indicates the transport packet being sent (e.g. ICMP=1, 

TCP=6, UDP=17), as well as the 8 bit TTL field, but the most important information is in two 

32 bit fields: the source and destination IP addresses.  The intermediary machines use this 

information to deliver the packets and the destination machine uses the source address to send 

a reply, if necessary.  These addresses are 32 bit numbers that are generally shown in dotted 

decimal format as four numbers ranging from zero to 255 separated by dots e.g. 192.168.0.2 

and are unique.  This allows any machine on the Internet to unambiguously specify a machine 

that it wants to send a packet to. 

 

There are IP address ranges that are reserved specifically for internal networks and these can 

be used for machines that should not ever be connected to the Internet to give increased 

security.  Routers on the Internet should never pass packets that contain a destination address 

that is one of these reserved ranges.  These address ranges are described in RFC1918 [17], 

one of the Requests For Comments (RFCs) that are publicly set standards. 

 

Ports 

Within the header information for TCP and UDP packets there are two 16-bit numbers called 

the source and destination port addresses.  While an IP address is a physical means of 

addressing, a port is a logical communication channel on the machine.  If a particular 

application wished to send data it would connect to one specific port to send it.  In the same 

way if a particular application wished to receive data it would listen on a specific port.  These 

applications are called daemons in the Unix world. 
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Each packet is sent from a specific source IP address and port to a specific destination IP 

address and port.  The IP address determines the computer that sent or received the packet, 

and the port determines which application daemons the communication is between.  This 

means that a single computer, using a single IP address can carry 65535 connections, each on 

a different port, to one or more other machines at the same time.  In reality this is highly 

unlikely to happen as each of these connections, while being able to be logically separated, 

would all use the same network cards bandwidth so each packet to be sent would be queued 

and this would create a massive lag time. 

 

For the majority of daemons there are standard ports they are supposed to listen to and send 

data on.  For example web pages are generally requested through TCP port 80 and telnet 

access through TCP port 23.  Some of these are standard ports agreed upon and written into 

RFCs and some are de-facto standards that are simply the default settings of various 

application daemons.  For example, email servers use the SMTP protocol on port 25 to relay 

email through the Internet but some also use the ident protocol on port 113 to transmit some 

information to authenticate the identity of the sender.  The RFC concerning the relay of email, 

RFC821 [17], makes provision for this but it does not have to be implemented, it is what a 

proportion of the implementations have done.  In later sections of this paper, the SMTP 

protocol is talked about and filter rules are created on the assumption that the ident protocol is 

not implemented as this is an unnecessary complication but the filter rules can be easily 

expanded to cover it. 

 

Incorrect filter rules or use of the ident protocol may cause problems.  It is the authors 

recommendation that if it likely to be used, the ident protocol is to not just to be ignored by 

firewall filter rules but either let through the firewall or have the firewall send a reply that the 

ident service is not available, this way the user is not left waiting while the mail client hangs 

until it times out waiting for a reply.  While it is outside the scope of this paper it should also 

be mentioned that consistent use, or non-use, of the ident protocol with regard to email servers 

and clients should be practised, as it is possible that otherwise email will not work. 

 

Flags and Options 

A TCP packet contains six flags that can be set.  In the order they appear they are: 

URG (Urgent) 

ACK (Acknowledgement) 
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PSH (Push) 

RST (Reset) 

SYN (Synchronise) 

FIN (Finish) 

The URG and PSH flags are used to identify critical data.  ACK and SYN together make up 

the three-way handshake that starts a connection.  The way this works is as follows: 

Client � Server Ack=0, Syn=1 

Client  Server Ack=1, Syn=1 

Client � Server Ack=1, Syn=0 

For all other succeeding packets in this connection, whether from the client to the server, or 

server to client, the ACK flag is set, and the SYN flag is not. 

 

The first packet of a connection can be identified by the fact that the ACK flag is not set, in 

succeeding packets it is.  This can be used by a firewall to keep track of where a connection 

originated from and that the packets it receives are in response to a request. 

 

RST and FIN are ways of closing a connection.  RST is a quick and dirty way of closing a 

connection, generally sent because something has gone wrong.  FIN is a graceful way of 

closing a connection where both parties send FIN flags as a way of saying ‘I want to close the 

connection’ and ‘Message received, out’. 

 

The IP header also has its own flag and options fields.  For the most part these can be ignored 

for firewalls.  The options field is usually empty, as it is just a historical programming catch 

all for putting any other options not thought of.  The designers did such a good job that this 

field was not needed.  As such it is only rarely used for network debugging and break-in 

attempts.  The most common option that a firewall will come across is that of source routing.  

The packet tells the router how to route the message, bypassing the normal practice of 

assuming the router knows the best way to get it where it needs to go.  This is mainly only 

going to be used by attackers trying to circumvent normal security or (very rarely) some sort 

of network debugging. 

 

“Some packet filtering systems take the approach of dropping any packet that has any IP 

option set, without even trying to figure out what the option is or what it means; this doesn’t 

usually cause significant problems”[2] 
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Fragmentation 

Some of the flags in an IP packet header are to deal with the issue of fragmentation.  

Fragmentation, in this case, is what happens when an entire packet is too big for an 

intermediary router to handle and so the data portion of the packet is split over several packets 

and new headers for these are based on the original packet header.  For example, an overlarge 

packet going from machine A to machine B will be split into two or more packets with packet 

headers each containing the source and destination IP addresses of machine A and machine B, 

as well as having the fragmentation flag set.  Each packet will contain a different value in the 

header for the fragmentation offset value (which is used to determine how to put the packets 

back together at the other end) but all the other information will be the same.  One important 

thing to note about fragmentation is that header information for the encapsulated protocols 

(TCP, UDP, and ICMP) is treated just like any other data item.  Therefore, this header 

information will only occur in the first fragment of a packet.  This means that a firewall will 

not be able to do any filtering based on TCP, UDP or ICMP header information for any but 

the first fragment of a packet. 

 

There are different ways of dealing with this, some of which are dealt with in more detail later 

on.  One of the most common ways of dealing with this is to simply allow all packets that do 

not have an offset of zero i.e. they are not the first fragment.  The theory behind this is that the 

first fragment will be handled by the proper rules and if the first fragment is blocked then the 

others will be reassembled into a corrupt packet and subsequently discarded as well. 

 

Application Layer Protocols 

When most people think about Internet protocols they think of such protocols as HTTP, 

SMTP, POP3 and FTP that they have some contact with in their normal Internet usage.  These 

are examples of application layer protocols.  These protocols are at a higher level than the 

transport layer protocols and are decomposed into one or more packets to be sent across the 

wire.  Essentially, application layer protocols are the industry standardised ‘languages’ that 

application programmers have decided upon as a way of transferring meaningful information 

between different applications.  As they are at the higher level, the user is more aware of their 

existence as the applications they use may need one or more default settings for these 

protocols to be set. 
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For example, HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) is in itself a simple protocol with a small 

set of commands that can be given, and yet it is the very thing that the World Wide Web is 

based upon.  Most users will not need to know the commands that this protocol has but they 

recognise that their web browser defaults to putting ‘http://’ in front of an unqualified web 

address to signify that this is the default protocol that the web browser will talk. 

 

The significance of these protocols, in this context, is that there are particular firewall 

products, which come under the heading of application protocol or proxy firewalls, which can 

understand one or more of these protocols and proxy, cache and/or filter on the contents of 

these protocols. 

 

 

  Figure 1.5 

 

Figure 1.5 shows a simplified version of the protocols discussed in this paper.  TCP, UDP, 

and ICMP packets are encapsulated within IP packets.  The Application level protocols 

HTTP, SMTP and FTP communicate using TCP; UDP is used for DHCP while DNS can use 

either TCP or UDP.  A simple description of these acronyms is as follows: 

HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) is used as the basis for web browsing and is made up of 

a few simple commands, such as GET and PUT. 

SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) is used as a basis for sending email, either from a 

user to a server, or server to server.  It does not have any way of authenticating the 

identity of the email sender.  This compares with the POP3 (Post Office Protocol 3) 

that can be used to retrieve email and does have a simple user authentication scheme. 

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is used as a way of transferring files between two parties on the 

Internet. 

DNS (Domain Name Services) is used to match an IP address to a registered name. 
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DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) is used to dynamically assign a pool of IP 

addresses to hosts on an internal network.  This sort of traffic should not be going 

through a firewall on the border between the internal network and the Internet. 

 

Another application level protocol that should be mentioned is NetBIOS (Network Basic 

Input/Output System).  It is installed on Microsoft Networked machines and is essentially a 

network (as opposed to an Internetwork) version of FTP and DNS.  It allows file and print 

sharing to take place as well as network browsing (i.e. browsing through computers and their 

file shares from Network Neighbourhood).  As this is used for internal networks, it should not 

be passed through the firewall if it sits on the border of the organisation.  However, NetBIOS 

may need to be passed through the firewall if it is an internal firewall of some sort. 

 

Application Protocol/Proxy Firewalls 

There are many different application protocols in use and many of them have various 

application protocol firewall products that can do one or more of the following with 

application layer protocols: 

1.  Proxy the data flows. 

2.  Cache the data in one or more directions. 

3.  Filter on the contents of the data requests or responses. 

 

In this context, a proxy can be thought of as a program that deals with external (or internal) 

servers on behalf of internal (or external) clients.  The proxy client will talk to the proxy 

server, which will then relay the request to the real server.  The request comes from the proxy 

server and so this is where the reply is sent.  The proxy server then relays the reply to the 

proxy client.  As this is one of the fundamental functions application protocol firewalls 

perform they are sometimes referred to as proxy firewalls. 

 

Some protocols are, by their very nature, relatively easy to proxy, cache and filter, such as 

HTTP.  As this is a very common and well understood protocol many products are around 

that will allow the firewall administrator to set up filtering rules based on the contents of an 

HTTP GET request, for example.  As it is so well understood, it is also relatively easy for 

some firewalls to be configured to intercept HTTP requests and reconfigure them to return the 

data requested to the firewall, and the firewall to then send the data to the user in question, i.e. 
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proxying.  It also makes sense to speed up the users requests by storing previously requested 

web pages and resending them to the client if they are requested again, i.e. caching. 

 

However, there are some protocols, such as HTTPS, where one or more of these is not 

possible, feasible or sensible.  In the case of HTTPS, which is an encrypted form of HTTP, it 

can be proxied but not filtered and it would be nonsensical to cache it, as the encryption key is 

unique to that logical connection. 

 

One of the higher profile types of proxy firewalls are email proxy firewalls.  Due to the 

increase in viruses transferring themselves via email there has been more media and vendor 

attention focused on the ability of a firewall to do virus scanning.  In this context, the virus 

scanning software would be acting as a filtering agent for the proxying firewall.  There is then 

the inherent capability to archive the data transfers if needed. 

 

Such email proxy firewalls generally understand two application protocols: POP3 (Post 

Office Protocol 3) and SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol).  The POP3 protocol is used 

for downloading mail from the mail server to the local email client program, whereas the 

SMTP protocol is used for sending email to the server and relaying mail between email 

servers. 

 

There are two main benefits for security by having a proxy firewall in place.  Firstly, internal 

configuration information is obscured or hidden by having the ability to proxy the protocol.  

Secondly, by being able to filter on the requests and responses of the protocol there is an 

enhanced granularity to the filtering especially if the proxy is installed in such a way that it 

cannot be bypassed.  There is also an additional benefit to the users of an increase in speed for 

commonly accessed data if the protocol is cached.  In some instances this may be the major 

selling point of the firewalls implementation to the end user. 

 

Packet Filtering Firewalls 

A packet filtering firewall is one that works at a lower level than an application firewall.  As 

the name suggests it works at the level of filtering on the header information of individual IP 

packets.  This means that a packet filtering firewall will be able to filter on one, or generally 

more, of the following: 

1. Source IP address 
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2. Destination IP address 

3. Source Network Interface Card (NIC) on the firewall 

4. Destination Network Interface Card on the firewall 

5. Transport Protocol Packet Type 

6. Source Port Address (for TCP and UDP) 

7. Destination Port Address (for TCP and UDP) 

8. Packet type and code fields (for ICMP) 

9. IP flags and options 

10. Flags (for TCP) 

 

The more filtering options a firewall has the more granularity the filters can have, but also the 

more complex the rules can get. 

 

Stateful Filtering Firewalls 

In addition to rules that are based on the header of a single packet, some firewalls can also 

create filtering rules based on the context of the packet in relation to other packets and the 

information in the packet as well.  These types of firewalls are stateful filtering firewalls and 

can be thought of as between application filtering and packet filtering. 

 

“Also referred to as dynamic packet filtering.  Stateful inspection is a firewall architecture 

that works at the network layer.  Unlike static packet filtering, which examines a packet based 

on the information in its header, stateful inspection examines not just the header information 

but also the contents of the packet up through the application layer in order to determine 

more about the packet than just information about its source and destination.  A stateful 

inspection firewall also monitors the state of the connection and compiles the information in a 

state table. Because of this, filtering decisions are based not only on administrator-defined 

rules (as in static packet filtering) but also on context that has been established by prior 

packets that have passed through the firewall.” [27] 

 

Such filters can have a memory of previous packets and change their state accordingly.  This 

would generally be most useful with TCP packets that have the idea of a ‘connection’ but, as 

in Figure 1.6(a), could be used with UDP packets such that an incoming packet arriving 

within 60 seconds of an outgoing one with reversed source and destination could be let 

through the firewall because it was considered a response to the previous packets’ request.  
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These filters could also be used to verify that, for example, as in Figure 1.6(b), ICMP ‘echo 

reply’ packets were matched to ‘echo request’ packets and therefore prevent an attack where 

an attacker sent unmatched ICMP ‘echo reply’ packets to a host inside the firewall. 

 

   Figure 1.6 

 

In the authors’ opinion, one of the strengths of stateful packet filters is in the area of 

preventing denial of service attacks from propagating through the firewall.  For example, a 

simple denial of service attack would flood a host with connection requests.  A simple stateful 

filter could let the first few packets through, then, as in the example shown in Figure 1.6(c), 

not let any more connection attempts through until the first ones have been dealt with. 
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Another advantage of a stateful filtering firewall is that there is the possibility of simplifying 

the rules as compared to a ‘stateless’ packet filtering firewall.  For example, a packet filtering 

firewall could have two rules to allow communication for one particular type of connection, 

for instance, HTTP requests and their associated replies.  A stateful filtering firewall could do 

the same with one rule allowing HTTP requests out with the functionality to recognise and 

pass the replies to such traffic through the firewall. 

 

Default Deny All versus Default Allow All 

For each of the different levels of filtering discussed there are two default configurations to 

choose from.  A filter can either default to denying all access not specified in the rule base or 

it can allow all access not specified.  This choice separates into slightly different questions for 

each kind of filter discussed above. 

 

For a packet filter, are all packets to be allowed through by default and just restrict all the 

known bad ones, or are all packets to be denied and just let through the known good ones?  

For proxying application firewalls, are all protocols to be allowed by default and just proxy 

those that can be proxied, or are only those protocols that can be proxied to be allowed and 

the rest blocked?  For a specific application proxy filter, for example HTTP, are all web pages 

to be allowed and just block those on a banned list or are users to be restricted to a list of 

known benign sites? 

 

In most cases it is essentially a question of usability or security.  A packet filter that only 

allows through specified packets has less potential for security problems than one that protects 

only against (possibly a subset of) known flaws.  In the same way, a HTTP proxy that lets the 

user go to most websites, except for those deemed obscene, in one way or another, is less 

likely to upset users than one that restricts what they can view to only a tiny subset of 

material. 

 

In most cases, defaulting to deny all is not only more restrictive, therefore more secure, but 

also easy to maintain.  This also gives control of what the internal users can do to the 

administrators.  If the users want extra services they can come to the administrator and it can 

be reviewed. 
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Chapter Two: Corporate Firewalls 

A corporate firewall is a collection of hardware and software firewall products that are placed 

in such a way as to be the interface between the internal private network and the Internet.  A 

corporate firewall will generally not be a packet filtering firewall or an application proxy 

firewall but will have elements of both. 

 

Sometimes these firewalls can be separated into components that do packet filtering and 

components that are application proxies.  Other times, such a distinction can be artificial or 

harder to determine.  There are also components that are specific to corporate firewalls, as 

opposed to personal firewalls i.e. Network Address Translation (NAT) and Virtual Private 

Networking (VPN), as well as those that a corporate firewall will not have i.e. Application 

Program specific filter rules. 

 

Common Architectures 

A corporate firewall is not just something that can be set up without any forethought.  A large 

amount of time should be spent in planning not only the technical aspects of firewall 

placement, but also such things as identifying constraints on the planning process.  These will 

probably include, but are not limited to, budgetary constraints, legacy hardware and software 

already in place that can be reused, and technical knowledge and support within the 

organisation. 

 

These factors will constrain a large number of the decisions that need to be made.  Of these 

the most important are what hardware and software will make up the firewall and how the 

various elements will be linked together.  There is a large variety when it comes to the 

hardware and software for a firewall but there are relatively few architectures for how these 

can be linked together, although there are many variations on each broad architecture.  This 

next section describes a couple of these architectures in some detail that will be used 

throughout this paper and some of the reasons for choosing them.  There is also a brief 

description of other architectures and some of their relative merits. 

 

Perimeter Network (DMZ) with Bastion Host(s)  

A bastion host is a computer with a stripped down version of the operating system, preferably 

no local users, minimal software except for the application proxies, and any extra security 
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measures that are deemed appropriate.  A perimeter network is just that, a small network of 

machines sitting between the Internet and the internal network that contains any machines that 

need to be accessed from the Internet.  This network is sometimes called a DeMilitarised 

Zone (DMZ) after the zone separating North and South Korea.  (See Figure 1.7 below) 

 

Figure 1.7 Inspired by a similar diagram in [2] 

 

 

This architecture has an external router that does packet filtering as the single point of contact 

for the Internet into the organisation.  On one side of the packet filtering router is the internet, 

on the other is a perimeter network containing one or more bastion hosts set up as application 

proxies.  There is also a second packet filtering router, the internal router, that is the only 

point of contact between the perimeter network and the internal network. 

 

In the most secure implementation of this architecture the routers are configured to filter out 

any packets not going to or coming from the bastion hosts.  The internal router will only route 

packets between the internal network and the appropriate bastion hosts whereas the external 

router will only route between the internet and the bastion hosts on the perimeter network.  

The bastion hosts will proxy for all the services required, one per bastion host, and any 

services that cannot be proxied will not be let through the firewall.  This means that if one 

bastion host is compromised the attacks that can be launched from it are limited to the service 

it offers and the network traffic it can intercept. 
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As additional security, any filters on the external router will be duplicated on the internal 

router and vice versa. It is redundant to have a router filtering packets that it should never get, 

but this means that even if one router is compromised, taking all the filters off it will only 

gain unconditional access to the perimeter network. 

 

This is one of the main architectures that will be described in this paper as it keeps each 

filtering system separate and it is conceptually quite clear.  When discussing any particular 

partial configuration, such as allowing SMTP email access through the firewall, the other 

parts of the firewall can be ignored and focus on the internal and external packet filters and 

the configuration of the appropriate application proxy. 

 

Single Dual Homed Bastion Host 

A dual homed host is simply a computer with two network interfaces.  In this configuration 

(see Figure 1.8) the machine is set up with a stripped down version of the operating system 

and all the other qualities of a bastion host, and is placed so that one network interface is 

connected to the internal network and the other is connected to the Internet.  All application 

proxies and packet filters are set up on the one machine.  At first glance this may seem to be a 

significantly less complicated firewall than the one described above and has the advantage of 

a single point of management.  While it is true that the actual physical components of the 

system have been significantly reduced, there is now the additional complexity of the 

interactions of all the various filters on the one machine.  Testing of filters can be a hard task 

at the best of times and the concentration of all the filters in one place makes this task even 

harder. 
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Figure 1.8 Inspired by a similar diagram in [2] 

It is important to note that this configuration lends itself to single point of failure problems.  If 

this host is compromised, the internal network lies open and undefended.  This configuration 

is generally chosen for matters of hardware cost over security.  There can be no guarantees 

that a given piece of software is bug free and having a concentration of software on a single 

machine magnifies the risks of a security breach through an unknown or unpatched flaw in the 

software.  For example, if the web server is situated on this machine and it is compromised, it 

could conceivably lead to the attacker gaining control of the email proxy on the machine as 

well. 

 

There were some quite well publicised attacks of web servers on April Fools Day 2001 [18] 

that were accomplished due to the administrators of these sites not having up to date bug fix 

patches in place.  If these web sites were in fact hosted on single dual homed bastions as 

described above, it is quite possible that more than web site defacement could have occurred 

if the attackers had cared to do so. 

 

This configuration therefore has all of the functionality of a perimeter network with bastion 

hosts, on a smaller budget, at the expense of increased configuration complexity and overall 
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decreased security.  This is the configuration used, for the most part, in the practical 

experimenting of this paper. 

 

Others 

There are many different types of firewall architectures that lie on a continuum of complexity, 

with increased complexity being offset by decreased risks posed by single points of failure or 

compromise (See Figure 1.9).  Some of the different categories along this continuum are: 

1. Single Box Architectures (like the Single Dual Homed Bastion Host described above) 

2. Screened Host Architectures 

3. Screened Subnet Architectures 

4. Multiple Screened Subnet Architectures 

 

 

   Figure 1.9 

 

Screened Host Architectures are a modification of the Perimeter Network with Bastion 

Hosts where there is only an external packet filtering router with the bastion hosts of the 

perimeter network being included on the internal network.  The external router will only allow 

traffic to and from the bastion hosts as before but if the router is compromised, the entire 

internal network is available without going through the bastion hosts. 

 

Screened Subnet Architectures include the Perimeter Network with Bastion Hosts and vary 

from having a single bastion host doing all proxying services to a proxying bastion host for 

each service to combining the internal or external packet filtering routing into one of the 

proxying bastion hosts. 

 

An architecture that borders between being a Screened Host Architecture and a Screen Subnet 

Architecture, dubbed by the author to be a Multi-Homed Router, is worth a special mention as 

it has been used, in the authors’ experience, as a first cheap step in firewall design.  This is the 

architecture where a router has the functionality of a packet filtering firewall, as in normal 

Screened Host Architectures, and three (or more) network cards in it, thereby being ‘multi-

homed’.  This allows the router to route traffic between the network cards that are connected 
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to the internal network, the external network, and to a DMZ network containing those services 

offered to the outside world.  If the router is compromised the entire internal network is 

exposed, including the DMZ network.  However, if an attack is focused on a host in the DMZ 

network, the network is only open to be compromised by the services the host offers to the 

internal network, as is the case in Screened Subnet Architectures. 

 

This architecture lends itself to a corporate network that is in need of setting up a firewall, on 

a small budget, but with enough services offered to the outside world that security concerns 

make a DMZ network a viable option. 

 

Multiple Screened Subnet Architectures are advanced versions of Screened Subnet 

Architectures where there is more than one connection between the internet and the perimeter 

network, the internal network and the perimeter network, or the perimeter network is 

subdivided into two or more networks in some way.  These can be very complex to set up and 

administer if they are not set up with a great deal of forethought.  Figure 1.10 below is a 

simple version of this where each of the bastion hosts is dual homed with packet filtering on 

it. 

 

Figure 1.10 Inspired by a similar diagram in [2] 
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Figure 1.11 below is a more complex version where there are two connections to the Internet, 

one for employee traffic and one for customer traffic, and each of these connections has its 

own connection to the internal network but no direct connections between the customer and 

employee perimeter networks. 

 

Figure 1.11 Inspired by a similar diagram in [2] 

 

Network Address Translation (NAT) 

Network address translation is the mapping of one set of IP addresses for internal use to a set 

of IP addresses for the external world to see.  The obvious reason for doing this is to obscure 

the internal network even more by not giving the outside world the real IP addresses of the 

internal hosts.  This may also be done for economic reasons.  An IP address range must be 

leased and properly configured but NAT servers can map many internal addresses onto a few 

external addresses.  This is properly called Port Address Translation (PAT), and allows the 

corporation to save money on the expense of leasing more addresses than necessary.  There 

are IP address ranges that a designated as for internal use only and will not be routed over the 

Internet, see RFC1918 [17].  These are ideal candidates for using as the IP address ranges for 

the internal network. 
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For a small home network, this allows the user to set up a small network behind a firewall 

doing NAT (and possibly no other firewall technology such as packet filtering or proxying) 

connected by a single dial up connection to the Internet and the entire network can share the 

line. 

 

Using the conceptual model of a DMZ with Bastion Hosts, a firewall that does NAT can have 

the translation on the internal router, the external router, or on each bastion host, with the 

internal router being the most secure choice.  If the NAT server is capable of mapping an 

entire IP address range to a single IP address then it will probably be doing so using specific 

port numbers to determine the actual IP mapping. 

 

For example, if a firewall that is configured to this many-to-one mapping, takes a request 

from an internal clients for external resources, such as a HTTP web page request, the 

following may take place:   

1. Internal Client A sends a request to External Server B.  The Packet header 

information contains: 

a. A’s IP address as the source IP address 

b. The next available port number on A as the source port 

c. B’s IP address as the destination address 

d. The HTTP listening port, 80, as the destination port 

2. This packet is intercepted by the firewall, the packet is not passed on but a copy is 

made of the packet and the source information is changed to indicate: 

a. The firewalls IP address as the source IP address 

b. A port number is assigned by the firewall as the source port 

3. The assigned port number is from a lookup table that corresponds with A’s IP 

address and port number, and is also to be used for translation whenever a packet 

arrives that has the firewalls IP address as the destination address. 

4. The modified packet is sent on its way and arrives at External Server B where the 

server sends a reply based which has header information based on the information 

in the header of the packet it has received and so contains: 

a. B’s IP address as the source IP address 

b. The HTTP listening port, 80, as the source port 

c. The firewalls IP address as the destination port 

d. The firewall assigned port number as the destination port 
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5. When this packet is received by the firewall it resends it with the information from 

its lookup table as the destination i.e. 

a. A’s IP address as the destination address 

b. A’s sending port number as the destination 

 

There are two main ways of building the lookup table to be used in translating IP addresses, 

regardless of whether it is one-to-one or many-to-one translation.  The translation can be 

static, which means there is a fixed table of translations containing all possible internal IP 

addresses and their translation to an external IP address and port number.  Or, the translation 

can be a dynamically assigned translation, which means there is a record kept of all possible 

external IP addresses (and port numbers) and whether or not they are in use. 

 

If the translation is dynamically assigned, there is an additional overhead in keeping track of 

each assigned address and deciding when a connection has been finished so that the address 

can be freed up for reassignment.  The simplest way of doing this is to not free up used 

addresses, so that there is effectively a pool of external IP addresses and ports equal to or 

greater than the number of internal addresses and they are assigned ‘for life’ on a first come, 

first served basis.  This would then effectively be static translation with the table being built 

on the fly as needed.  This means that if the internal network were to use the non-routable IP 

addresses mentioned previously the only way to communicate with the network should be 

through the firewall.  From a security standpoint the internal network would be better 

obscured from the casual hacker by using true dynamic translation. 

 

Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) 

“Fundamentally, all virtual private networks that run over the Internet employ the same 

principle: traffic is encrypted, integrity protected, and encapsulated into new packets which 

are sent across the Internet to something that undoes the encapsulation, checks the integrity, 

and decrypts the traffic.” [2] 

 

A VPN is a network where packets from one part of the private network use the Internet, or 

other such public network, as a pathway to another part of the private network without the 

packets being open to scrutiny, generally using some form of encryption.  This would be of 

use, for example, where a corporation had two offices in different cities or even countries, 

which needed to be connected on the same logical network.  Rather than go to the expense of 
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setting up the necessary cabling to connect the two, each could have a connection to the 

Internet with a firewall that was VPN enabled and they could use such technology as if they 

had a single physical and secure line between them. 

 

Using the conceptual model of a DMZ with Bastion Hosts, a firewall that does VPN is likely 

to have a proxy bastion host dedicated to doing this to decrease the likelihood of using an 

insecure VPN client as a means of attack.  For the most part the setting up and security of a 

VPN is outside the scope of this paper.  However, it is important to note that virtual private 

networking is commonly used to give access to machines that administrators have less control 

over and are therefore potentially far less secure than the majority of the internal network.  

Such machines include laptops that are carried around in public, home machines that have 

little security and many users, and machines owned by other sites that have unknown, 

different, or absent security polices and procedures. 

 

Experimental Procedure 

In the experimental parts of this paper, the personal firewalls were installed on a computer 

(henceforth called Internal) running Microsoft Windows 95 connected with a single network 

card to an intermediary machine running the firewall software (henceforth called Firewall) 

with two network cards.  Firewall initially had routing enabled and the firewall software 

disabled with the second network card connected to a computer running Microsoft Windows 

98 (henceforth called External).  Both Internal and External had copies of PacketBoy [28] a 

packet sniffer, and Tiny Web Server [24] installed on them to simulate a web server and a 

copy of the included Internet Explorer, to allow for the browsing of the Web.  External also 

had SuperScan [20] to port scan Internal and Firewall. 

 

Before the firewalls were turned on each the web servers were set up with one test page.  The 

Web browsing software was tested to make sure everything worked before the firewall was in 

place.  A full 65535 port scan was run from External to Internal and Firewall to show all open 

ports and also to ‘ping’ the host.  There were then four major functions that the computers 

were able to perform: 

1. Browse the web server on External from Internal. 

2. Browse the web server on Internal from External. 

3. A port scan run on External enumerated the open ports on Internal. 

4. A port scan run on External enumerated the open ports on Firewall. 
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The firewall was then turned on and tested as to what functionality was still available by 

default, what changes had to be made to get each function to work, and at various stages the 

packet sniffers were used to see what was happening and the various logging options noted.  

The results of the individual experiments are recorded later in the paper as well as another set 

of experiments in Chapter 13 that are designed to find out how much useful information each 

firewall captured in its logs. 

 

The set up of the experiments for corporate firewalls was similar to that described in the next 

chapter for personal firewalls with the exception that the testing was simplified, because of 

time constraints, to exclude the tests for FTP and Email viability. 
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Chapter Three: Personal Firewalls 

In the last couple of years, a new class of firewalls has sprung up, personal firewalls.  These 

are products that are designed for use on a single PC connected to the Internet and as such do 

not have any support for some features of corporate firewalls, such as NAT or VPN servers, 

as these are specific to environments where there is more than one computer to be considered.  

A personal firewall is generally a single product that sits in memory and intercepts any traffic 

flowing to or from the modem or network card and deals with it according to user specified 

rules.  For the most part these products contain more emphasis on packet filtering as opposed 

to application proxy filtering.  One of the main reasons for this is that it is simply nonsensical 

to proxy most application protocols when they will be used on the same machine anyway, 

there is no security advantage. 

 

One of the most obvious exceptions to this is HTTP web access.  While it does not make 

sense to proxy this protocol for security reasons, it does make sense to cache web pages etc. to 

allow for faster speed of access for common web pages.  It is also conceivable, in the family 

home environment that the parents may wish to put some filters on what their children can 

access on the web.  Obviously in this case there may be two (or more) different types of 

filtering rules, one for the parents and one for the children. 

 

User and Application Program specific rules 

The ‘all in one’ configuration of the modern PC allows the construction of rules that are not 

generally done in the corporate environment.  While some corporate firewalls allow for filter 

rules to be applied to different sets of users, this is generally cumbersome to implement or 

simply too intrusive on the user (for example, they have to type in a user name and password 

to access each application proxy). 

 

This is not the case with a single PC; each user who logs in can have a separate user profile 

which may contain a default set of filtering rules and any user specific ones as well.  Using a 

single login the user can be defined as to who they are and what they are allowed to access.  

Unfortunately, the lax default security of most personal computers means that there are 

cautionary tales of children who, being annoyed at the restrictions placed upon them by their 

parents, change the various rules of filtering software, for example Net-Nanny, and almost 

completely lock their parents out of using the Internet.  Personal firewalls are designed to be 
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very configurable, and easy to use for the ordinary user.  They assume that most of the threat 

will come from the outside world. 

 

A personal firewall also has the opportunity to build rules based upon the specific application 

program being used, rather than simply the application protocol it is using to communicate.  

In general these are very broad rules, not much more than saying whether or not the 

application program is allowed to access the Internet, but it does allow additional security if 

configured correctly.  This feature makes it much harder for a hidden client/server program, to 

communicate as the user will be prompted asking them whether or not to allow it access to be 

able to communicate across the internet as soon as it starts trying to do so. 

 

Experimental Procedure 

In the experimental parts of this paper, the personal firewalls were installed on a computer 

(henceforth called Internal) running Microsoft Windows 95 connected with a single network 

card to an intermediary machine running Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 Server (henceforth 

called Server) with two network cards.  A log-on to Internal was accomplished by logging in 

as part of a Microsoft workgroup on Server.  Server had routing enabled between its two 

network cards with the second one connected to a computer running Microsoft Windows 98 

(henceforth called External).  All three computers had copies of PacketBoy [28] a packet 

sniffer installed on them.  Internal also had copies of Pegasus Mail [30], FTP Explorer [26], 

and the included Internet Explorer 3, to allow for simulating the use of Email, Web, and FTP 

services, as well as TinyWeb Server [24] to simulate a web server.  External also had copies 

of Tiny Web Server [24], War FTP Daemon [25] and Merak Mail Server [29] that allowed 

simple Email, Web, and FTP servers to be set up, as well as Internet Explorer 4 for simulated 

web browsing and SuperScan [20] to port scan Internal. 

 

Before the firewalls were installed each of the servers on External were set up.  The Web 

Server had one test page, the FTP server was set up to allow anonymous read access to the 

entire drive and the Mail Server was set up with two email accounts.  The Web Server on 

Internal was also set up with one test page.  The Pegasus email client on Internal was set up 

with two profiles to retrieve email from both the email accounts on External and mail sent and 

received from and to both accounts.  The Web browsing and FTP browsing software was 

similarly tested to make sure everything worked before the firewall was in place.  A port scan 

was run from External to Internal to show all open ports and also to ‘ping’ the host.  An image 

was then taken of each of these machines and used as the baseline to roll-back to before each 
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personal firewall was installed.  There were then seven major functions that the computers 

were able to perform: 

1. Log in from Internal to the Microsoft Workgroup on Server. 

2. Send Email from Internal to External. 

3. Retrieve Email from External to Internal. 

4. Browse the web server on External from Internal. 

5. Browse the web server on Internal from External. 

6. Files were able to be received via FTP from External to Internal. 

7. A port scan run on External enumerated the open ports on Internal. 

 

Each firewall was then installed on Internal in turn and tested as to what functionality was still 

available by default, what changes had to be made to get each function to work, and at various 

stages the packet sniffers were used to see what was happening and the various logging 

options noted.  The results of the individual experiments are recorded later in the paper as 

well as another set of experiments in Chapter 13 that are designed to find out how much 

useful information each firewall captured in its logs. 
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Section Two: Corporate Firewalls 

The purpose of this section is to give an overview of the various corporate firewall products 

and the various filtering options, supported deployment architectures, and other technologies 

associated with them.  The products listed below have been selected because they cover some 

of the most popular network operating systems and they have a low cost associated with the 

various trial period options.  

 

The rationale behind this is that the average network administrator will first look for a product 

that will integrate with the existing network and then want to have a trial period in which to 

see if the product will meet their expectations.  This list should therefore cover a large range 

of firewalls that have been tested in the ‘real world’ and any major interoperability problems 

are known and have been documented.  The three corporate firewall products that have been 

looked at are: 

Tiny WinRoute Pro Version 4.1.27 (Free 30-day trial version) 

IPTables and Squid Proxy in RedHat Linux 7.1 

Novell Firewall for NT Version 3.0 (Free 60-day Evaluation Version) 

 

To some extent the choice of firewall was limited due to the failure of some of the vendors 

asked not being able to supply a demonstration version of their software in a timely fashion.  

The Tiny firewall was partially chosen because of the performance of its personal firewall, 

reviewed later.  The Novell firewall was chosen because of the authors’ previous experience 

with Novell products.  IPTables, Squid Proxy, and the RedHat implementation of Linux were 

chosen after consultation with a local Linux ‘guru’. 

 

As this is not a critical review of the software but rather an exploration of the features and 

possibilities of the software, the reviews of each specific firewall contain the following 

objective statements: 

1. The network operating systems the software is designed to be run in conjunction 

with. 

2. The deployment architectures supported by the specific product. 

3. The various filtering and proxying services offered by the software. 

4. The logging functionality of the firewall. 

5. The responses of the firewall and internal clients to a port scan. 
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6. Any other bundled technologies such as additional application level proxy servers, 

firewall based virus scanning software, intruder detection systems etc. 

 

Each review also contains some subjective impressions on the ease of use and flexibility of 

the rule construction, as well as the authors’ recommendations on the deployment architecture 

to use for the firewall to be used in an effective manner. 
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Chapter Four: WinRoute Pro Review 

WinRoute Pro is a software firewall that is built to run on the common Windows platforms 

Win 9x, NT, 2000, and ME with support for importing user data from Windows NT domains.  

Along with the primary functions of a firewall, i.e. packet level filtering, application level 

filtering, limited VPN support, and various NAT options, there is also the additional 

functionality of a DHCP server, POP3/SMTP mail server, and a DNS server provided with 

the software.  While most of the documentation assumes the firewall is run as a single dual 

homed bastion host, i.e. an all in one firewall, the firewall software can be installed on a 

number of machines and various parts of the functionality turned on and off to give the effect 

of a more robust system such as a simple screened subnet/DMZ configuration.  Figure 2.1 

shows how the various components interact. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 

 

Some of the components would not scale well with larger networks, such as rule complexity 

on a system with more than one network card on the bastion host connecting to the internal or 

external networks.  In the small to medium sized business environments this product is 

designed for, there is perhaps less reason, and, more likely, less experience on the part of 

network administrative staff, to try to extend this out to a DMZ architecture. 
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Keeping the hardware complexities down to a minimum allows the administrative staff to 

concentrate on creating the correct filtering rules for the firewall.  However, if the 

administrative staff were comfortable with the inter-relationships between the various parts of 

a DMZ style firewall, it would be beneficial to implement this architecture with each bastion 

host having only one important service running (such as DHCP or DNS) and also having the 

packet filtering capabilities enabled for redundancy purposes. 

 

Definable Groupings 

There are many different types of groupings that can be made to enhance the filtering ability 

of the firewall, as well as making the actual rules themselves more readable.  The main types 

of groupings are user accounts and groups, IP address groups, and time intervals. 

 

User Accounts and Groups 

The user list used in the various options in the firewall can be imported from one or more 

Windows NT domains.  Users can be grouped together into groups, as an implementation of 

the NT view of users and groups, and a single group, which represents one or more users, can 

be used interchangeably in most circumstances where a single user can be defined.  The 

exception to this is the postmaster of the mail server that is part of the software package; in 

this case only a single user can be defined as such. 

 

Users and groups have access rights that can be set as to how much access to the WinRoute 

Pro administration engine they can have.  These rights are no access, full access, or some 

other combination of viewing of logs and/or control of dialup lines. Apart from these simple 

restrictions to access, one of the main uses of users and groups in firewalls is to have filter 

rules that can be applied to one set of users and not another.  Rules of this type can only be 

described at the application proxy server filtering level.  In this product the use of users and 

groups is used in this way in rules to define access to specific URLs through the bundled 

proxy server. 

 

There are also various uses of users and groups in the bundled mail server settings, if it is 

used.  Local mail aliases can be defined that map a specific alias to a list of users and/or 

groups.  There is also the use of these users and groups in remote POP3 email collection, 
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delivery and sorting rules to deliver to a specific user or group based on the information 

contained in the ‘To:’ field. 

 

IP Address Groups 

  Figure 2.2 

 

IP address groups are named lists of one or more of the following: a single host address, an IP 

network address and mask pair, and a range of IP addresses described by a ‘from’ and ‘to’ IP 

address pair (see Figure 2.2).  IP Address groups are used in quite a few areas to specify rules 

that could apply to a group of IP addresses.  The address groups can also be used in such a 

way as to provide a central place to change IP addresses and have them change for all the 

rules that affect them, rather than having to search through the various rule types for each 

instance of the IP address to be changed.  The main places in which IP address groups are 

used are as follows: 

- Anti-spam settings to define valid IP addresses that can send email to any domain. 

- Packet filtering and NAT to apply rules to a set of addresses 

- Port mapping to define a port map for set of addresses. 

- Anti spoofing to specify a set of valid addresses for an interface to pass. 

 

Time Interval Groups 

Time interval groups are named sets of time intervals that are used in various ways.  The 

individual time intervals that make up the set are defined by a start and end time and the days 

of the week the interval is valid (see Figure 2.3).  Time interval groups are used in two main 

places; firstly in packet filtering to determine when a rule is valid, and also in mail server 

send/receive scheduling to specify valid scheduling windows. 
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  Figure 2.3 

 

Filtering 

Packet level filtering 

Rules are divided into two different rule sets, those that are for incoming packets and those 

that are for outgoing packets.  The rules can be created on an individual interface basis or for 

every interface.  A rule hit can be logged to a file and/or to a window.  Rules are parsed in the 

order in which they appear on the list, firstly for the interface concerned and then for the ‘any 

interface’ rules, until a rule is matched.  The firewall comes with no default rules but this 

particular build comes with the implied default of allow all, on any interface, both incoming 

and outgoing.  This is not an explicit rule and may change with other versions of the software.  

Therefore, the last rule under the ‘any interface’ list should be the default rule, preferably 

either ‘deny’ or ‘drop’ for all IP with any source and destination addresses, to explicitly cover 

the default situation. 

Each rule is filtered on: 

IP Protocol number – ICMP, TCP, UDP, PPTP, all, or other (specified IP protocol 

number). 

Source and Destination IP address – These can be one of the following: 

A Single Host. 

A Network/Mask combination. 

A range of IP addresses. 

A Predefined address group. 
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Source and destination port – for TCP or UDP only.  The options here are for any port, 

a single port, all but a single port, greater than or less than a particular port, 

between or not between a port range. 

TCP SYN Flag – For a TCP packet the filter can be applied to all TCP packets or for 

packets where the SYN flag is either set or not i.e. establishing connections or 

already established connections. 

ICMP types –For ICMP packets, there is the option to filter all types or any one or 

more of the following: 

Echo reply (type 0) 

Unreachable (type3) 

Source quench (type 4) 

Redirect (type 5) 

Echo request (type 8) 

Time exceeded (type 11) 

Parameter problem (type 12) 

Action – Permit or drop the packet.  The permit action allows the packet through the 

firewall and the drop action simply does not pass the packet on.  The option 

'deny' is also available for TCP, UDP and generic IP packet filters.  This sends 

out a packet with the ACK and RST flags set as would happen in the case of a 

closed port on a system without a firewall. 

Time Interval – The rule is either always valid or valid only during a predefined time 

interval. 

 

Application Protocol/Proxy filter options 

The main proxy server (defaulting to use port 3128) is for HTTP, FTP and Gopher and can be 

enabled for all of the protocols or disabled for all of the protocols only.  According to the 

results of a port scan, scanning all 65535 ports, using the SuperScan software [20], installed 

on a computer outside the firewall, which interrogates any open ports, the proxy server is 

possibly an implementation of the ‘squid web proxy cache’ open source project.  There is an 

option to log access to the proxy server, as well as a setting for the parent proxy and port to 

pass requests on to. 

 

For caching, the options are to cache all, none, or just FTP with maximum object sizes 

different for each of the protocols that are cached with the default being 256 KB for each of 
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them.  There are also options about whether to cache or even continue with aborted 

downloads, whether or not to take notice of the server supplied TTL for each object and the 

Cache control directives. 

 

Each protocol can be set to have its own TTL (default 20 days) and specific URLs can have 

TTL settings set by the administrative user.  The only filtering that can be done is to produce a 

rule list that allows access to a specific URL to a predefined user or group. 

 

NAT options 

It should be noted that NAT only works on replacing the packet headers' source and 

destination IP addresses; it does not go into the packet and rewrite every instance of the IP 

addresses.  In some cases, such as VPN traffic, where the packet contents are encrypted, it is 

not possible to distinguish what constitutes an instance of an IP address even if the protocol is 

known and understood by the firewall.  NAT is therefore only of use in obscuring the internal 

network if the network does not use any protocols that can encapsulate the IP address within 

the packet.  This is not just a problem for the more esoteric protocols, it is possible to create a 

Java applet that will run on the host machine and send the real IP address back to the web 

server.  In summary, to the casual user, the internal network is invisible, but to the determined 

attacker it is just obscured by the use of NAT. 

 

Simple NAT 

In the very simplest form of NAT, NAT is turned on for the external NIC only.  This means 

that any outgoing packet passing through the interface has its source IP address replaced with 

the IP address of that interface.  An entry is then made to the NAT routing table of the internal 

address and the destination address.  Any incoming packet with a destination address of the 

interface is looked up in the table and if the source address of the packet is found in the table, 

it is passed on to the correct internal address. 

 

This table is built ‘on the fly’ and has default timeout values for TCP and UDP entries as 20 

minutes and 8 minutes respectively.  This is the simplest configuration and is only of use if all 

connections between internal and external sources are initiated from the inside i.e. there are 

no globally available servers such as web servers inside the firewall. 
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Port mapping 

Port mapping is one way in which the software takes care of the case where there are various 

servers behind the firewall that need to have connections established to them. 

 

“Each packet received from the outside network (from the Internet) is checked whether its 

attributes (that is the protocol, destination port, and destination IP address) comply with an 

entry in the port mapping table (Protocol, Listen Port, Listen IP).  If the arriving packet meets 

the desired criteria, the packet is modified and sent to the IP address of the protected network 

defined as the ‘Destination IP’ in the table’s entry and to the port defined as the ‘Destination 

Port’.”[15] 

 

The port-mapping table is a table created by the administrator.  The protocol can be TCP, 

UDP, TCP/UDP, PPTP, or other (specified IP protocol number).  The listen IP is a single IP 

address or can be left unspecified for all external IP addresses associated with the firewall.  If 

the protocol is TCP and/or UDP then the listen port can be either a single port or a range of 

ports.  The destination IP is a single IP, as is the destination port (for TCP and/or UDP).  

There is also a setting that the port mapping is only valid when the source address of the 

connection is in a predefined group of IP addresses. 

 

Advanced NAT settings 

There are NAT rules that can be set up to either NAT with a different IP address or not NAT 

at all.  The ‘Do not NAT’ rules can be useful in such cases as where there is a segment behind 

the firewall that is a DMZ zone with public IP addresses.  Setting up NAT rules for different 

IP addresses can be useful where certain computers should look like one IP address to the 

outside world and another one to the internal network. 

 

These options can be set based on source IP address, destination IP address, or the outgoing 

interface.  The source and destination addresses can be any address, a single host, an IP 

address and subnet mask pair, a range of IP addresses, or a predefined IP address group. 

 

Administration options 

Each user and group has by default no rights to access the administration module of the 

software.  This can be changed on a user or group basis to full access or to view logs and/or 
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control dialup lines.  To access the administration module the user must put in a valid 

username and password pair that has one of the above options set. 

 

The user can use the administration module (loaded locally) to access a remote machine 

running WinRoute Pro if that machine is set to accept remote administration, although this is 

not enabled by default (see Figure 2.4).  For additional security there is also the option for 

allowing remote administration only from a predefined group of IP addresses. 

 Figure 2.4 

 

Additionally there is also the web administration interface (again this is not enabled by 

default).  This can be enabled on any port (3129 by default) and does not necessarily require 

user authentication.  This can also be restricted to only work when accessed from a particular 

group of IP addresses. 

 

Remote administration in any form opens up the product to attack through this line.  In most 

cases, this can be minimised by only allowing remote administration from within the 

organisation and so restricting it to a specified list of internal IP addresses and denying 

packets to and from the remote administration port on the external interface. 

 

DHCP support 

A DHCP server is one that responds to special broadcast packets on the subnet it is connected 

to and gives the broadcasting NIC an IP address from a pool of predetermined IP addresses, 

along with other optional parameters, such as how long the machine can keep the address, its 

default gateway etc. 

 

The product comes with a DHCP server bundled with it but this is not enabled by default.  

The DHCP server allows the administrator to define a set of address range (from address and 
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to address) and subnet mask triplets that will be given out to machines requesting them.  This 

is called a scope.  Each scope can also set a default gateway, DNS server, domain name, 

WINS server, and lease time (the default is 4 days). 

 

There is the functionality to add reserved IP addresses to the list and specify that they are 

reserved for a specific hardware address or computer name and so they will only be given to 

the specified machine.  There are also advanced options (not enabled by default) to let the 

server respond to BOOTP client requests, which is an older and simplified version of the 

DHCP concept, and another for RAS servers, i.e. dial up users. 

 

Mail Server 

The product comes bundled with mail server software (enabled by default) that contains many 

configurable options.  The product is set up to relay SMTP requests to another SMTP server 

previously identified by the administrator.  Logging can be enabled for this action.  Users can 

access email via the POP3 protocol. 

 

There are also other options such as: 

1. Aliases: An alias is where email addressed to one address is delivered to another 

user or group. 

2. Checking of remote POP3 accounts (not enabled by default). 

3. Mail sorting rules:  This allows mail to be delivered to various local users and 

groups using rules based on the mail header ‘To:’ information. 

4. Scheduling of checking for new mail and sending queued mail (not enabled by 

default). 

5. Anti-Spam options (not enabled by default):  This does not protect against the 

users receiving spam but instead restricts the domains users can send email to.  

Only specified users or IP addresses can send to any domain. 

 

The default ports are 110 for the POP3 server and 25 for the SMTP server.  The default mail 

directory is \mail under the directory in which WinRoute is installed.  There is also the option 

of limiting the size of messages sent through the SMTP server (not enabled by default).  If 

this option is selected the default size is 256Kb. 
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DNS Server 

A DNS (Domain Name Server) server is mainly concerned with the resolving of domain 

names into IP addresses.  There are four main types of DNS server [12], but the reviewed 

product contains a configurable DNS server that can only be configured to be one of two 

types of server that are called a ‘caching-only server’ or a ‘resolving-only server’.  As the 

names imply, the ability of the server is restricted for the most part to caching and/or simple 

resolving of IP addresses. 

 

There are other types of DNS servers, i.e. primary and secondary, that are authoritative 

sources of information about a particular domain and have extra functionality such as zone 

transfers, which allow for the transfer of all the information from the primary DNS server to 

its secondary server(s) at one time.  There should only be one primary DNS server but there 

can be any number of secondary DNS servers that are used as backups in case the primary 

cannot be reached.  This allows an administrator to make changes on the primary DNS server, 

then have them automatically replicated to the secondary servers via zone transfers and from 

there to the rest of the Internet as requests are made and caches time out on other DNS 

servers. 

 

The DNS server bundled with this product does not have the ability to act as a primary or 

secondary DNS server.  It only has the ability to look in its own cache (and hosts file) and 

then forward the query onto other servers as appropriate, caching the results.  In most 

configurations, the servers receiving the forwarding query will look at their own local cache 

files and if they cannot resolve the query it is forwarded onto another server, until it reaches 

one of the authoritative servers for that particular domain.  If the authoritative server does not 

have an entry for the domain name, an error message is returned.  This is called recursive 

query resolution because the query is recursively forwarded on.  There is also iterative query 

resolution where the query is sent to one DNS server, if it cannot resolve it, it returns the 

name of a DNS server as the next place to look.  The initiating host then queries that server 

and the process continues until an answer is received or an authoritative server returns an 

error message. 
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  Figure 2.5 

 

There are a few different options as to the exact way in which DNS queries are resolved by 

being forwarded and/or cached by this product (see Figure 2.5).  The ability to use caching to 

store and retrieve responses to queries can be turned on and off at will (this is turned on by 

default), as is the ability to forward the queries to other DNS servers.  If the forwarding 

functionality is turned on, as it is by default, DNS queries can be forwarded automatically to 

the server selected from DNS servers known to the operating system, or they can be 

forwarded to a user specified list of DNS servers for processing.  Before forwarding there is 

the option to try and resolve the query by looking at the local hosts file (this is selected by 

default) and/or by looking at the DHCP lease table (this is not selected by default) if the 

DHCP server is running. 

 

Simple Anti Spoofing Rules 

For each interface there is a simple anti-spoofing rule that only permits packets through that 

have a specific source address.  The options are any (default), this network (only those that 

are from the network connected to this interface), others (only those that are not permitted on 

other interfaces), or the others option and additionally those from a predefined IP address 

group. 

 

This means that for anti-spoofing protection in a simple network (one or more internal 

interfaces to one subnet each and one external interface to the Internet), all that has to be set is 

to have the internal interfaces set to ‘this network’ and the external interface set to ‘other’.  

This means that internal users cannot use a spoofed external source IP address to cause 
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problems to external systems and an external user cannot use a spoofed internal source IP 

address to attack internal systems. 

 

Other Security Options 

If the firewall receives an incoming UDP packet it can either pass it through NAT with any 

source address (default), or it can pass it through NAT only if it comes from a source address 

that was recorded when the first outgoing packet from the LAN was sent (see Figure 2.6).  

This second option is essentially turning a protocol that has no concept of connections into an 

implied connection based protocol.  If this option is chosen, it is because the administrator has 

decided that all UDP traffic coming into the network will be because of outgoing UDP 

requests, such as DNS requests. 

  Figure 2.6 

 

Stealth mode Options 

When the firewall receives an ICMP echo request it can either send an ICMP echo reply 

(default) or it can simply drop the packet (stealth mode).  When the firewall receives an 

incoming packet that has no entry in the NAT table, i.e. it is either a timed out connection or 

some sort of connection attempt, the firewall can either send a denying packet (default) or it 

can just drop the packet (stealth mode) (see Figure 2.6). 
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Logging and debug Options 

The product can log the following events, in most cases both to the screen and to the various 

log files. 

- Incoming TCP packets with no record in the NAT table. 

Either all packets 

Or only those with SYN flag set. 

- Incoming UDP packets with no record in the NAT table. 

- Individual advanced NAT rule hits. 

- An Interface that has a hit on its anti-spoofing rule. 

- Individual packet-filtering rule hits 

- Access to proxy server. 

 

Debugging logging is additional logging that should only be done to find problems as it 

decreases performance.  ARP, ICMP, UDP, TCP, and DNS protocols can all be logged for 

debugging purposes.  See Figures 2.7 and 2.8 for these debugging options. 

 

  Figure 2.7    Figure 2.8 

 

Points to Note 

1. Users can be imported from a domain, but this is a manual operation that would have to be 

done any time a new user was added or deleted if the internal user database was to be kept 

synchronised with the domain users database. 

2. The default setting of the firewall is not documented but is ‘allow all’. 

3. Using the default settings on the firewall, a port scan of the firewall machine on a WinNT 

4.0 server shows TCP ports 25 (SMTP), 110 (POP3), 135 (epmap), 139 (NetBIOS-ssn), 
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3128 (squid proxy) are open.  This is because the mail server and proxy server are turned 

on by default by WinRoute Pro, as well as the windows NetBIOS services, which were 

enabled on the server to allow for domain authentication.  The NetBIOS services should 

be unbound from the external interfaces before going live.  These NetBIOS services are 

used for Windows file and print sharing, as well as broadcasting LAN traffic to tell other 

LAN users the computers’ name and workgroup and should not be accessible to the 

outside world. 

4. A port scan of internal machines, using the SuperScan software [20] set to scan all ports 

from outside the firewall (when default ‘deny all’ rules are in place but without NAT) is 

intercepted by the firewall and ACK-RST packets sent with the spoofed source address of 

the internal machine, so all ports are reported as closed.  Also a ping request is not 

answered. 

5. The open firewall mail services advertise themselves as WinRoute Pro 4.1.27 services, 

and the open proxy server advertises itself as a squid cache. 

6. To proxy mail, FTP, HTTP, and Gopher services through the firewall, the user must set up 

their client to use the correct proxy server (and port) and the filter rules must allow it. 

7. The user manual contains an extensive set of sample filter rules for a wide range of 

configurations. 

8. The host machine should have a stripped down version of the operating system and be 

‘hardened’ before the software is installed on it. 

 

Subjective Ease of Use and Flexibility 

Sample Web Browsing filter rules 

If the proxy server is turned on and the internal users need web access, four ‘permit’ filter 

rules need to be set up, as well as the two default deny rules.  Each user also has to set their 

web browser to use the proxy server otherwise they won’t be able to browse the Internet.  The 

rules are easier to understand if there can be address groups set up and labelled for the ‘proxy 

server’, the ‘internal network’, and the ‘Internet’, as well as the interfaces labelled as ‘internal 

interface’ and ‘external interface’, assuming a simple dual homed bastion host architecture.  

These rules are shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 and were tested by setting up a webpage on the 

external machine using the TinyWeb server [24] and attempting to connect to it using Internet 

Explorer 4 on the internal machine. 

1. Incoming Permit TCP rule on ‘external interface’ from ‘Internet’ port 80 to ‘proxy 

server’ for ports > 1023. 
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2. Incoming Permit TCP rule on ‘internal interface’ from ‘internal network’ for ports > 

1023 to ‘proxy server’ port 3128. 

3. Incoming Deny IP rule on ‘any interface’ from any address to any address. 

4. Outgoing Permit TCP rule on ‘external interface’ from ‘proxy server’ for ports > 1023 

to ‘Internet’ port 80. 

5. Outgoing Permit TCP rule on ‘internal interface’ from ‘proxy server’ port 3128 to 

‘internal network’ for ports > 1023. 

6. Outgoing Deny IP rule on ‘any interface’ from any address to any address. 

 

Figure 2.9      Figure 2.10 

 

Packet Filtering 

As can be seen above, even for this simple example the rules can be quite hard to follow.  For 

this reason, documentation stating the rules and reasoning behind them should be kept and 

updated whenever changes are made.  This is not the ideal situation but the firewall does not 

allow for the inclusion of a comment field where such documentation would preferably 

reside. 

 

By its very nature the packet filtering rules on a corporate firewall can quickly become 

numerous as more individual protocols are filtered on.  If there is documentation within the 

rules explaining why each particular rule has been inserted, and its relationship to other rules, 

then the job of the administrator becomes a lot easier when changes need to be made. 
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The rules themselves are very flexible and the use of the user defined groupings, especially of 

IP addresses, makes them easier to change if there is a major reconfiguration needed, such as 

in the physical topology of the network being changed. 

 

NAT, Port Mapping, and Proxy Services 

The ability of the firewall do packet filtering is only one of the many things expected of a 

corporate firewall.  It is also expected to be able to obscure the internal network from casual 

inspection, but to also allow access to internal servers, and to provide another level of logging 

and protection to the user.  These are all covered pretty well by the implementations of NAT, 

port mapping and proxy services that this firewall offers.  The documentation that can be 

downloaded to go with this software also includes a large number of examples of common 

scenarios and the various options that need to be configured in these situations so the 

administrator has a good starting point. 

 

The product attempts to be a single firewall product that covers the needs of most small to 

medium sized businesses and in most ways it succeeds in doing so.  However, in the corporate 

firewall environment, there may well be the need to be able to charge Internet access back to 

the people who make use of it.  This product does not include any such support even though it 

can match proxy service requests to specific users. 

 

Nor is there any indication of even a rudimentary IDS.  If the administrator wishes to have an 

intrusion detection system it would have to be purchased separately.  Generally speaking this 

is not a problem but it is just an omission in this case because of the range of additional 

services the product can already offer, such as a mail server, DNS forwarding, and even a 

DHCP server. 
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Chapter Five: IPTables and Squid Proxy in RedHat Linux 7.1 Review 

Linux is a general (free) all-purpose operating system that has been developed over the last 

ten years by a large community of programmers in the open source community.  The RedHat 

installation procedures are one of the more popular ways of installing this operating system 

and its various components.  The RedHat 7.1 installation uses the kernel version 2.4.2 and 

comes with a large range of packages that can be installed at install time or afterwards.  The 

major components of concern with regards to firewall technologies are the Netfilter IPTables 

package (version 1.2.1a) and the Squid Proxy package (version 2.3.Stable4). 

 

It should be noted that the latest versions of the Netfilter IPTables software should be 

downloaded as the version that is packaged with RedHat 7.1 contains known bugs and the 

later releases mainly fix these bugs.  The latest version at the time of writing is version 1.2.3 

and it contains only minor functionality differences but quite a number of implementation bug 

fixes.  This implies that although the theory behind the software is quite sound, the software 

itself is quite new. 

 

The latest version of the Squid Proxy software at the time of writing is version 2.4.Stable2.  

This includes some additional minor functionality that does not impact the use of, or 

functionality of, the software in the context of being a part of a firewall. 

 

The IPTables package has the functionality of a packet filtering firewall with NAT 

capabilities while the Squid Proxy package is the application level proxy part of the firewall 

software.  These two packages can be installed on the same machine or on different machines 

to give added defence in depth security. 

 

Squid Proxy is primarily a caching proxy and is not specifically designed to be used in a 

firewall configuration.  However it is the authors opinion, substantiated by his industry 

experience, that a caching proxy would be installed to speed up access speeds as one of the 

first steps in putting a corporation online.  In the interests of reuse, this caching proxy would 

then be incorporated into the design of a firewall when security concerns came to the fore.  

Therefore, such a design of IPTables and Squid Proxy is thought to represent a corporations’ 

first attempt at a firewall and is of importance to review. 
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The RedHat installation of Linux can also install a large number of other services that are not 

talked about here, as they are not directly related to building a firewall.  Some of the most 

common of these services give the functionality of a web server, a DNS server, an email 

server, and a FTP (File Transfer Protocol, used for transferring files to and from a machine on 

the internet) server.  Obviously the decision of whether or not to install them on the firewall 

machine(s) and how to configure them will have security implications.  Best security practices 

would dictate that the firewall machine should have no other services running on it (i.e. 

bastion host) and that there is one bastion host machine dedicated to running each of the other 

services as well. 

 

Netfilter IPTables 

“Netfilter is definitely more than any of the firewall subsystems in the past Linux kernels. 

Netfilter provides an abstract, generalised framework of which one particular incarnation is 

the packet filtering subsystem…The Netfilter framework consists out of three parts:  

 

1.Each protocol defines a set of 'hooks' (IPv4 defines 5), which are well-defined points in 

a packet's traversal of that protocol stack. At each of these points, the protocol stack 

will call the Netfilter framework with the packet and the hook number. 

2.Parts of the kernel can register to listen to the different hooks for each protocol. So 

when a packet is passed to the Netfilter framework, it checks to see if anyone has 

registered for that protocol and hook; if so, they get a chance to examine (and possibly 

alter) the packet, discard it, allow it to pass or ask Netfilter to queue the packet for 

userspace. 

3.Packets that have been queued are collected for sending to userspace; these packets 

are handled asynchronously. A userspace process can examine the packet, can alter it, 

and reinject it at the same hook it left the kernel.” [4] 

 

Background Theory 

IPTables is based on the Netfilter architecture and various parts of the kernel-based software 

are registered to listen to the different hooks for various protocols.  There are three main 

protocols that are supported, at this time, by Netfilter and IPTables but this discussion will 

concentrate on the main one, namely IPv4, the Internet Protocol version 4, the current 

standard for IP packets. 
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Packet Traversal 

   Figure 2.11 

As shown in Figure 2.11 there are five well-defined ‘hooks’ for IPv4 where IPTables can 

examine, change, or drop a packet.  Each of these hooks have a Netfilter hook name and 

number associated with them but, because each hook has a one to one relationship with the 

default chains (discussed further on) that link into these hooks, these hooks will be referred to 

by their IPTables chain name to avoid confusion. 

 

After a basic ‘sanity check’, that is, simply a verification of the IP checksum, an incoming 

packet hits the PREROUTING hook (1).  Next the routing code decides whether the packet is 

destined for the local machine or if it is to be passed through the machine and go out another 

interface.  If the packet is considered local it hits the INPUT hook (2) and then gets passed to 

the local process concerned.  If the packet is to be routed through the machine it hits the 

FORWARD hook (3), then the POSTROUTING hook (4) just before leaving the machine.  

For a locally generated packet going out of the machine it first passes the OUTPUT hook (5) 

before going through the POSTROUTING hook (4). 

Chains and Tables 

The basic premise of IPTables is that at each hook, the corresponding ‘chain’, or list, of rules 

is traversed until a rule match is found and then the process jumps to the specified target.  

This target can be a number of predefined special targets, such as ACCEPT or DROP, which 

act in predefined ways, or the target can be another user-defined chain.  When the process has 

finished traversing the user-defined chain it comes back to the parent chain and continues 

where it left off. 

 

The way in which the chains are manipulated is by the use of the command ‘iptables’ entered 

on the command line with options.  In the simplest way of doing things a rule can be added to 

the end of a chain by running the iptables command using the –A option and the name of the 
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chain and the rule specification.  To delete a rule just use the same command as creating it but 

change the –A to –D.  A new chain can be created by using the –N option with the new chain 

name.  There are also command line switches to delete all rules from a chain and even delete 

an entire user-defined chain.  By convention, the default chain names are in upper case while 

the user defined ones are lower case. 

 

Each of these chains exists within one of the three predefined tables that determine the 

particular special targets that can be used.  The three tables are ‘Filter’, ‘NAT’ and ‘Mangle’.  

The table to be worked on can be specified but if it is not specified it is assumed to be the 

filter table. 

Connection Tracking 

There are modules that can be loaded that help in doing a form of stateful filtering.  With a 

specific connection-tracking module loaded each packet can be examined at the various points 

in its traversal and it can be connected to previous packets and labelled as one of the 

following states: 

NEW – A packet that creates a new connection. 

ESTABLISHED – A packet that belongs to an existing connection. 

RELATED – A packet that is related to an existing connection, such as an ICMP 

error, or a packet establishing an FTP data connection (assuming the FTP 

connection-tracking module is inserted). 

INVALID – A packet that simply could not be identified as one of the above. 

 

There are three basic connection-tracking modules that come with IPTables.  There is one 

module for general IP connections, one specifically for FTP connections and a third one for 

IRC connections 

Modularity 

While the connection tracking modules are linked into IPTables at run time there are also 

modules that can be loaded dynamically by creating a rule in a chain and specifically loading 

a module and passing it testing parameters.  There are modules for doing more extensive 

testing on TCP, UDP, and ICMP packets that are automatically loaded when the specific 

protocol is tested for, but there are also other modules that can be specifically called to filter 

on other things.  The testing modules that come with IPTables are explained in later sections 

but it should be noted that any new modules, whether connection tracking or testing, could be 

created and installed by any skilled programmer.  Because the entire Netfilter IPTables are 
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open source, a skilled programmer could even improve on the modules that come ready to 

install with it. 

 

Basic Selection Criteria 

The following is a list of the basic selection criteria and brief notes on syntax and how they 

can be used. 

Inversion 

The inversion operator can be used by most of the other selection criteria by preceding their 

arguments with a ‘!’.  This translates as a logical NOT of the next argument.  It should be 

noted that the most common mistake in using this operator is to not leave a space before and 

after the ‘!’. 

Source and/or destination IP address 

The option to select based on the source or destination IP address can be made with the use of 

the –s or –d options respectively.  Specifying IP addresses can be done by putting the next 

command line argument as the IP address in question.  These IP addresses can be formatted in 

one of four ways: 

- As a plain IP address in dotted decimal form (e.g. 192.168.0.1). 

- As a full name (e.g. localhost or www.some.name.com). 

- As a group of IP addresses using an IP address/netmask pair (e.g. 

192.168.0.0/255.255.255.0) 

- As a group of IP addresses using CIDR notation (e.g. 192.168.0.0/24) that 

specifies how many consecutive bits, starting from the left, need to match, similar 

to the network portion of a netmask. 

IP Protocol 

The IP protocol can be specified by the –p flag and the actual protocol by number or by one of 

‘TCP’, ‘UDP’, or ‘ICMP’ (these are not case sensitive). 

Input and/or Output interface. 

For specifying the input interface the -i flag is used.  For specifying the output interface the –o 

flag is used.  The -o option is not valid in the INPUT chain and the –i option is not valid for 

the OUTPUT chain.  The argument these options take is the name of one of the interfaces.  It 
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is also possible to use the ‘+’ character at the end of a string of characters to represent any 

interface whose name begins with those characters. 

Fragments 

In general, any filtering rule that asks for information that does not exist will not be matched, 

and this has a bearing on fragmented packets.  For example, only the first fragment of a TCP 

packet would include the port information.  If a rule filters based on the TCP port then only 

the first packet would match, the second and further fragments would not.  The fragment flag 

specifies that the rule is specifically for the second and further fragments of the rule match.  

This flag is generally only used in the ‘filter’ table and is not needed if connection tracking or 

NAT is loaded as, in these cases, all fragments get merged back together before they reach the 

packet filtering code. 

 

Extended Selection Criteria 

As has been mentioned above, the IPTables architecture contains extra selection modules that 

can either be implicitly loaded (currently these are TCP, UDP, and ICMP) and those that need 

to explicitly loaded by using the –m (or --match) flag followed by the modules name.  

Following is a list of the modules and their extended selection matching options. 

TCP Flags 

The TCP module is implicitly loaded when the ‘–p TCP’ option is used and this gives the new 

option of ‘--tcp-flags’ which is followed by two strings of flags.  The first tells which flags to 

test and the second tells which of these should be set.  Both of these are comma separated lists 

containing one or more of SYN, ACK, FIN, RST, URG, PSH or one of the special arguments 

ALL or NONE.  There is also the ‘--syn’ flag which is shorthand for ‘--tcp-flags 

SYN,RST,ACK SYN’ i.e. test the SYN,RST, and ACK flags and match if the only one set is 

the SYN flag, meaning that it is probably a packet requesting a new connection. 

TCP/UDP source and/or destination ports 

If the ‘-p TCP’ or ‘-p UDP’ options are used the options of ‘--source-port’ (or --sport) and --

destination-port (or --dport) for specifying source and/or destination port are available.  These 

ports can either be a single port, a comma separated list of ports, or a range of ports.  The 

ports can be port names (as listed in the /etc/services file) or numeric.  The port ranges are 

inclusive and are specified by two ports with a colon ‘:’ separating them.  A single port with a 

colon preceding it has an implicit zero before the colon, and a single port with a colon after it 
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has an implicit 65535 i.e. they are the same as ‘less than or equal to’ and ‘greater than or 

equal to’ respectively.  If a comma separated list of ports is to be used the ‘–m multiport’ 

option must precede it to explicitly load this functionality. 

TCP options 

If the ‘-p TCP’ option is used the ‘--tcp-options’ option is also available.  This option takes 

one numeric argument and matches if the TCP options field equals that number.  A packet 

with an incomplete options field is automatically dropped.  For most implementations, the 

TCP options field is left blank and so this additional filtering option is not needed. 

ICMP Type 

If the ‘-p ICMP’ option is used the ‘--icmp-type’ option is available.  This option can take 

either the ICMP type name (e.g. ‘host-unreachable’) or the numeric type, or even a numeric 

type and code pair separated by a ‘/’. 

State Matching 

The state matching modules need to be explicitly loaded and allows another option to be used.  

This option takes a comma-separated list of states (NEW, ESTABLISHED, RELATED 

and/or INVALID) to match that are associated with the packet and come from the various 

connection tracking modules loaded.  In the authors opinion this is one of the best features of 

IPTables.  Along with the correct connection tracking modules, it allows for simplification of 

a stateless rule set into a stateful rule set with potentially far fewer rules and therefore less 

complexity. 

Source MAC address 

This MAC address module must be explicitly and has the one additional option.  This option 

takes an argument that is an Ethernet address in colon separated hexbyte notation i.e. six one 

byte hexadecimal numbers separated by colons. 

Limit 

The limit module must be explicitly loaded.  It is used to restrict the rate of matches and is 

normally used in conjunction with the LOG target for suppressing log messages.  It can also 

be used in conjunction with the ACCEPT target for protecting against denial of service 

attacks.  There are two optional arguments for this module: ‘--limit’ and ‘--limit-burst’.  The 

‘--limit’ option followed by a number specifies the maximum average number of matches to 

allow per second.  The number can also be followed by a ‘/’ and one of ‘second’, ‘minute’, 
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‘hour’, or ‘day’ to specify the units explicitly.  If not specified this value defaults to 3/hour.  

The ‘--limit-burst’ specifies the initial number of matches before the limit is to kick in and it 

defaults to 5. 

Type of Service 

The Type of Service module must be explicitly loaded.  This gives the additional functionality 

of an option that takes either a standard name (‘Minimize-Delay’, ‘Maximize-Throughput’, 

‘Maximize-Reliability’, ‘Minimize-Cost’, or ‘Normal-Service’), or a numeric value to match 

(16, 8, 4, 2, or 0).  This allows for matching on the type of service field in the IP packet 

header. 

Mark 

The mark module must be explicitly loaded.  This gives the extra option that allows for 

filtering based on the Netfilter mark number.  There is also the option to declare a mask with 

which to logically AND the number with.  This number can be set using one of the special 

targets in the ‘mangle’ table. 

Owner  

This module is loaded explicitly and is only valid in the OUTPUT chain to match based on 

the creator of the packet.  Some packets may have no owner and will therefore never be 

matched.  The owner may be identified by their numerical user id, numerical group id, 

process id, or session group id. 

 

Filter Table 

The filter table uses the built in INPUT, OUTPUT, and FORWARDING chains.  In the 

instance of the filter table there is the additional option (-P) to set a default policy for each of 

the chains.  This can either be ACCEPT or DROP.  By default this is ACCEPT but should be 

changed to DROP before the system goes live. 

 

For each rule in one of the three chains there are four possible targets, other than jumping to 

another chain, for a rule match.  These are: 

- ACCEPT, where the packet is accepted. 

- DROP, where the packet is simply dropped without any error message being sent. 

- REJECT, where the packet is dropped and an ICMP ‘port unreachable’ packet sent.  

There is also an option which alters what error packet is sent. 
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-LOG, where kernel logging of the packet takes place.  This target can take the ‘--log-

level’ option followed by a log level or name which determines how much 

information is written to the log and the severity level it is given.  The names, 

corresponding to numbers 7 to 0, are ‘debug’, ‘info’, notice’, ‘warning’, ‘err’, 

‘crit’, ‘alert’, and ‘emerg’.  There is also the ‘--log-prefix’ which is followed by a 

string of characters (up to 29) which is prepended to the start of the log message.  

There are also options to log the TCP sequencing numbers, as well as the TCP 

options and IP options fields. 

If one of these targets is matched, traversal of the chain stops.  If traversal of the chain reaches 

the end of the chain, the default policy takes over.  The same happens in chain traversal in the 

other tables except that they do not have a default policy. 

 

 

   Figure 2.12 

 

If a rule match has a target of another chain, this chain is traversed in the same way.  At the 

end of the user defined chain the process jumps back to the parent chain at the next rule.  This 

can also be accomplished with the special target RETURN that is only valid in user-defined 

chains.  Figure 2.12 shows an example of chain traversal in the Filter Table where no rules are 

matched. 
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NAT Table 

The NAT (Network Address Translation) table uses the built in PREROUTING, 

POSTROUTING and OUTPUT chains.  The NAT table targets allow the ability to change the 

source and/or destination IP addresses and port numbers.  There are four special targets for 

the chains in this table.  These targets are: 

- SNAT, which stands for Source NAT.  This is only valid in the POSTROUTING 

chain.  It changes the source address of the packet to a single specified IP address 

(or an inclusive range of IP addresses) and an optional source port range (if the 

match is for a TCP or UDP packet).  “If no port range is specified, then source 

ports below 512 will be mapped to other ports below 512: those between 512 and 

1023 inclusive will be mapped to ports below 1024, and other ports will be 

mapped to 1024 or above.  Where possible, no port alteration will occur.” 

[IPTables Info Pages]  The changes take affect for the current packet and all 

others in the same connection.  The reason this only applies to the 

POSTROUTING chain is that it is only applied to packets going out and allows 

the ‘filter’ table rules to refer to the ‘real’ addresses. 

- DNAT, which stands for Destination NAT.  This is only valid in the PREROUTING 

and OUTPUT chains.  It changes the destination address of the packet to a single 

specified IP address (or an inclusive IP address range) and an optional destination 

port range (if the match is for a TCP or UDP packet).  If no port range is specified 

the destination port will be unchanged.  As with SNAT, the changes are for the 

matched packet and all other packets in the same connection.  This is applied 

before the packet goes through the ‘filter’ table rules so that the rules can take 

these re-routings into consideration. 

- MASQUERADE, which is only valid in the POSTROUTING chain.  It should only 

be used with dynamically assigned addresses.  It functions the same as SNAT 

except that it does not accept an argument for the source IP address, instead 

changing it to the one for the outgoing interface.  It also has the effect of 

forgetting about connections when the interface goes down.  “This is the correct 

behaviour when the next dialup is unlikely to have the same interface address 

(and hence any established connections are lost anyway).” [IPTables Info Pages] 

- REDIRECT, which is only valid in the PREROUTING and OUTPUT chains.  It 

functions the same as for DNAT except that it does not accept an argument for the 

destination IP address, instead redirecting it to the local machine. 
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Mangle Table 

The Mangle table uses the built in PREROUTING and OUTPUT chains.  It is called the 

mangle table because it allows for targets to have the ability to change any part of the IP 

packet.  While there are two special built-in targets for the chains in this table that do limited 

mangling of the packet, there is always the possibility that more can be added at a later stage.  

The built in targets are: 

- MARK, which sets a numeric Netfilter mark tracking value, associated with the 

packet that can be used by the mark selection module for further matching and 

processing. 

- TOS that is used to set the Type of Service field in the IP header. 

 

Squid Proxy 

Squid Proxy only understands requests and proxies replies coming in using the HTTP 

protocol.  This means that while it can proxy the files requested using another (e.g. FTP) 

protocol, the requests must be made through the HTTP protocol methods (e.g. GET 

ftp://some.ftp.site/ftpfile.txt).  For the end user, this means that it cannot understand and 

process requests from an ordinary FTP client, but it can proxy requests from a Web Browser 

or an advanced FTP client that can be configured to use a HTTP proxy. 

 

The main file of importance is the text file containing the configuration options of the proxy 

server that are read when the server process starts.  There are over 100 options that can be set 

for the Squid Proxy but the majority of options are not of importance in the context of firewall 

configuration and so are simply mentioned by category here for completeness to show how 

versatile and configurable the proxy is.  The default configuration options are probably right 

for about 90% of systems [6].  Some of these categories of options are: 

Options that affect the cache neighbour selection algorithm where there is a cache 

hierarchy. 

Options that affect the cache size. 

Options for tuning the cache. 

Options for configuring timeout values. 

Options for the cache registration service for joining or creating cache hierarchies. 

Miscellaneous configurations including limiting logfile growth, customizing error 

messages, defining memory pools, creating different bandwidth restriction pools 

etc. 
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Following are some of the more important options and an explanation of their use. 

 

Logging Options 

“The logs are a valuable source of information about Squid workloads and performance. The 

logs record not only access information, but also system configuration errors and resource 

consumption (e.g., memory, disk space). There are several log files maintained by Squid. 

Some have to be explicitly activated during compile time; others can safely be deactivated 

during run-time.  There are a few basic points common to all log files. The time stamps 

logged into the log files are usually UTC seconds unless stated otherwise. The initial time 

stamp usually contains a millisecond extension.”[7] 

 

One of the first things to note about the Squid log files is that the administrator has very little 

control about the granularity of reporting.  Most log files can only be turned on or off, but 

what type of information is recorded in them is not user specified but rather part of the 

automatic functioning of the log file.  Most of the configuration options deal with the path to 

store the log files but there is a setting that determines how much of the client IP address is to 

be stored in the various log files, via the use of a netmask.  This determines whether to store 

the entire IP address or just the network part of it for partial anonymity. 

 

There are many different log files but the one that is of importance in the day-to-day running 

of the proxy server is the ‘access.log’ file.  This file, as the name implies, contains logging 

information about the access attempts to the cache. There are many free log file analysis tools 

available at [8] that will read this log file and produce reports from it. There are two different 

formats for this file, a standard httpd format and the native format, which includes more squid 

specific information.  This native log file format contains the following information: 

- Time (represented as the number of seconds since midnight, Jan 1, 1970 GMT). 

- Duration. 

- Client IP Address. 

- Squid Result Code.  This can be one of a number of results.  The simplest being 

TCP_HIT (where the object was in the cache) or TCP_MISS (where the object 

was not in the cache). 

- HTTP Status Result Code.  These are enumerated in RFC 2616 but some of the 

best known are 200 OK, 404 Not Found, and 408 Request Timeout. 

- Byte Size of the Object (minus the header size). 
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- Request Method.  These are also listed in RFC 2616 but some of the best known 

are GET, HEAD, PUT, and POST. 

- URL. 

- Optional ident lookup for the requesting client.  This is explained in greater detail 

later in reference to access control by username and the specific ident lookup 

access ACL operator. 

- Type as seen in the HTTP reply header. 

 

Some of the other log files include the ‘squid.out’ file, which contains the Squid startup times 

and any fatal error messages, the ‘cache.log’ file, which contains any debug and error 

messages, and the ‘store.log’ file, which contains a list of all objects currently kept on disk or 

removed.  The ‘referer.log’ file is a log that is not written by default but if configured to log, it 

will store the Referrer field from HTTP requests. 

 

The ‘cache/log’ file contains a list of all the cache objects that are written to disk.  If this file 

is removed when Squid is not running it will effectively wipe out the contents of the cache. 

 

Squid also provides a way to rotate the log files that, it is suggested, should be done once a 

day.  This closes the current log files and renames them with a numeric extension.  There is a 

configuration option to say how many of these old logs should be archived before beginning 

to overwrite them, the default is 10. 

 

Access Control Lists (ACL) Classes 

The various instances of the ACL classes enumerated below can be grouped together and 

referenced by the ACL operators, discussed below, using a single unique group name.  This is 

done by the use of the keyword ‘acl’ followed by the unique name, then the specific keyword 

for that type of class, then a list of the particular instances of that type (or a reference to a file 

which contains one data item per line).  The main types are: 

- Source/Destination IP address.  Each item in the list of IP addresses can be in one 

of four formats.  The IP address can be a single IP address, an IP address/Netmask 

combination, or an IP address with CIDR format netmask. There is also a squid 

specific form of representation of IP addresses, which is a beginning IP address, 

ending IP address, and netmask triplet.  The special IP address/CIDR netmask pair 

0.0.0.0/0 translates as any IP address.  In the authors opinion this special address 
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which is be labelled ‘all’, in the default configuration, should be left so that it can 

be used in ACL operations and they can be read as clearly and simply as possible. 

- Source/Destination Domain.  This allows control of the specific domains, not 

necessarily the IP addresses associated with those domains.  If there is an ACL 

preventing access to the destination domain badthings.com, the users can still go 

there by using the IP addresses associated with that domain name.  In the case of 

denying access to specific websites it is easiest to have two ACLs: one for the IP 

addresses and one for the domains.  Access can also be granted or denied based on 

the source domain i.e. where the request originates.  This could work where there 

is a reverse DNS entry for each of the internal clients that has the same domain i.e. 

there is an internal policy that all computers have DNS entries and that they all end 

with the same string of characters e.g. mydomain.com or 

subdomain.bigcompany.com.  There are also options that allow the use of string 

matching and wildcards for the source and destination domains. (See below.) 

- Word/Regular Expression Match in URLs.  Not only can Squid build ACLs based 

on simple string matching within the requested URL but also string matching that 

is built using regular expressions and wildcards.  A regular expression is a series 

of special codes that are also used in other Linux commands, such as grep, to do 

complicated string matching.  By default this matching is case sensitive but there 

is also an option to make it case insensitive.  There is also an option to limit this 

matching to just the source or destination domain. 

- Current day/time.  The format of the time ACL class is to first give an optional list 

of days of the week and then an optional start and end time range (in military time 

HH: MM).  The end time must always be greater than the start time, so, it is not 

possible to create a single time ACL to deal with, for example, night time ranges 

that go past midnight, this requires two ‘acl’ statements.  

- Destination Port.  By default squid will only cache requests coming from ports 80 

(HTTP), 21 (FTP), 443 (SSL CONNECT), 563 (SSL CONNECT), 70 (Gopher), 

210 (WAIS), and 1025-65535.  The ports that the proxy will connect to can either 

be single port numbers, or a port range. 

- Protocol.  This allows ACLs to be placed on which protocols the cache will use.  

The restrictions are based primarily on the URL prefix i.e. the http:// or ftp:// etc. 

part at the front of the URL.  The valid protocols are HTTP, FTP, and SSL. 

- Method.  This allows ACLs to be based on the HHTP method of data transfer 

request.  There are three main types: GET, CONNECT or POST.  The GET 
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methods requests data, POST uploads data to the site, and CONNECT is used for 

SSL data transfers.  The default configuration denies access to CONNECT 

requests to non-standard ports using the destination port ACL class in conjunction 

with the method class. 

- Browser Type.  This allows the use of a regular expression string match on the type 

of browser being used to access the cache. 

- Username.  In auditing who did what on a system and restricting access, the 

username is one of the most important things to capture for logging and be able to 

filter on.  One way of doing this is to use the ident protocol.  “When the cache 

server accepts a connection, it can connect back to the origin server… and find 

out who just connected.  …If you wanted (for example) only students in their 

second year on to have access to the cache servers via your Unix machines, you 

could create a replacement ident server.  This server could find out which user has 

connected to the cache, but instead of returning the username you could return a 

string like ‘third_year’ or ‘postgrad’.”[6]  However this only works on multi-user 

systems where the ordinary user cannot install an ident server.  It does not work on 

e.g. Windows systems where the user can install their own ident server and 

become whoever they want to be.  In this case the proxy server can hand out 

authentication to a separate module running on the same machine.  The default 

squid implementation contains modules that allow for simple authentication from a 

file containing username and encrypted password pairs, and another module to 

allow for authentication via SMB (Windows NT domain authentication).  There 

are other modules that can be loaded to do authentication and some of these are 

available for download at [9] that use such things as LDAP authentication from 

non-anonymous LDAP servers and RADIUS authenticator.  A skilled programmer 

could even write their own module to import authentication data from an external 

source or redirect an authentication request to such an external authoritative 

source. 

 

ACL Operators 

“Acl-operators are the other half of the acl system.  For each connection the appropriate acl-

operators are checked (in the order they appear in the file).”[6].  Each of the ACL operators 

has the same format.  They are either an ‘allow’ or a ‘deny’ operation, and they have a list of 

ACL class names associated with them.  This list is logically ANDed to find whether the 
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operation takes place or not.  Each of the names in the list can also have an optional ‘!’ before 

it which specifies a logical NOT.  In this way, quite complex rules can be built up.  There is 

also an interesting feature of the ACL operators that the default operation is the inverse of the 

last operation on the list.  For example, if the last ACL operation is an allow operation, any 

requests that do not fit any of the rules are denied.  If the last operation was a deny operation, 

the default will therefore be allow everything else.  For readability and understandability (and 

so as not to rely on such an unusual feature) it is still recommended to put in place a catchall 

operation as the last operation statement.  The default installation contains a HTTP access 

deny all default. 

 

One of the most common operators is the one for allowing or denying HTTP access based on 

certain parameters, such as those discussed above.  This is not the only operator that is 

allowed however.  In particular is the one for allowing or disallowing ident lookups for 

recording in the log files.  The ident lookup procedure can be time consuming if it is enabled 

for every request and may also have no reliable meaning (in the case where the user can 

install their own ident server).  Therefore it can be enabled or disabled based on the broad 

range of attributes discussed above.  There is also an operator that enables or disables caching 

of objects.  There is an example that is commented out in the configuration file that specifies 

CGI scripts are not to be cached. 

 

Transparent Proxy 

“In ‘ordinary’ proxying, the client specifies the hostname and port number of a proxy in his 

web browsing software. The browser then makes requests to the proxy, and the proxy 

forwards them to the origin servers. This is all fine and good, but sometimes one of several 

situations arise. Either  

     You want to force clients on your network to use the proxy, whether they want to or not.  

     You want clients to use a proxy, but don't want them to know they're being proxied.  

     You want clients to be proxied, but don't want to go to all the work of updating the settings 

in hundreds or thousands of web browsers.  This is where transparent proxying comes in. A 

web request can be intercepted by the proxy, transparently. That is, as far as the client 

software knows, it is talking to the origin server itself, when it is really talking to the proxy 

server.” [13] 
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One thing to remember about transparent proxying is that if the user is using anything that 

authenticates based on their IP address, it probably will not work properly with transparent 

proxying.  Another point is that for the proxying service to be truly transparent there must not 

be the need for the user to authenticate themselves to the proxy server.  This means that user 

information cannot be logged and filtering based on the username cannot be used, unless it 

can be automatically verified, such as in the use of an ident server.  Most authentication 

modules used in conjunction with in the Squid proxy server require the user to type in a 

username and password pair before actual authentication takes place.  In a strictly transparent 

proxy architecture, these authentication modules cannot be used. 

 

After taking these things into account, actually creating a transparent proxy architecture is 

relatively simple.  Firstly the Squid proxy needs to have a few (four) settings configured in 

order to know it is to operate in transparent mode.  Then the IPTables need to have the 

relevant rules added to the correct chains.  These rules are slightly different depending on the 

architecture and placement of the IPTables machine.  These changes are detailed in [13] but 

they are briefly mentioned here. 

 

The four settings that the Squid proxy needs to have set are options to allow the proxy server 

to listen to requests and translate them from web requests to a proxy specific format.  A 

normal proxy specific request contains the entire URL for the destination request whereas this 

is not needed for a web request (as the main part of the URL is simply the destination address 

of the packet anyway) and it only contains the relevant path and filename.  Essentially the 

translation layer takes the destination address of the packet, and the path to the file and 

concatenates them to produce the full URL, which can then be processed in the usual way. 

 

If the proxy server is on the same machine as the IPTables process there is only one rule that 

needs to set.  This is a rule in the NAT table in the PREROUTING chain to REDIRECT to the 

correct listening port (by default Squid listens on port 3128) all TCP traffic going to port 80 

coming from the internal interface.  Figure 2.14 shows how this works. 
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Figure 2.12 

 

If the IPTables and the proxy server are on different boxes there need to be three rules.  

Assuming the squid box is on the internal network (in this example eth0) the three commands 

are as follows: 

 

“iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i eth0 -s ! squid-box -p tcp --dport 80 -j DNAT --to squid-

box:3128 

iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -o eth0 -s local-network -d squid-box -j SNAT --to 

iptables-box  

 iptables -A FORWARD -s local-network -d squid-box -i eth0 -o eth0 -p tcp --dport 3128 -j 

ACCEPT”[13] 

 

If the IPTables machine contains a dynamic IP then the only change is that the second 

command should have a target of MAQUERADE. 
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Figure 2.14 

 

Figure 2.14 shows how this works.  It should be noted that the POSTROUTING rule is 

required as NAT will only work correctly if both ends of the connection, i.e. between the 

Internal Host and the Squid Proxy, go through IPTables. 

 

Points to Note 

1. There is an experimental target in IPTables called MIRROR that switches the source and 

destination fields in the IP header and retransmits the packet. 

2. There is an experimental IPTables selection match called ‘unclean’ that attempts to match 

malformed or unusual packets. 

3. The IPTables commands can be put into a commented script file and either run at boot up 

or run once and the final configuration saved in a file IPTables reads when it is started.  

This allows for a single script file where each set of commands can be commented and the 

administrator is able to make notes as to why something has been added and what it is 

supposed to do etc.  The Squid Proxy server configuration file, which contains the ACLs, 

can be similarly commented. 
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4. The default Squid Proxy configuration file is heavily commented and is one of the best 

sources of information on what the different options do and how they can inter-relate to 

one another. 

5. On the website that is the home of the Squid Project there are webpages containing Squid 

related software that may be used to enhance the capabilities of the Squid server, such as 

extra authentication modules, identification servers, redirectors, reporting tools etc. 

6. A port scan of internal clients is not blocked by the default installation of the IPTables 

software as it defaults to allowing everything through.  A port scan of all ports using the 

SuperScan [20] software on the external machine scanning the firewall machine showed 

only the X Windows service accepting requests but this service is by default locked down 

to only run on the localhost machine.  This was done on a default install of RedHat Linux 

that had not had any of the extraneous services, listed above, installed. 

7. The default installation of RedHat Linux installed both IPChains and IPTables but only 

started the IPChains process at boot up time.  The IPChains package is an older 

implementation of the same fundamental ideas of IPTables. 

8. Neither IPTables nor Squid were the current available version as installed by RedHat and 

a newer version of IPTables needed to be installed to correct bugs. 

 

Subjective Ease of Use and Flexibility 

The open source philosophy tends to lead to simplicity and modularity to allow for the 

refinement and extension of the software and the Netfilter IPTables and Squid Proxy server 

packages are no exceptions.  They are both very flexible with the main day-to-day functioning 

of each being possible via the use of a single text file. 

 

In the case of the Squid Proxy server this file is the configuration file itself, which is read 

when the squid service is started.  The very fact that there are so many configuration options 

gives some indication of how flexible it is.  The Squid Proxy server is designed to be a 

general HTTP proxy server that can operate in any number of different organisational roles, 

architectures, and configurations.  In this paper only the small subset of configuration 

command and options that are of use in a firewall configuration have been looked at.  Even 

this small subset shows that there is immense scope for variety and flexibility.  Deserving of 

special mention is the fact that the proxy server can take authentication information from a 

variety of different sources and can therefore be integrated into a large variety of pre-existing 

network structures with minimal difficulty. 
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In the case of Netfilter IPTables the firewall packet filtering rules could be put in a single 

commented script file that can be changed and re-run whenever changes need to be made.  

While this script file is not necessary, as the commands could be typed in at the console and 

then the resultant configuration saved, it is the author’s recommendation that this is the way in 

which it should be done.  In part this is because of the opportunity to create the rules and 

chains in the order that makes sense to the administrator, but there is also the advantage of 

commenting the file and being able to rerun the script whenever it is needed. 

 

The ability to insert comments in between sets of configuration options (in Squid Proxy) or 

actual commands (in IPTables) allows for the scenario where there is more than one person 

changing the configuration of the firewall in the lifetime of the products.  There is even the 

possibility that the person making changes will come back later and not be able to remember 

why the changes were made or their ramifications.  In both these cases, a few quick comments 

at the time these changes were committed would save a lot of bother later on. 

 

The ease of use of these products cannot be compared to the ease of use of the majority of 

products reviewed as that would really be comparing GUIs with command line interfaces and 

text based configuration files.  There is possibly a steeper learning curve in learning how to 

configure and manage products in this way but for the individual who is comfortable with the 

concept of using a non-GUI method of configuration the ease of use of the products boils 

down to their ease of configuration.  As the Squid proxy server only contains one major 

configuration file, and this is heavily commented, it can be said that is quite easy to use, 

assuming the user only changes those configuration settings that they know about and even 

then only do it one at time.  This allows for the ability to roll back configuration changes 

easily if something doesn’t work, particularly if the kernel option that supports versioning of 

files is turned on. 

 

The modular structure of IPTables allows knowledge of how the rules are built to be learnt in 

a similar modular fashion.  Concepts can be thoroughly understood and then the knowledge 

applied to make use of another module.  Once the basic rule structure and switches are learnt, 

a simple set of rules can be built.  With each new module that is learnt, these rules can be 

modified, and with particular reference to the filter table, the rules can be made more 

granular.  That the various modules can be loaded on demand also helps in allowing the rules 
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to be quite complicated where needed and yet simple rules can do coarse filtering where finer 

granularity is not required. 

 

The combination of the connection tracking modules and the state-matching module allows 

the Netfilter IPTables rules to be quite compact and complex while at the same time being 

very readable.  The ability to create packet rules based on how the packet is related to 

previous packets (i.e. a form of stateful filtering), and having these relationships defined in a 

flexible and modular way is, in the authors view, one of the main features of the IPTables 

software package. 
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Chapter Six: Novell Firewall for NT Review 

Novell Firewall for NT is designed to be ‘default deny’; hence all the rules are ‘allow’ rules.  

It is designed to be installed on an NT machine and deployed in a Dual Homed or Multi-

Gateway architecture.  In the case of a Multi-Gateway architecture this means that one 

network card is described as being ‘public’ while the rest are considered to be ‘private’.  The 

software also supports the option of having multiple IP addresses bound to the ‘public’ 

interface.  The ‘public’ network card is chosen at install time and this decision influences the 

way the firewall treats the network cards.  For example, if the NT machine it is installed on is 

a domain controller in a Windows NT domain, the network traffic associated with domain 

queries and responses will work normally through the ‘private’ interfaces, but it will be 

default to being blocked at the ‘public’ interface. 

 

There are two main parts to the product: the Traffic Manager Administrator, and the Firewall 

Administrator.  Both of these can be used to administer the firewall on the local machine or 

from a remote machine.  The actual firewall is installed as a network service using the 

Services tab of the Networking Control Panel, rather than a standalone application.  Because 

this firewall is installed exclusively under NT, there is an extra security section in the 

advanced features of TCP/IP for each NIC that can also be used to further filter traffic.  This 

additional security can be accessed through the Network Control Panel.  For the most part, 

this review will concentrate on the Firewall Administrator application, as this is the one that 

does the majority of the firewall filtering functions. 

 

The system requirements for the firewall server are for a Pentium 200Mhz or higher machine 

with 64MB RAM, 40 MB free space, 200MB page file, at least two network cards, and 

Windows NT client or server version with service pack 3 or above.  There is a list in the 

documentation of tested and recommended network cards.  This list contains most of the 

common NICs in use.  If the Administration tools are to be run from a remote client machine, 

that machine should be at least a Pentium with 32MB RAM running Windows NT service 

pack 3. 

 

Understood Application services and their options 

Following is a list of the main application protocols this firewall can understand and their 

options.  In the particular parlance of this firewall, these application level protocols are called 
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services to avoid confusion with IP protocols such as TCP, UDP, and ICMP.  There are a few 

other services that the firewall can understand but in these cases all that the firewall 

understands about them are the TCP or UDP ports the protocol uses.  For the services listed 

below, the firewall at the very least understands the concept of ‘state’ for the service.  In these 

instances it is only needful to set up a rule passing the first packet of the connection; the 

associated packets will be identified and let through the firewall. 

 

For instance, the ‘ping’ service is understood to consist of an ICMP ‘echo request’ from a 

source to destination and a corresponding ICMP ‘echo reply’.  If the ‘ping’ service is enabled 

(this is the default) then a ‘ping’ originating from the internal network will get a reply from 

both the internal and the external cards in the firewall.  But a ‘ping’ originating from the 

external network will only get a reply from the external card of the firewall.  In nether case 

will the firewall pass the packets between the internal and external networks unless there is a 

specific rule.  If a ‘ping’ comes from an internal machine it will not get a reply from an 

external machine, and if a ‘ping’ from an external machine, it will not get a reply from an 

internal machine.  This can be remedied by inserting a rule to pass the ping service; to specific 

external machines, or ‘any public’, in the first instance, and to specific internal machines, or 

‘any private’, in the second instance. 

 

From the simplest to the most complicated available options the application services are: 

 

DNS – This can be enabled (default) or disabled. 

Ping – This can be enabled (default) or disabled. 

RealAudio – This can be enabled (default) or disabled. 

POP3 – This can be enabled or disabled for inbound or outbound (default is both enabled). 

NNTP – (This protocol is used for accessing newsgroups.)  This can be enabled or disabled 

for inbound or outbound (default is both enabled). 

SSL – This can be enabled or disabled for inbound or outbound (default is both enabled). 

SMTP – This can be enabled or disabled for inbound or outbound connections (default is 

both enabled).  There is also a list of allowable SMTP commands for inbound and 

outbound connections.  All are allowed by default for outbound connections and all 

but EXPN and VRFY are allowed for inbound connections by default.  There is 

also the option to mask the senders identity (not enabled by default) which means 

that the internal email headers can be replaced so that the string after the ‘@’, 
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which represents the internal name of the email server, can be replaced by a user 

defined string. 

Telnet – This can be enabled or disabled for inbound or outbound (default is both enabled) 

with the option of authentication on the inbound and/or outbound connections.  The 

authentication options are none (default), NDS/NT authentication (depending on 

whether the firewall is part of an NT domain or Novell Directory Services – NDS – 

Tree), or an MD4/MD5 One Time Pad challenge/response system.  The included 

One Time Pad calculator can be copied to the systems that need it and can be used 

in this instance to produce a list of one time pads for a series of communications. 

FTP – This can be enabled or disabled for inbound or outbound connections (default is both 

enabled) with the option of authentication options on the inbound and/or outbound 

connections.  The authentication options are the same as for Telnet with the added 

option to allow Anonymous Inbound access.  There is also a list of allowable FTP 

commands for inbound and outbound connections.  All are allowed by default for 

outbound connections but there are quite a few not allowed by default for inbound 

FTP connections.  There is also the option to disallow certain file types from being 

transferred with separate options for inbound and outbound connections.  See Figures 

2.15, 2.16, and 2.17. 

 Figure 2.15    Figure 2.16   Figure 2.17 

 

HTTP – There are all the same options as for FTP (except the option to enable Anonymous 

FTP access) as well as a few others.  By default all HTTP commands are allowed for 

both inbound and outbound access.  There is also the option to change the HTTP port 

(the default port is 80) and to enable Directory Enumeration Protection for inbound 

HTTP connections (this is not enabled by default).  Directory Enumeration is the 

process whereby the webserver sends back a list of files in the current directory if the 

index.htm(l) file is requested but it does not exist.  If this protection is turned on, the 
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firewall will filter out all such replies to inbound requests.  There is also a list of 

disallowed URLs and the option to enable a 3rd party URL filtering product.  See 

Figures 2.18 and 2.19. 

  Figure 2.18   Figure 2.19 

 

In this product, designed as it is to be an all-in-one product, it is in some ways quite artificial 

to say where a packet filter leaves off and an application filter begins.  If the distinction is to 

be made, however, it can be said that this firewall is an application proxy filter for at least 

FTP, HTTP, and SMTP because it can filter based on the commands in these application level 

protocols. 

 

Logging 

Logging information can be enabled for FTP, HTTP, SMTP, Telnet, and RealAudio which 

contains the user, the start and end times of the transaction, and the source and destination of 

the transaction.  This information can also be saved to a user defined text file.  See Figure 

2.20. 

     Figure 2.20   Figure 2.21 
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Virus Protection 

There is an option that allows Inbound HTTP, SMTP, and/or FTP files to be sent to one of a 

list of machines running 3rd party virus checking software that understands CVP (Content 

Vectoring Protocol).  See Figure 2.21. 

 

Filtering Options 

Each filtering rule consists of a name, source, destination, service, protocol, time, and 

sometimes a user or group if the service is one that can be authenticated (HTTP, FTP, or 

Telnet).  See Figure 2.22. 

    Figure 2.22 

 

Source and Destination 

Each rule must have a source and a destination.  In the typical architecture of a dual homed 

gateway (for which this firewall was primarily designed) one of these must be defined as 

public and other private.  In the special case of a multi-homed gateway there is the provision 

of an option to allow rules that go between two private addresses, but there is no provision for 

a rule to have both the source and destination being defined as public. 

 

For both source and destination the same dialog boxes appear.  These dialog boxes allow the 

rule creator to choose a source or destination from a list of already created addresses, as well 

as manages this list by adding, deleting and modifying from this list.  Each member of this list 

has a unique name, and is one of the following: A single Host address, a Single Network, A 

Single Network/Netmask pair, or a group of one or more of the above.  There are also two 

special groups called ‘Any Public’ and ‘Any Private’, which, as their names suggest, 

represent any public or private IP address.  In the terminology of this firewall, these are all 

called network entities.  See Figure 2.23. 
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  Figure 2.23     Figure 2.24 

 

For each of the Host, Network, and Network/Netmask pair types they must be defined as 

either public or private.  If they are private then there is also the option to exclude them from 

network address translation (NAT).  See Figure 2.24. 

 

Service and Protocol 

The Service dialog box allows the rule creator to choose one of the predefined services the 

firewall comes loaded with or select, create, edit or delete another user-defined service.  Each 

of the user-defined services has simply a name and a range of ports. 

 

If the service chosen is a predefined one, then the protocol may be chosen automatically.  But, 

if the service chosen is one of the user defined ones, or the service can be either TCP or UDP, 

such as in the case of DNS, the protocol can be chosen to be either TCP or UDP. 

 

It should be noted that the only options are TCP and UDP, with the exception of the 

predefined service ‘Ping’, which is ICMP based.  There is no option to allow other IP 

protocols through the firewall on a rule by rule basis.  There are some options to allow 

specific types of ICMP packets through the firewall and other native options to allow 

individual network cards to block or pass specific IP protocols, as discussed later on, but not 

in conjunction with the other filtering options. 

 

Time 

The valid time for a rule can either be the special type ‘Any Time’ or a user defined time 

range.  Two times, a start and a stop time define this time range; each of which is just an 
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hours figure plus a minutes figure.  There is therefore no concept of a weekly cycle of events, 

only an implicit daily one. 

 

User 

For the predefined services that allow authentication i.e. the HTTP, FTP, and Telnet services, 

the service can be restricted to a single user or a group of users.  There are also the special 

groups ‘No User’ and ‘Any User’ which deny or allow access to all authenticated users 

respectively. 

 

NAT 

By default all internal addresses are translated to the external IP address of the firewall but 

there are a couple of ways to change this for a specific set of internal addresses.  The first 

action is to allow a specific set of IP addresses (single Host, Network, or Network/Netmask 

pair) to be excluded from the translation.  This can be done using the dialog box that appears 

when choosing a source or destination for a rule (see Figure 2.24).  While this is not the most 

obvious place to look for such things it is consistent with the rest of the interface whereby 

each dialog box for the specific parts of the filter rule allows the rule creator the opportunity 

to add, delete, and modify the global properties of these attributes.  There is also another way 

of doing this, via a ‘translation exclusions’ tab under ‘other options’.  This simply allows the 

administrator to choose from a drop down list that is restricted to only those network entities 

that are designated as ‘private’ or to pick an entry to remove from a list of those private 

network entities that are presently designated as excluded from NAT. 

 

The other way of changing the NAT mapping is by specifying a specific mapping of internal 

to external IP address and port (see Figure 2.25).  This is called redirection and can only be 

done for a single combination of IP address and port number at a time.  While this gives very 

fine granularity to the mapping process, it does not allow the mapping to be done on a 

network or network/netmask basis. 
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 Figure 2.25 

 

General Alerts and Logging 

There are four different ways of getting alerts and logging information from the Firewall 

Administrator.  These are by Audit Log, Pager, Email, or SNMP (Simple Network 

Management Protocol) broadcasts.  Each of these different ways can be enabled or disabled 

(this is the default) by the administrator and the level of reporting set to one of the predefined 

levels: Information, Warning, Error, or Critical (this is the default).  Each of these relates less 

information than the last one in the list. 

 

There is also specific information for each of the alert options.  This specific information is 

simply settings such as maximum log file size for the audit log (the default is 10240K); the 

pager phone number, the number to be sent to the pager, and the COM port to communicate 

through for the pager; the email address and mail server to communicate through for email 

alerts; and the maximum number of messages to send per minute for email and pager alerts.  

See Figures 2.26, 2.27, 2.28, and 2.29. 

  Figure 2.26   Figure 2.27 
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  Figure 2.28    Figure 2.29 

 

While this allows flexibility with a number of ways of receiving alerts and logging, it does not 

allow for too much flexibility in the actual alerts received.  The administrator must rely upon 

the designers of the software to correctly categorise information into one of the four 

categories of alerts. 

 

The inbuilt audit log shows the information with the granularity of information as set above.  

There are also the options to save it to a user defined text file, refresh the screen output, or 

reset the screen output. 

 

There is also a security statistics tab which shows a list of security break-in attempts and a 

corresponding number of how many times these have been attempted.  These numbers can 

also all be re-zeroed at any time by clicking the reset button (see Figure 2.30). 

 Figure 2.30     Figure 2.31 
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ICMP Packet type Filtering 

There is simple filtering on some of the different ICMP packet types.  The ICMP ‘echo 

request’ and ‘echo reply’ are covered by the filtering that is done using the ‘Ping’ service.  

For any other ICMP packet they are by default denied but some of them can be let through on 

a global level (see Figure 2.31). 

 

Anti-Spoofing, Source Routing, and Timeout Values 

By default, anti-spoofing protection is not turned on but this can be done by checking a 

tickbox in the correct place.  If this is enabled then no packets will be passed from the private 

to the public network unless the source address is described by one of the private network 

entities.  Also, no packets coming in from the public interface will be passed on if they 

contain a source address described by one of the private network entities. 

 

Source routing is the technique where an IP packet contains instructions on how to get from 

its source to its destination without relying on the routers in the middle to make this decision.  

These types of packets should only be sent as diagnostic and testing packets but can also be 

used to try and circumvent various types of router based security measures.  For this reason, 

the information in such packets is ignored by default and the packets are routed as per usual. 

 

However, there is a setting to enable source routing requests to be honoured. It is unlikely that 

there would be a valid reason for such packets crossing a firewall boundary in the day to day 

running of an organisation, except for testing purposes where the firewall is set up as a border 

between different parts of a large organisation. 

 

By default, UDP has a timeout of one minute for translation requests, and TCP has a timeout 

of 30 minutes.  As with other implementations of NAT, this allows a virtual connection for 

UDP packets whereby the firewall assumes that a UDP packet coming from a machine that 

has just been sent a packet (within the last minute) is in fact a reply to that packet and so it 

sends the packet to the originator of the first packet.  The same goes for TCP packets, a NAT 

table is held in memory that lets the firewall do a translation based on the port and IP address 

it is from and sends it on to the correct internal address. 
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Traffic Manager 

While the majority of this review concentrates on the Firewall Administrator software it is 

also worth taking a brief look at the Traffic Manager Administrator.  This software consists of 

two distinct concepts.  Firstly there is the rule base which controls and constricts bandwidth 

flow through the point at which the Traffic Manager is installed.  Secondly there is also a 

larger range of reporting and monitoring functionality built into this piece of software, as 

compared to the reporting that the Firewall Administrator can do. 

 

Traffic Rules 

In essence these traffic rules allow you to define a rule by the sender, receiver, service and 

time slot (see Figure 2.32).  These are used in order to measure the traffic flow, and optionally 

set a few bandwidth restrictions such as a guaranteed minimum bandwidth, allowable 

maximum bandwidth, and a priority (low, medium or high) in the case of competition for 

bandwidth.  There are also optional admission controls to limit the number of concurrent 

serviced requests based on a minimum bandwidth per session and/or a maximum number of 

concurrent sessions allowed for each rule. 

 

    Figure 2.32 

 

Sender and Receiver 

The sender and receiver can be any user or any network entity.  The list of network entities is 

separate from the list in the Firewall Administrator but contains the same two default entries: 

‘Any Private’ and ‘Any Public’.  A network entity may be a single Host IP address, a single 

Network, a Network/Netmask pair, a start and end IP address range pair, a specific URL, a 

MAC address, or a group of the above.  As with the Firewall Administrator each of these is 

defined as either ‘public’ or ‘private’ (with the exception of MAC address which is always 

public) and a rule must consist of a sender being one and the receiver being the other. 

Service 
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The list of predefined services is the same as the list in the Firewall Administrator but it 

should not be confused with actually being the same list, it is not.  Any service added into the 

Firewall Administrator will not be replicated in the list of services for the Traffic Manager 

Administrator, it must therefore be added in if traffic rules are to be based upon it.  When the 

user defines a new service, it is simply described by a port range and whether it is TCP or 

UDP. 

 

In the case of the predefined FTP and HTTP service types there is an additional tab that 

allows different file types to be monitored and managed.  There are four types of files that can 

be easily monitored by the expedient of simply checking a tickbox.  This produces a list of 

file types that can easily be added to or removed from (see Figure 2.33).  These types are as 

follows: 

Downloads: arj, dll, exe, gz, gzip, lzh, tar, and zip. 

Images: bmp, gif, jpeg, jpg, tif, and tiff. 

Audio/Video: avi, mov, mpeg, mpg, wav, and wave. 

Index Files: asp, htm, html, text, and txt. 

 

In the case of HTTP there is also another option that allows traffic monitoring to take place 

based on a URL fragment, i.e. a URL without the domain name part. 

 

Time 

This is handled in the same way as the times in the Firewall Administrator.  Again, the list of 

user defined times is not the same as the list of times in the Firewall Administrator and the 

only exception is the predefined ‘any time’. 

 

  Figure 2.33  Figure 2.34    Figure 2.35 
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Bandwidth, Priority and Admission Controls 

For each rule there is a corresponding priority as well as bandwidth restrictions can that apply.  

There could also be an optional admission control strategy. 

 

For each rule there is a Guaranteed minimum (which defaults to zero) that can be anywhere 

between zero and the calculated available bandwidth (this is defined by the total bandwidth 

minus any other guaranteed bandwidth requirements).  There is also an allowed maximum 

bandwidth, which defaults to the total bandwidth.  Both of these values can be changed for 

basic bandwidth control (see Figure 2.34). 

 

The priority is by default set to medium but can also be set to either high or low.  These three 

different priority levels determine which services get the bandwidth in times when it is a 

scarce resource. 

 

“High and low priority classes are still subject to overall specified bandwidth controls.  

However, High priority classes are serviced first and if there is contention, they are least 

affected. Low priority classes are serviced last and if there is contention, they are the most 

affected.” [Traffic Manager Help File] 

 

If the admission control strategy is enabled, it sets either a maximum number of connections 

for a particular rule and/or the minimum bandwidth available to each connection (see Figure 

2.35).  There is also a percentage value that represents the load above which these controls are 

enforced (the default is zero, i.e. the controls are always enforced). 

 

Profile Monitoring 

Profile Monitoring allows the user to collect traffic statistics that are broken down and 

profiled by up to four ways.  The traffic can be broken down by service (i.e. TCP/UDP ports), 

Server addresses, Client addresses, or by User.  Each of these different methods reports 

statistics like the total KB transmitted, timestamps of the traffic, the Total number of sessions 

for each profile, the connection response times, percentage of retries etc.  For the client and 

server there is also the option of whether to show the clients/servers as IP addresses or to try 

and resolve DNS names.  Each method also has a summary line that displays totals for all 

traffic.  In the case of users and services there is also an ‘other’ line that shows statistics for 
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undefined traffic (i.e. traffic associated with none of the defined services, or traffic sent or 

received by an unknown or unauthenticated user).  Each of the four profiles can be turned on 

or off at will and the output can be saved to a file. 

 

Alarms and Logging 

As with the Firewall Administrator there are four ways of receiving alarms and logging 

information: Audit logs, SNMP, Pager, or Email.  However, rather than choosing the alert 

level (Information, Warning, Error, or Critical) there are now four different types of alarms 

that can turned on or off at will (see Figure 2.36).  These are Bandwidth alarms, Failures, 

Response Time alarms, and general logging information.  The Audit log, if enabled, must log 

the general logging information but all the rest can be turned on or off at will.  The default is 

for all of them to be turned off, but is simply a case of checking a tickbox to turn one or more 

of them on. 

 Figure 2.36 

 

Performance Monitor settings 

The Performance Monitor is a native NT application that allows the administrator to use time 

sensitive bar graphs, time lines of utilisation and various other GUI techniques to show the 

administrator a picture of the performance of various tasks as a function of time.  The Traffic 

Manager Administrator uses this program to make it possible to be able to produce a 

performance monitor graph of bandwidth consumption, response time, or failures for each 

class of traffic rule. 

 

Network Card Security 

By installing the firewall on an NT machine, it allows the TCP/IP Advanced Settings, under 

the Network Control Panel, to be used.  This can not be configured remotely by the ‘Firewall 

Administrator’ or the ‘Traffic Manager Administrator’ but can only be done by accessing the 
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Network Control Panel locally on the firewall machine.  There is a button that allows extra 

security features to be configured.  For each network card there are settings which can be 

configured to say which TCP ports, UDP ports, and IP protocols will be allowed to pass 

through the NIC in question.  By default, all TCP and UDP ports are permitted as well as all 

IP protocols. 

 

This allows for a coarse granularity of the protocols allowed through based on the network 

card but it is simply a user-defined list of numbers.  In the case of TCP and UDP these 

numbers are port numbers that are allowed through.  In the case of other IP protocols these are 

the numbers (0-255) describing the particular protocol.  For example, as described previously, 

the number for ICMP is 1, TCP is 6, and UDP is 17. 

 

This security is also available to any other firewall that is built on top of a Windows NT 

architecture and is mentioned here because this firewall is built specifically for use on top of 

the Windows NT kernel only. 

 

Results of a Port Scan 

A full port scan of the internal client, using SuperScan [20] installed on the external client, 

through the firewall using its default configuration showed no ports open, and it would not 

even reply to a ping i.e. all connection attempts to the internal network, including the internal 

network card on the firewall, were simply dropped by the firewall, they were not even replied 

to (stealth mode).  A similar port scan of the public interface of the firewall showed a number 

of open ports and the interface also replied to ‘ping’ packets.  The open ports were 21 (FTP), 

23 (Telnet), 25 (SMTP), 80 (HTTP), 1200, 1201 (Traffic Manager Administrator remote 

connection port), 3456, 7070 (RealAudio).  Connection attempts to closed ports were dropped 

without replies being sent (stealth mode).  The majority of these open ports are for standard 

services and imply that the firewall will proxy connection attempts into the ‘private’ network 

for these services.  These services which are enabled by default, i.e. FTP, Telnet, SMTP, 

HTTP, and RealAudio, can be enabled or disabled for inbound and/or outbound connections, 

with the exception of RealAudio which can only be enabled or disabled. 

 

A port scan from SuperScan [20] installed on the internal network to the internal network card 

of the firewall revealed the NetBIOS file and print share ports (135 and 139) as open and all 

connection attempts to closed ports were met with a RST packet i.e. as it would do without a 
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firewall in place.  In addition, the following ports were reported as open: 1200, 1201 (Traffic 

Manager Administrator remote connection port), and 3456. 

 

Points to Note 

1. The one patch for the product (version 1a dated 25/01/2000) essentially enhances the 

logging features of the firewall so that both allowed and denied accesses can be logged.  

Without the patch only denied access is logged. 

2. Stopping the firewall service stops all traffic.  This can not be done through the remote 

administration tools, only through the services control panel on the firewall machine. 

3. If the firewall machine is the Primary Domain Controller (PDC) in the NT domain and 

user authentication is enabled, for HTTP or FTP access, the users who need access 

through the firewall must be members of the server operators group or equivalent that has 

the “Log In Locally” right.  This is because they need the right to log in to the server in 

order to authenticate through the firewall. 

4. Allowing the remote client administration programs to connect through the public 

interface is a design decision that is a security hole and it cannot be changed by the 

administrator of the application. 

5. NT domain communication between, for example, the Primary Domain Controller (PDC) 

and its Backup Domain Controllers (BDCs) fails when trying to go through the public 

interface due to the automatically installed NAT.  This is a known issue and it is 

suggested that all NT domains be set up internally. 

6. Because NAT cannot be turned off, most IPSec based VPN products will not work with 

the firewall as they are not generally capable of supporting NAT.  However, it will work 

with any VPN product that does supports NAT. 

7. Some authentication based services, such as HTTP, are really IP address based and the 

association between IP address and user name is cached.  If the authenticated user logs out 

and another logs in within a certain time interval they will be able to get through the 

firewall without authenticating again.  Any accesses they make will show up in the logs as 

having been made by the previous user.  The same thing may also happen with DHCP 

assigned addresses, when the lease runs out and the IP address is reassigned.  The time 

interval is not specified by the documentation but experimentally shown by the author to 

be greater than 5 minutes.  This was done by logging in as one user, creating traffic that 

would show up in the logs and then logging out.  Waiting a decreasing interval (an hour, 

30 minutes, 15 minutes, ten minutes, and five minutes) and then logging in as a different 
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user, creating more traffic that should be logged, and checking the log files for the 

relevant usernames. 

8. If the client applications, such as web browsers and FTP clients, are not set up to use the 

proxy, the Firewall will act as a transparent proxy (assuming no authentication is 

required). 

 

Subjective Ease of use and Flexibility 

The designers of this application tried to make the interface as intuitive and user friendly as 

possible.  However, this was done in such a way as to give the user no choice in some of the 

most fundamental underlying features.  Some of these features include the decision to make 

the firewall fail-over and the default rule both ‘deny all’, automatically turning NAT on, and 

automatically setting up proxying for inbound connections using the FTP, HTTP, Telnet or 

RealAudio protocols, with no option to change these settings.  There is also no option to allow 

the firewall administrator to allow or deny the remote administration tools based on the 

incoming interface or IP address or even to configure the ports on which these tools 

communicate. 

 

While the documentation that comes with the firewall is fairly extensive, it is hard to find the 

answers to one’s questions.  There are two main types of documentation that come with this 

product, neither of which are in such a form as to be easily queried as a ‘knowledge base’ of 

the low level design decisions and their implications.  The documentation that comes with the 

firewall is written in such a way that the majority of it is explaining the concepts of firewall 

technology or ‘hand holding’ instructions on how to configure the firewall rules. 

 

Some of the information that can be found in the documentation is also in obscure places.  

The fact that the firewall defaults to ‘deny all’ is stated in the ‘Novell Firewall for NT 

Concepts’ adobe acrobat file.  Common sense seemed to dictate to the knowledgeable user 

(i.e. this author) that they can skip reading this document and continue on to read the 

documents labelled ‘Novell Firewall for NT Installation’ and ‘Novell Firewall for NT Setup’ 

but this is not the case.  All of the documentation should be read as thoroughly as possible, 

keeping in mind the specific questions that the user is asking.  In some cases, such as the open 

ports 1200, 1201, and 3456, there is no explanation as to what this represents and why.  In 

such cases it is largely a matter of observation and deduction. 
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Having said all that, there are also a large number of good points about the firewall.  The 

ability to create rules based on application level knowledge, such as restrictions on 

downloadable FTP file types, is a definite highlight of the firewall.  Not only can the firewall 

allow or disallow certain commands for the SMTP, HTTP, and FTP services; it can also 

monitor and/or manipulate the actual data being transferred by such services.  This may 

include sending specific file types to a third party virus scanner, simply blocking or allowing 

certain file types, putting bandwidth restrictions on certain file types, or, in the case of HTTP, 

allowing or blocking based on the URL.  The option to link into a third party product for URL 

filtering is also a good thing; the administrators do not have to maintain a list of unacceptable 

URLs themselves. 

 

In the authors opinion this firewall would be best implemented as an internal firewall between 

two different parts of an organisation because of the ability to filter and monitor common 

types of traffic (SMTP, HTTP, FTP) with such a fine granularity as well as the ability to put 

in place such a wide range of bandwidth monitoring and restrictions.  One of the weaknesses 

of the firewall is that it concentrates almost exclusively on some common services that use 

TCP and UDP traffic, with some effort to also filter ICMP traffic.  This means it cannot be 

used in an environment where other types of traffic need to be filtered on or monitored.  It 

should also be used where there are few if any roaming users, and preferably statically 

assigned IP addresses if the accurate logging of user accesses is required. 

 

It is likely that there will be a segment of any large organisation that will use other non-

standard types of traffic, such as VPNs based on other IP protocols, like PPTP or IPSec, and it 

would therefore be troublesome to put a firewall system in place at the border that was based 

on this software.  It is also a major security hazard to have the ability to log in to the border 

firewall from the Internet and be able to change the configuration this way.  It would therefore 

be better to segment the large organisation into sections that use the common services that this 

firewall product has a good application level knowledge of and put this firewall in such a 

position to monitor and filter this traffic.  Another firewall solution should be placed at the 

border and set to block connection attempts through the remote control connection ports of 

the Novell Firewall for NT. 
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Chapter Seven: Corporate Firewall Summary 

Commenting of Rules 

With any set of filter rules that may change over time, have more than one administrator, or 

become quite large in size and/or complexity it is a good idea to write brief comments to go 

with the rules that explain their purpose and interactions with other rules.  Some of these 

factors could be applied to most implementations of firewalls in a corporate setting and it 

would therefore be of value to include the ability to comment the rules in any firewall product 

that would be used in such a way.  However, none of the corporate firewall products 

discussed has this as an explicit feature. 

 

The total inability of the Tiny WinRoute Pro product to store any form of comments or 

documentation with the created rules is a major drawback of a product that in other ways is a 

comprehensive all-in-one software firewall solution.  The Novell Firewall for NT has the 

ability to name rules which is a better solution but still lacks a way of comprehensively stating 

not only the purpose of the rule but the interactions between rules and any other information 

that may be pertinent later on.  Such information may include the name of the administrator 

responsible for the rule, the purpose of the rule, and the date it was created. 

 

The commenting and documentation that can be done with IPTables and Squid Proxy on 

Linux is the most comprehensive of the corporate firewall products reviewed.  However, this 

is not a feature of the products as such, but rather a side effect of the design of the product to 

be run under Linux with the rules being inserted via the command line, in the case of 

IPTables, or from a commented configuration file, for the Squid Proxy.  One of the features of 

Linux is that commands that would normally be issued from the command line can be stored 

as a text file (with accompanying comments and documentation) and then run one after the 

other at a later time, in ‘batch mode’. 

 

From personal experience the author can attest to the necessity of documentation for a 

firewall’s rules when those rules need to be reviewed.  It is therefore disappointing to see such 

a lack of this feature explicitly designed into the products reviewed. 
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Interaction with Third Party products 

Method of Authentication 

All of the reviewed products allow for a form of filtering and/or logging based on a user name 

(and password) that is in some way authenticated for the product using a third party product.  

This is particularly evident in the case of the Squid proxy server that can authenticate to third 

party sources using a number of different protocols it understands, such as the inbuilt ident 

and SMB modules.  There are also other modules that can be downloaded to allow the Squid 

proxy server to authenticate users across a large range of sources, each accepting 

authentication requests and responding to such requests using differing protocols, such as 

LDAP and RADIUS.  This allows the Squid proxy server to send an authentication request 

via these various protocols to a third party that actually does the authentication and sends a 

response back, again via these protocols, to the proxy server. 

 

While the Squid proxy server portion of a Linux firewall will allow rules based on user 

names, the IPTables portion allows no such thing for packet level filter rules.  The Novell 

Firewall for NT does this, although it does not allow for any authentication options other than 

by the users and groups defined by the local NT domain the firewall is situated in. 

 

The Tiny WinRoute Pro firewall product allows such functionality as well; although this is 

accomplished by the expedient of importing the Windows NT domain, whether the current 

one or not, into the internal database stored by the firewall.  This means that for this product, 

any changes to the domain, such as new users or password changes, will cause the 

administrator of the firewall more problems than for the other reviewed products. 

 

In essence this becomes a design decision: Should user authentication be handled by the 

firewall, with the option of importing other user databases, or should it be handled by 

exporting requests to, and accepting responses from, the external repositories of such 

information?  Importing the users from other repositories of data requires the administrator of 

the firewall to do more work making sure the internal and external databases are synchronised 

whereas exporting requests and accepting responses possibly creates more network traffic. 
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Interaction with Anti-Virus Products and URL Filtering Products 

Currently one of the main vectors for virus propagation is through the Internet, utilising peer-

to-peer file sharing networks and email as some of the most noteworthy vectors.  It would 

therefore be a benefit for a firewall to be able to perform some form of virus scanning on files 

downloaded (and uploaded) and any email attachments.  Of the products reviewed, only the 

Novell Firewall for NT allowed any interaction with third party anti-virus products and then 

only for inbound HTTP, inbound FTP, and inbound email.  Simply as a ‘good neighbour’ 

policy this should also be expanded to cover outbound traffic as well. 

 

As peer-to-peer file sharing networks become more popular, more and more file based 

infecting viruses could cross firewall boundaries through them.  It can be thought that most 

firewall administrators do not want to let such networks cross their firewall anyway because 

of the risk of proprietary data being shared.  However, in the event that there is a reason for 

doing so (which increasingly seems less and less likely), in the authors’ opinion the firewall 

software writers should come up with an application proxy that allows the files to be sent to 

an anti-virus scanning program before being uploaded or downloaded. 

 

The only product that allows for a third party product to be used in filtering of unwanted 

URLs is the Novell Firewall for NT.  Such programs categorise Web sites into one or more 

different categories (such as sex, betting and sport) and the administrator chooses which of 

these categories they don’t want their users to be able to access.  Depending on the software, 

these lists may get updated once a day with the latest information and so, therefore, take such 

administrative hassles out of the hands of the local administrator, leaving them free to 

concentrate on more important matters. 

 

Such functionality would be of considerable use to a large network where there are enough 

problems without the added hassle of maintaining a ‘bad web pages’ list. 

 

Additional packet filtering options 

The only firewall product reviewed that has the ability to link in third party modules designed 

to supply additional packet filtering options is the Netfilter IPTables portion of the Linux 

firewall.  IPTables is designed to be an extensible set of modules that can be written by 

anyone who is able to understand the technical specifications and is able to program.  Any 

programmer who writes such extensions can also submit them to be included in the next 
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release of the software.  In essence, IPTables can almost be considered to consist of entirely 

third party modules, each written by a separate programmer or group of programmers, 

submitted for peer review, any bugs fixed, and then made available for inclusion to the 

average administrator. 

 

One of the great strengths of IPTables, and the open source movement in general, is that if the 

end user finds there is some functionality missing, they can write that functionality 

themselves, if they have the skills, or get someone else to do it for them, if they don’t.  This 

means that projects, like the Netfilter project, that have a large group of interested users will 

generally have a quicker response time to requests for increased functionality or bug fixes 

than their closed source counterparts. 

 

Groupings 

All of the reviewed firewall products allow the administrator to group different values of 

various filtering attributes together to allow filter rules to be created on these groups, rather 

than just a single value. These groupings include user groups, IP address groups, time interval 

groups, and, in the case of Novell Firewall for NT, grouping of NICs into public and private 

interface groups. 

 

The only exception to this is the Netfilter IPTables portion of the Linux firewall.  While the 

Squid proxy server can do the aforementioned groupings, IPTables has no such functionality.  

One of the most obvious problems this could cause is updating problems.  For instance, if 

there was a change in the IP addresses used by the network.  In the case of IPTables, this 

would necessitate changing every instance of an old IP address to the new IP address.  In the 

case of the other products, and the Squid proxy server, assuming the groupings were used 

effectively, the IP addresses would only need to be changed in each of the individual IP 

address groups.  This can be offset somewhat by the use of Linux variables representing such 

groupings that are defined at the top of the script file and then used throughout the rest of the 

file as a substitute for the actual IP address etc. 

 

Fewer changes mean there is less chance for errors to be made, and that they are easier to find 

if they do happen.  In some instances, if the groupings are given meaningful names, it is also 

much clearer for the administrator reading the rules as to their purpose. 
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The use of special groups such as ‘any’, ‘none’, and especially ‘other’ (and the inversion 

operator), where possible, also simplify administration by allowing the administrator to define 

the main groupings for the firewall and not worry about creating groups for these eventualities 

while still allowing them to be used. 

 

Security of the Filter Rules and Remote Administration 

Whereas some of the personal firewall products reviewed had the functionality of password 

protecting their filter rules, so that they could not be changed by the ordinary user but only by 

someone knowing the password, this is not the case with the corporate firewalls reviewed.  

Only the WinRoute Pro product has this functionality as part of its design.  The other products 

rely on the file system rights of their respective operating systems to protect against 

tampering.  If the average user does not have the rights to run the application, they cannot 

change the filter rules. 

 

The possibility of remote administration is handled in a similar way.  The WinRoute Pro 

firewall has an option to allow remote administration (and another to restrict it to a set of IP 

addresses).  If remote administration is allowed the administrator may still need a username 

and password pair that has been given that right within the program itself.  In the case of the 

other reviewed products there is no explicit remote administration, either allowed or 

disallowed, by the products themselves. 

 

In the case of the Novell Firewall for NT, if there is some form of a GUI remote control 

program loaded onto the server (which would be a major security risk) the product can be 

administered remotely, otherwise it cannot be.  In the case of the Linux firewall, the same 

thing applies, except that all that is required is telnet access.  In both cases this would only 

work if the remote user could log in as a local user that had the file system privileges needed 

to run the applications. 

 

Other Bundled Services 

NAT and PAT 

While Network Address Translation (NAT) and Port Address Translation (PAT) are not 

features that are required in a firewall, they are nevertheless bundled with corporate firewall 

products in such a way as to make it seem as if they are.  In fact, in the authors’ opinion, they 
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are bundled with firewalls on such a regular basis that customer expectations have risen to the 

extent that they expect a corporate firewall product to include such functionality.  While all of 

the reviewed products include a form of NAT and PAT, it is just as important to have the 

ability to turn this functionality off if required. 

 

This is a flaw of the Novell Firewall for NT; there is no way to turn off this functionality.  

The closest approximation is the ability to exclude certain IP addresses from the translation 

process.  However, this can only be done a single host or network at a time.  Including all 

used IP address networks in this exclusion list is one way of turning off NAT but is not a very 

elegant solution. 

 

DHCP Service, DNS Service, Mail Service 

The WinRoute Pro firewall product comes bundled with DHCP, DNS, and a POP3/SMTP 

mail server that can each be turned on or off at will by the administrator thus enhancing the 

firewall to have the functionality of some of the more common corporate network 

requirements.  Assuming the administrative team is aware of the complex inter-relationships 

involved it would be beneficial to instead implement the needed services on bastion hosts, one 

service to a host, with each host also having firewall filter rules.  In such a setup it can be 

looked at as buying products to do DHCP, DNS, and Mail and getting them with built in 

firewall type filtering as well. 

 

The Novell Firewall for NT has none of these services and it seems to have been a design 

decision that such services would be better supplied by third party software that was built 

‘from the ground up’ to do each of the above jobs. 

 

The Linux operating system, and particularly the RedHat installation procedure, is designed to 

be used by a wide range of people for a large range of needs.  For this reason the RedHat 

installation comes bundled with not only DHCP, DNS and Mail but also many other services 

that may be required in the lifetime of a Linux machine. 

 

From a security standpoint, it would be best not to use such services on a dedicated firewall 

machine, such as the internal and external routers in a DMZ configuration, but instead put 

each service on its own bastion host, either inside the firewall, or in a DMZ network.  

However, as such software is bundled with firewall technologies there is then also the option 
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of implementing firewall filter rules in more than one place.  This could be done by having 

the firewall filter rules on the external and internal routers (assuming a DMZ configuration) as 

well as setting up the DHCP server, DNS server, and Mail server in the DMZ, each on a 

server of their own, with their own set of filter rules. 

 

Application Proxy Options 

Transparent Proxy Functionality 

The only reviewed product that included transparent proxy functionality is the Linux 

combination of Squid Proxy and Netfilter IPTables, and even then it was only for traffic using 

the HTTP protocol.  This functionality is useful in a number of instances, one of which is 

where there is a large number of clients (both users and applications) that would otherwise 

need proxy server settings to be changed or added with the implementation of the firewall and 

its proxy server.  In cases such as this a transparent proxy server sitting in the direct path of all 

communications could be used to transparently filter and cache any communications. 

 

As this would obviously be of use to any large organisation with client-side configurations it 

would be advantageous for any firewall product to include such functionality. 

 

Granularity of Filtering and Caching Options 

The Tiny WinRoute Pro firewall product can only have its proxy filter settings set to allow 

access to a specific set of URLs, each to a defined group of users.  The caching of any HTTP, 

FTP and Gopher traffic that comes through the proxy server can be set to cache all, none, or 

just FTP with different adjustable maximum object sizes. 

 

The Novell Firewall for NT firewall product does not do any caching, but it does have an 

extensive range of filter rules that can be placed at the application level.  The most obvious 

filters are those that can be created to allow or disallow lists of commands for inbound or 

outbound traffic for the SMTP, FTP, and HTTP protocols.  There are also options to allow 

FTP and HTTP to filter out disallowed file types that are being uploaded or downloaded.  In 

the case of HTTP there is also the option of filtering out disallowed URLs.  However these 

filtering options can only be applied globally and not in conjunction with the other rules that 

can filter HTTP, SMTP, and FTP by IP address (source and destination), user, and time. 
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The Squid Proxy server portion of the Linux firewall, on the other hand, can create rules 

based on IP address, user, and time as well as the HTTP protocol command.  It also allows 

filter rules to be created on the browser type or by some regular expression match in the URL, 

which is more flexible than simply the URL itself as in the Novell Firewall for NT. 

 

Packet Filtering options 

There are many different ways in which the various reviewed products can filter packets.  All 

of the reviewed products include simple filtering based on IP address (source and destination), 

Time, IP Protocol, most of the common ICMP packet types, and, in the case of TCP and 

UDP, Port number. 

 

It should be noted however that the WinRoute Pro product is the only one that allows filters 

based on IP Protocol numbers that do not correspond to TCP, UDP, or ICMP.  This firewall 

product also allows packet filters to be produced that take into account the TCP SYN flag.  

The Netfilter IPTables portion of the Linux firewall takes this even further and allows filters 

based on any combination of the TCP flags. 

 

In fact, IPTables has a number of options that the other firewalls simply do not have.  One of 

these is a form of stateful filtering, where a filter can be built based on the information 

supplied by the connection-tracking module i.e. whether the packet is considered NEW, 

ESTABLISHED, RELATED, or INVALID.  Others are for filtering on the type of service 

field in the IP packet header, the TCP options fields, and for dealing with fragments of 

packets.  Filtering based on fragments is only needed if the connection tracking module and 

NAT are not loaded because with these modules the packets are merged back together before 

they are filtered. 

 

One thing that IPTables does not have is the simple anti-spoofing mechanism that the other 

packet filters have.  In the case of IPTables, special filter rules would need to be created to 

drop packets coming from the internal interface(s) that did not have internal IP source 

addresses and to also drop packets coming from the external interface that have internal 

source addresses.  The other firewalls have such functionality built in that can easily be turned 

on by simply ticking a tickbox, in the Novell Firewall for NT, or by setting the internal 

interface(s) to ‘this network’ and the external to ‘other’, in the Tiny WinRoute Pro firewall 

product.  In certain circumstances, namely VPNs, where it would be expected that a certain 
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set of internal addresses would be seen communicating from the outside, the approach of 

IPTables would work better as it is more flexible. 

 

Novell Firewall for NT by default ignores source routed packets, however there is also 

included an option to allow the firewall to honour these packets, which should only be used 

for diagnostic purposes as explained in the review. 

 

Logging 

The WinRoute Pro firewall and the Netfilter IPTables portion of the Linux firewall both allow 

logging to take place on a rule-by-rule basis.  This is not so with the Novell Firewall for NT.  

It only allows logs to be written on a protocol by protocol basis, i.e. at the application proxy 

level, with the choices being FTP, HTTP, SMTP, Telnet, and RealAudio, and the user can 

choose the level of detail to log, one of Information, Warning, Error, or Critical, although 

which events are which level is controlled by the system. 

 

While WinRoute Pro gives no choice about what information to log, the Netfilter IPTables at 

least lets the administrator decide on a severity level (7 to 0) and a prefix for the error 

message (up to 29 characters).  This is offset however, by the fact that the Squid portion of the 

firewall only has options to turn logging on and off for various functions for the entire server. 

 

Each of these has differing design decisions behind how to give the administrator granular 

control of the logging process.  WinRoute Pro allows the administrator to choose which filter 

rule hits will be logged, as well as an all or none approach to logging access to the proxy 

server.  Novell Firewall for NT instead allows the user to choose which proxy server protocol 

accesses (and denied attempts if the patch is applied) to log and the level of detail to log.  

IPTables allows the administrator to choose which rule hits will be logged, the severity level 

associated with it, and a short prefix to attach to the system generated message.  The Squid 

Proxy server allows the administrator to choose whether to turn logging on or off for different 

groups of functions.  Some of these are: startup time of Squid and fatal error messages, debug 

and error messages, list of all cached and removed objects, and the all important day-to-day 

accesses of the proxy server. 
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Conclusion 

The Tiny WinRoute Pro firewall product is designed to be an all-in-one solution for a small 

business with various components that may not scale well to a larger business or more 

complex architecture. 

 

Novell Firewall for NT would be best suited to be an internal firewall between different parts 

of the organisation that need a fine degree of filtering, tracking, anti-virus scanning, and/or 

traffic control of the common protocols such as HTTP, FTP, and SMTP mail. 

 

Not surprisingly the Linux firewall, designed as it is to be flexible, would accommodate most 

architectures.  Of the three reviewed this would be the one most suited to be the corporate 

firewall between the Internet and the internal network in a large organisation, particularly 

where changes to the network architecture, specifically server and router IP addresses that are 

to be filtered on, are rare. 
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Section Three: Personal Firewalls 

The purpose of this section is to give an overview of what various personal firewall products 

are around and the various filtering options they provide.  Each of the personal firewall 

products listed below have been selected because of either the parent company’s reputation or 

the actual ‘word-of-mouth’ reputation of the firewall product itself as well as the fact that they 

are inexpensive.  Three of these products are from Computing Networking Guides Top six 

picks [19] and the other, from Sygate, was chosen because of the authors previous opinion of 

the parent company and its other personal firewall related products.  All of these are also 

listed in [22] as passing the GRC LeakTest, and therefore considered some of the safer 

personal firewalls. 

 

The number one of Computing Networks Top Picks [19], BlackICE Defender, was not chosen 

for inclusion in this review due to its stance [21] as primarily an Intruder Detection System 

and the fact that it has no filtering functionality for traffic initiated by the local machine and 

so did not pass the GRC LeakTest. 

 

The rationale behind these choices is that the average consumer will be influenced by these 

factors when looking for a personal firewall product.  The four personal firewall products that 

have been looked at are: 

Zone Alarm version 2.1.44 (Free for personal use) 

Tiny Personal Firewall version 2.0.13 (Free for home use) 

Sygate Personal Firewall version 4.0 (Free for personal use) 

McAfee Firewall version 2.11.002.0 (30 day free Evaluation) 

 

As this is not a critical review of the software but rather an exploration of the features of the 

software, the reviews of each specific firewall contain the following objective statements: 

1. The operating systems the software is designed to be run on. 

2. The default configuration of the firewall. 

3. When the firewall is loaded in the boot sequence. 

4. The logging functionality of the firewall. 

5. The responses of the firewall to a port scan. 

6. How the firewall deals with common Internet applications i.e. web surfing, Email 

and FTP connections. 
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7. The different levels of filtering and rules that can be applied e.g. port filtering, 

TCP connection flag filtering, stateful filtering, and application filtering. 

8. Any major known problems. 

The most common problems with firewalls relate to misconfigurations, therefore each review 

also contains some subjective impressions on the ease of use, flexibility of the rule 

construction and the amount of understanding required to configure and use the firewall in an 

effective manner. 
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Chapter Eight: Zone Alarm review 

Zone Alarm can be run on all of the common Windows workstation operating systems 

available at the time of writing i.e. Windows 95/98/ME/NT/2000.  It uses a simple scheme 

whereby the filter rules are based solely on whether or not applications are allowed to access 

the wider world. 

 

The Zone Alarm program divides the world into 2 groups of IP addresses – local and Internet 

(all else).  The Internet group can not have less security than the local group. 

Figure 3.1    Figure 3.2 

As can be seen in Figure 3.1 each group has 3 settings – low, medium, and high security 

settings.  Default settings are for the local group to have medium security, the Internet group 

to have high security and for ZoneAlarm to be loaded as a service at boot up.  By default there 

are no members of the local group, not even the ‘loopback’ address 127.0.0.1.  This may 

cause problems with programs that require less restrictive security for this address such as the 

ability to ping the loopback address in order to ascertain that the IP stack is loaded. 

 

The advanced button of the security settings section gives the user the ability to add specific 

IP address ranges to the local group for just such occasions.  This should rarely be done in a 

single user environment.  However, if the firewall is in place on a machine connected to a 

corporate network, there may be some initial problems.  One of the most obvious problems is 

that of authentication.  As the ZoneAlarm software itself is loaded almost before anything 

else, and will only allow specified applications access send data via the network card by 

default, the authentication server must be added to the local group before being able to log in.  
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This is most important to take into consideration if the operating system in use is Windows 

NT or 2000 as these are more security conscious than their Win 9x counterparts. 

 

Levels of Security 

The three security settings have different ways of dealing with and logging ping requests, 

requests to access closed ports, Windows file and print sharing, other operating system based 

connections (and services that start before ZoneAlarm), and what the emergency stop button 

does. 

 

If an ICMP echo request packet i.e. ping is answered it gives the potential attacker the 

information that the machine is actually there.  If a ping request is not answered the router that 

passed on the ping will send the requesting machine an ICMP packet that declares the 

destination host is unavailable.  There is also the option of the ping packet being answered by 

the firewall with an ICMP packet that declares the destination host is unavailable due to 

administrative restrictions in place.  This would be a red flag that that machine is one that 

should be investigated further.  ZoneAlarm does not send this kind of packet, no matter what 

the security setting. 

 

A request to access a closed port can be responded to by a corresponding packet with the 

ACK and RST flags set (as would happen without a firewall) or it can be simply ignored and 

no response sent (called stealth mode).  Depending on how the port scanner that produced 

such a request is set up, it may not mark a port as closed unless it receives a reset packet and 

would therefore mark a closed port as open if the firewall does not send a response for closed 

ports.  Some port scanners may also try to send a packet three or four times and when they 

don’t get a response mark the port as possibly cloaked or in stealth mode. 

 

Windows file and print sharing is a special case as there is no specific application that 

controls the sharing and therefore no application that can be allowed or disallowed the ability 

to talk to and respond to commands from the wider world.  If file and print sharing is enabled 

the operating system itself listens on port 139 and shares out the files of specific directories, 

presumably at the behest of the user. 

 

Other operating system based connections, such as authentication to NT servers, or other 

services that start before ZoneAlarm are also special cases.  If it is not specifically in the list 
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of allowed applications but has already started before ZoneAlarm can ask whether it should 

be allowed access or not there are two options; it can be allowed or it can be disallowed when 

ZoneAlarm starts. 

 

The emergency stop button is a button that the user should press if there is the indication that 

some unknown, unwanted or potentially dangerous data exchange is happening.  This can 

stop all data going in or out of the computer, or just stop the list of applications, see Figure 

3.2, from transmitting.  In the first instance, this gives the illusion to the outside world that the 

computer has actually been turned off.  In the second instance, it looks to the outside world as 

if the specific applications have crashed. 

 

The three security settings and their attributes are listed below. 

Low security 

– Replies to ping requests with ICMP echo reply.  Neither ping requests nor replies are 

logged. 

– When sent a SYN packet to a closed port, it replies with a packet with the ACK and RST 

flags set.  The attempt is not logged. 

– Leaves Windows file/printer service open if this has been enabled in the Windows control 

panel (port 139).  Connections to this port are not logged. 

– Other operating system based connections, such as authentication to NT servers or other 

services that start before ZoneAlarm are allowed. 

– When the emergency stop button is pressed it only stops traffic to and from the specific 

applications (i.e. ignores all traffic to and from these ports and applications), not 

file/printer sharing or pings etc.  Dropped traffic is logged. 

 

Medium security 

– Replies to ping requests with ICMP echo reply.  Neither ping requests nor replies are 

logged. 

– When sent a SYN packet to a closed port, it replies with a packet with the ACK and RST 

flags set.  The attempt is not logged. 

– Windows file/printer sharing (port 139) SYN packets are dropped without a reply (stealth 

mode).  The attempt to connect is logged. 

– Other operating system based connections, such as authentication to NT servers or other 

services that start before ZoneAlarm are allowed. 
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– When the emergency stop button is pressed no traffic goes in or out.  Dropped traffic is 

logged (including ping packet echo requests). 

 

High security 

– Doesn’t reply to ping requests.  The attempt is logged. 

– When sent a SYN packet to a closed port, the packet is dropped without a reply (stealth 

mode).  The attempt to connect is logged. 

– Windows file/printer sharing (port 139) SYN packets are dropped without a reply (stealth 

mode).  The attempt to connect is logged. 

– Other operating system based connections, such as authentication to NT servers or other 

services that start before ZoneAlarm are disallowed. 

– When the emergency stop button is pressed no traffic goes in or out.  Dropped traffic is 

logged (including ping packet echo requests). 

 

Filtering 

Filtering takes place on an application by application basis (see Figure 3.2).  For each 

application there are a total of six settings; two sets of three settings: Allow, disallow, or ask 

which specify whether the application can access the Network Interface Card (NIC) to 

transmit and receive information from the local or Internet group.  The default is to ask for 

both the local and Internet groups.  Each application filter has the option of whether or not it 

can act as a server i.e. listen on a port and accept SYN packets without the ACK flag set.  The 

default is to ask the first time the application tries to do this.  There is also the global option to 

block all servers on the Internet accessing the machine, or prevent all servers from accessing 

the machine (whether they are local or on the Internet). 

 

Common Internet Applications 

All that is required for web surfing, Email, and FTP access is to allow the appropriate 

applications the ability to access the Internet. 

 

If an FTP client is allowed access to the Internet, FTP access through normal mode works 

using a form of stateful filtering.  FTP requires a data control channel connection created from 

the client to the server and a data channel from the server to the client i.e. a connection set up 

from the outside works.  However, ZoneAlarm does not allow just anyone to attempt to 
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connect to the ftp-data port (incoming with destination port 20) but only allows such a 

connection if the FTP application is expecting one, i.e. there is a corresponding ftp control 

port connection (outgoing with destination port 21).  

 

There is a basic email scanner for IMAP and POP mail protocols that quarantines .vbs email 

attachments and allows the user the option to keep the file from running. 

 

Points to Note 

1. Only blocked traffic creates an alert and there is no way to define what blocked traffic 

creates an alert other than the three security settings (low, medium and high). 

2. Only the last 500 alerts are displayed.  If this was not done it is conceivable that an attack, 

whether intention or not, could be staged so that the log file fills up the hard-disk and/or 

memory and the computer crashes.  This is one form of a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack. 

3. On Windows NT machines all DOS based (i.e. 16 bit) executables are lumped together 

and can only be all allowed or not.  This is due to the fact that ZoneAlarm will allow or 

disallow NTVDM (NT Virtual Device Manager) the application launched to deal with 

DOS based applications. 

 

Subjective Ease of Use and Flexibility 

This product is quite easy to use as the concepts are well explained in the documentation that 

comes packaged with it.  The default options mean that, in most cases, all the user really has 

to understand is which programs are supposed to have Internet access and which are not.  The 

user does not have to understand anything about Internet protocols or ports for them to 

configure the firewall successfully. 

 

If there are any problems, the online FAQ [16] is a very good resource.  In cases where the 

machine is not part of a network, and is simply a home machine connected to an ISP, the 

distinction between the local and Internet groups is not needed. 

 

The ease with which the product can be used is in some respects balanced by the minimal 

flexibility allowed.  The three security levels provide the majority of this flexibility.  There is 

no way to mix and match the various components of these security levels but this also cuts 

down on the chance of the firewall being misconfigured. 
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Chapter Nine: Tiny Personal Firewall Review 

The Tiny Personal Firewall runs on Win95/98/2000/ME/NT machines needing only a 

Pentium speed machine with 16MB Ram and only about 1MB of disk space.  This is the 

smallest of the personal firewall products examined, and the only one to fit its entire installer 

onto a single 1.44MB floppy disk.  The firewall can either be run as a service at startup 

(default) or run manually. 

 

Once the firewall is installed there are three parts to it: the firewall engine, the administration 

utility, and the status monitor.  The engine is the part that does the firewall filtering and the 

other two are utilities that interface with it.  The administration utility permits access to 

change firewall settings such as the rules and default security settings.  The status monitor 

shows logs, statistics, and current activity. 

 

The status monitor has a current activity monitor that shows the application, protocol (TCP, 

UDP, ICMP echo), local address (and port), remote address (and port), state (connected in, 

connected out, listening), creation time (the date and time the most recent or current 

connection was made), number of bytes received, reception speed, number of bytes 

transmitted, and transmission rate of the current internet activity (see Figure 3.3). 

Figure 3.3 

 

Filter Rules, Logging and Alerts 

A group of IP addresses can be set up that are called trustful addresses.  This is for 

simplification of the filter rules.  A rule can be made to filter based on this list of trustful 

addresses, rather than setting up a separate rule for each of the addresses in the list. 
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The order of rules is important: the rules are parsed in order from top to bottom as they are 

displayed.  Highlighting a rule and moving it up or down the list can change this order (See 

Figure 3.4). 

 

Rules do not have to be active.  A rule can be turned off or on at will by checking or 

unchecking a checkbox beside the rule.  This allows rules that are created for testing purposes 

to be turned off without deleting the rule from the rulebase and therefore losing all 

information about the rule.  If it is subsequently decided that the rule should be there it can be 

reactivated without having to rewrite it. 

Figure 3.4 

 

Filter rules can be created on the following (see Figure 3.5): 

1. Protocol – TCP, UDP, TCP and UDP, or ICMP echo. 

2. Direction – Incoming, outgoing or both directions. 

3. Action – Whether this is a permit or a deny rule. 

4. Time Intervals – Start and end times and days of the week.  The default is any 

time. 

5. Local Endpoint –this is the local port(s) (for TCP and UDP filters).  For outgoing 

packets this is the source port, for incoming, it is the destination port. 

6. Remote endpoint – this is the IP address(es)/port(s) combination (port only valid 

for TCP and UDP filters).  For outgoing packets this is the destination address and 

ports, for incoming, it is the source address and port. 
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7. Application – The application this rule applies to.  The default is for any 

application.  This option is not valid for ICMP echo rules. 

8. Log – Whether a rule match is logged or not. 

9. Alert – Whether or not an alert box is displayed when the rule is matched. 

Figure 3.5      Figure 3.6 

 

The firewall does stateful filtering of connections.  A record is kept of recent requests initiated 

locally and if an incoming packet does not match any ‘allow’ rules it is compared against the 

record table.  If a match is found the packet is permitted as a returning packet to a request. 

 

If a log or an alert is generated by a rule the following are reported: timestamp, name of the 

rule, action (blocked or permitted), protocol, remote address, remote port, direction, local 

address, local port, listening service/application. 

 

Applications can be verified that they are the correct ones by creating a 128 bit 

signature/fingerprint for the application and checking it against the stored one each time the 

application tries to bind to a port.  This makes it virtually impossible for a program to be 

replaced by a Trojan (i.e. a type of program that purports to be one thing but also does 

something else, generally malicious) and run without the users knowledge, see Figure 3.6. 

 

Default Rules 

There are five default rules.  None of these rules have any time constraints on them or are 

logged or alerts displayed when the packets activate the rule.  If the machine needs to 
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authenticate to login to e.g. an NT domain there needs to be specific rules set up if using the 

default security.  The five default rules are as follows: 

1. Loopback – UDP/TCP connections (both incoming and outgoing) from anywhere 

to 127.0.0.1 (any port) are allowed.  This allows applications to use the loopback 

address. 

2. NetBT Datagram – UDP packets (both incoming and outgoing) with local port 

137 or 138 and remote locations of any port in the Trustful addresses list are 

allowed.  This allows the user to access file and print sharing on the listed 

machines (NetBIOS). 

3. NetBT Session – TCP connections out to port 139 of any machine in the trustful 

address list are allowed.  This is common (NetBIOS) LAN traffic to tell other 

LAN users the computers’ name and workgroup.  It is the authors recommendation 

that this rule should be deactivated or changed to a deny rule (preferably with 

logging when activated) if the machine is not part of a LAN as it is not needed. 

4. DNS – UDP packets (both incoming and outgoing) communicating with any 

remote location on port 53 are allowed.  This is for Domain Name Service (DNS) 

lookups so that applications can translate DNS names (e.g. www.foobar.com) into 

IP addresses (e.g. 192.168.0.1). 

5. Outgoing Ping – ICMP echo packets going out communicating with any remote 

IP address is allowed.  This allows the user to ping other machines. 

 

Rule Creation Wizard 

If it is available then the rule creation wizard is started when a packet does not trigger any 

rules (see Figure 3.7).  The packet can be either an outgoing packet or an incoming packet to 

one of the listening ports on the machine (or a ping request).  The user gets 6 options: 

 Permit the packet. 

 Deny the packet. 

 Permit and automatically create a rule. 

 Deny and automatically create a rule. 

 Permit and create a customised rule (See Figure 3.8). 

 Deny and create a customised rule (See Figure 3.8). 
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  Figure 3.7      Figure 3.8 

Levels of Security 

There are 3 security levels: Don’t Bother Me, Ask Me First (default), and Cut Me Off. 

Don’t Bother Me  

- Default allow policy for inbound connections.  If the packet is not covered by the 

filter rules it is allowed. 

- The rule creation wizard is not activated for inbound connections not covered by 

the filter rules. 

- Any ports that are not listening do not reply to a connection request (stealth mode).  

There is no logging of the attempt if it is not covered by a filter rule. 

- Any connection requests to listening ports are passed to the appropriate application 

without any logging unless specified by a filter rule. 

- For outbound connections not specified in the filter rules, the firewall then looks in 

the list of allowed applications under the Applications MD5 tab of the Firewall 

configuration window.  If the application is not in the list the rule creation wizard 

is run if enabled i.e. if the option “ask for action when no rule is found” is enabled 

(this is enabled by default), otherwise the default is to allow the packets. 

Ask Me First 

- The option “ask for action when no rule is found”, and therefore the rule creation 

wizard, is enabled for inbound connections by default.  If this option is disabled 

the rule creation wizard is not available and the firewall reverts to default deny 

policy for inbound connections. 
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- Any ports that are not listening do not reply to a connection request (stealth mode).  

There is no logging of the attempt if it is not covered by a filter rule. 

- Whether the packet is permitted or denied, there is no logging of the event unless 

specified by a filter rule. 

- For outbound connections not specified in the filter rules, the rule creation wizard 

is run if enabled i.e. if the option “ask for action when no rule is found” is enabled 

(this is enabled by default), otherwise the default is to deny the packets. 

Cut Me Off  

- No network traffic goes in or out. 

- No logging or alerts. 

 

Password Protection and Remote Administration 

The administration application and/or the status application can be password protected (see 

Figure 3.9).  When they are password protected they can also optionally be run to connect to a 

firewall engine located on a remote machine.  The password is not transmitted in cleartext, 

although the algorithm used for authentication is not documented. 

 

Remote administration of the firewall or even remote viewing of the logs is not a very secure 

way of doing things.  Although these options are turned off by default and are password 

protected, there are very few times when such functionality should override security concerns.  

The remote administration takes place by connecting to port 44334, on which the firewall 

engine is listening.  This requires additional rules to be set up if the default security settings 

are applied.  If the security setting is ‘Don’t Bother Me’, port 44334 is reported as open by a 

port scan if remote administration is also enabled. 

 

This additional functionality is of little use to the owner of a single machine, but may be 

useful for a corporation that is using personal firewalls to augment the security provided by a 

corporate firewall.  As the administration utility can be password protected, it is safe from the 

casual user trying to reconfigure the rule base.  The remote access ability gives the 

administrator the possibility of doing remote updating of the rules and viewing of logs from a 

central location. 
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Figure 3.9 

 

Common Internet Applications 

For the ‘Don’t Bother Me’ security level, all that is needed for any application to be allowed 

access to the internet is for the application being run to be permitted the first time it is run. 

 

Under the ‘Ask Me First’ security level, the user can permit all the packets that are asked or 

create permit rules, preferably restrictive customised permit rules, for each application.  For 

example the most restrictive rule this allows for web browsing would be to create a rule for 

the specific application, e.g. Internet Explorer, for outgoing TCP packets from any local port 

to any remote address, port 80. 

 

For sending and receiving email the same sort of thing applies, although for a particular email 

client there may be two filter rules, one for sending mail (e.g. SMTP on port 25) and another 

one for receiving it (e.g. POP3 on port 110), if the most restrictive rules are created.  Pick an 

email client and then create two outgoing TCP filter rules for the particular application, from 

‘any’ local port to the email servers remote address. 

 

If an FTP client is allowed access to the Internet, FTP access through normal mode works 

using two filter rules.  FTP requires a data control channel connection created from the client 

to the server and a data channel from the server to the client i.e. a connection must be set up 

from the outside to work correctly.  This means creating two filter rules for the FTP 

application.  One of these is for outgoing TCP connections on any local port to any remote 

address, port 21 (for the control channel) and the other is for incoming TCP connections 

connecting to any local port, from any remote host, port 20 (for the data channel). 
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Points to Note 

1. The documentation states that the firewall supports the pass through of any PPTP 

(Point to Point Tunnelling Protocol) packets.  Individual rules cannot be made for 

PPTP packets as they are encrypted.  PPTP is a Microsoft protocol for VPN usage.  

The addition of such functionality is more useful in a corporate firewall 

environment and is not likely to be used unless there is a VPN client installed. 

2. There are no help files or other documentation with the package.  The 

documentation that there is, is online [11], with a version that can be downloaded.  

The help files are out of sync with the current version available for download.  The 

documentation itself is very useful background but some of the details are 

incorrect.  The link to the documentation is also not as obvious as it could be. 

3. Using the five default rules on a Win95 machine, with Windows file/print sharing 

turned on, the default ‘Ask Me First’ security level, and running a standard port 

scan asks the user whether to permit or deny packets to ports 137, 138, and 139.  

These ports are used for NetBIOS communications for Windows file/print sharing 

and Windows network discovery broadcasts.  Also if an ICMP echo request (ping 

packet) is received the user is asked whether or not the system should reply to it. 

 

Subjective Ease of Use and Flexibility 

This product is very flexible with a large amount of features that make it a valuable tool in the 

right hands.  However, it is not very easy to use if the user has very little idea of concepts 

such as packet filtering, and should therefore not be used by the average non-technical user.  

The help files are moderately helpful in explaining basic concepts but fail in the step by step 

guidance that most non-technical users feel is necessary in help files.  This is mainly because 

the instructions are not for the current version of the product. 

 

The default option of asking the user what they want to do when a packet does not meet the 

filter rules is a good one.  However, the automatically created rules are, in general, not as 

restrictive as they could be because they make liberal use of the ‘any’ options that can be 

crafted into the rules, such as ‘any remote address’, or ‘any remote port’. 

 

Once the user comes to terms with the way in which the various protocols work (e.g. FTP, 

HTTP) they can create filter rules that reflect the level of control the user wants.  The problem 
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is that for each new application the user wishes to allow, they have to gather background 

material on how the application makes use of Internet protocols.  This is the sort of thing that 

should be left to administrators and others of a proven technical competence otherwise the 

user will probably misconfigure the firewall in some way through ignorance and acceptance 

of the automatically created rules. 
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Chapter Ten: Sygate Personal Firewall Review 

The Sygate Personal Firewall runs on Win95/98/2000/ME and NT SP5 operating systems 

needing a Pentium 133 speed machine with 32MB of RAM, 10MB of disk space and 

Microsoft Dial up Networking 1.3 and Winsock 2.0.  The firewall is run as a service at startup 

by default but can also be exited and restarted and used on demand. 

 

Logging Functionality 

There are four different logs: Security, System, Traffic and Packet Logs.  All but the packet 

log are automatic logs that are generated by the firewall and there are no logs that can be 

generated by user-defined alerts. 

 

The Packet log, which can be enabled and disabled at will (it is disabled by default), logs each 

packet and they can be looked at as a raw packet dump or as a raw packet decode which 

“provides data on the type of packet logged”[Sygate Personal Firewall Help file].  It not only 

records the packet but also the times, remote host name, remote address and port, local 

address and port. 

 

The Security log shows alerts generated by the firewall’s IDS (Intruder Detection Service) 

showing time, type of hacking attempt (port scan, DOS, Trojan horse etc.), Severity (Critical, 

Major, or Minor), Count, Direction (incoming or outgoing), protocol, application involved, 

Remote host name, address, and port, local address and port. 

 

“The System Log records all operational changes, such as the starting and stopping of 

services, detection of network applications, software configuration modifications, and 

software execution errors.”[Sygate Personal Firewall Help file]  This log shows the time, type 

(error, warning, or information), and ID assigned by the firewall. 

 

The Traffic log records every packet in and out recording the time, protocol, direction, action 

(blocked or allowed), count, application, Remote host name, address, and port, local address 

and port, begin and end times, and rule name. 
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Security Settings 

There are three security settings: Block All, Allow All, and Normal (default).  The block all 

security setting does just that: blocks any traffic from entering or leaving the computer.  The 

allow all security setting allows all traffic, both incoming and outgoing, but all logging 

functionality is still turned on.  The normal security setting is the default security and will 

block all applications from accessing Internet resources until such time as they are granted 

access. 

 

Options 

There are four different tabs in the options window: General, Network Neighbourhood, E-

mail Notification, and Log.  The General tab contains settings on whether or not the firewall 

is automatically loaded as a service on startup, whether it automatically checks for updates, 

whether all traffic is blocked while the screensaver is active, whether the system tray icon is 

hidden, and a part where a password can be set. 

 

The Network Neighbourhood tab contains two tickboxes for each Network Interface card.  

The two options are whether to ‘allow to browse Network Neighbourhood files and 

printer(s)’, and whether to ‘allow others to share my files and printer(s)’.  If the first of these 

options is allowed the firewall will allow system broadcast traffic that will allow the user to 

logon and browse the LAN.  If the second option is allowed the firewall will allow 

connections to the local machine on NetBIOS port 139 for file and print sharing. 

 

The E-mail notification tab contains information about where and when to send e-mail 

notification of system alerts.  The Log tab contains maximum log file sizes, how long to save 

the log file for, and whether or not the packet log is turned on. 

 

Filtering Rules 

The filtering rules are primarily based on which applications are allowed access to the 

Internet.  The options are to deny, allow, or ask (default) whether the application is allowed 

access to the Internet.  If more control is needed there is an advanced button that brings up 

other options (see Figure 3.10) that can control: 

- Trusted IP addresses. 

- Local TCP and UDP ports. 
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- Remote TCP and UDP ports. 

- Allow or disallow during screensaver mode. 

- Scheduling for a certain amount of time. 

For the TCP ports there is a small drop-down list of protocols (HTTP, POP3, SMTP etc.) that 

can be chosen and this translates into the appropriate port numbers when selected. 

  Figure 3.10     Figure 3.11 

 

Port Scanning and the Intruder Detection System 

A port scan of this firewall (using SuperScan [19]) reveals no open ports if no applications are 

running and the security is set to ‘Normal’ or ‘Block All’.  In both cases all connection 

requests and echo request (ping) packets are ignored (stealth mode). 

 

The port scanning is detected by the inbuilt IDS (Intruder Detection System) and appropriate 

entries made in the security log.  Each entry is of minor severity and the security type is set to 

‘Port Scan’.  There are approximately one entry for every 100 ports scanned. 

 

There is no indication in the documentation as to how this IDS works and only a very brief 

description of what it does.  The documentation states that the firewall detects port scanning, 

denial of service attacks and also generates Trojan alerts.  As there is no indication how these 

attacks are detected, no comment can be made on the effectiveness of this detection without 

doing exhaustive testing. 

 

The port scanning and denial of service attacks are probably detected by taking the traffic for 

a small timeframe and looking for patterns. A denial of service attack, for example, could 
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have a large amount of SYN packets to the same local port, or, for a port scan; there would be 

a large number of SYN packets from the same remote host. 

 

This detection mechanism is normally not to be found in personal firewalls but is instead 

usually a third party product built to either monitor the raw traffic passing through the 

machine it is running on or to go through the logs produced by a corporate firewall product. 

 

Common Internet Applications 

Under the ‘Normal’ security setting all that is required for web browsing, Email, and FTP 

access is to allow the appropriate applications the ability to access the Internet.  Letting the 

application through the first time it is run and ticking the box to remember the setting (see 

Figure 3.11) can do this.  The best practice, however, would be to click on the advanced 

button for each application and provide more restrictive rules, if possible.  For example the 

best advanced ‘tweak’ for web browsing would be to allow the specific application, e.g. 

Internet Explorer, but to only allow communication on remote port 80. 

 

The same applies to sending and receiving email.  The user allows access to the email client 

of choice and then ‘tweaks’ it to only allow the Trusted IP address of the email server with the 

remote ports set to the correct protocols e.g. ports 25 and 110 for SMTP sending of email and 

POP3 receiving of email. 

 

This cannot be done for FTP connections.  What is really needed for FTP connections is for 

two separate filter rules for the application, one incoming (for the data channel) and one 

outgoing (for the control channel), as discussed in the previous firewall reviews.  This is not 

possible with this firewall as the firewall combines both into a single application filter.  

Therefore the best practice is to allow the FTP application. 

 

In each of the above cases, if the activity can be scheduled then the rule can be further 

narrowed to allow the application access at only predetermined times. 

 

Points to Note 

1. The firewall system requirement documentation states that it needs Internet Explorer 4 or 

higher installed.  This seems to be only for reading the help file that is in a single HTML 

Help (.CHM) file. 
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2. The firewall can be password protected.  This provides extra protection against an intruder 

with physical access or an unauthorised user from changing the firewall filter rules. 

3. The firewall has the option (enabled by default) to block all traffic when the screensaver is 

active as well as the option to automatically check for updates (again enabled by default). 

4. If used on an NT server the firewall will block DHCP services that are used to allow a 

client machine to be dynamically assigned an IP address.  Therefore, if this firewall is 

used in a network environment the client machines must have individually assigned IP 

addresses. 

5. The firewall will block the embedded telnet services on a Windows 2000 machine and the 

embedded terminal services of a Windows 2000 server so the machine will not be able to 

be administered remotely without third party software. 

6. Windows 2000 servers should install at least service pack 1 if they are running Norton 

Anti-Virus software before installing the firewall software. 

 

Subjective Ease of Use and Flexibility 

This product is relatively easy to use effectively as the only thing the user really needs to 

know is which applications they want to allow through the firewall.  The user does not have to 

understand anything about Internet protocols or ports for them to configure the firewall with 

some assurance of safety.  However, to do more restrictive filtering than just by application, 

the user needs to have an understanding of what the applications are doing and the protocols 

being used.  Some rules that can be easily set up using a couple of packet filtering rules 

cannot be set up as restrictively as they should be because of the reliance on only one rule for 

each application (for example the FTP application mentioned above). 

 

The logging functions of this firewall are wide-ranging and very informative.  However, the 

user has no control of the detail of logging being done and it is conceivable that logging 

information to do with a particular unusual event will be lost in the clutter of all sorts of other 

logging information to do with the day to day traffic through the firewall. 

 

There are only very poor visual cues to alert the user that an attack is underway on the 

firewall.  The system tray icon will turn red and start flashing with a yellow cross on it in 

response to a detected attack, but there are no pop up alert boxes or other means of grabbing 

the attention of the user. 
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There seem to be a higher rate of incompatibilities and reliance on other software than in the 

other reviewed firewalls.  In most cases the additional software is not a problem as the 

required software would enhance the operating system.  The longer list of known 

incompatible software can also be explained by the software having underdone more rigorous 

testing. 
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Chapter Eleven: McAfee Personal Firewall Review 

This product was previously known as ConSeal Private Desktop.  The documentation that 

comes with the product states that the firewall runs on Windows 95/98 or Windows NT SP4 

or higher, needing a minimum of 8MB RAM, 16MB hard disk space as well as Winsock 2.  

The firewall does not automatically start at bootup time but can be easily configured to do so. 

 

Different types of Traffic 

The firewall recognizes three distinct types of traffic: Application traffic, System traffic, and 

Unknown traffic.  Application traffic is traffic associated with a particular application.  

System traffic is not associated with any application, other than System, and is further broken 

down into a number of different types of system traffic that can be filtered and logged. These 

are: 

NetBIOS (file and print share) traffic. 

Broadcast identification traffic. 

ICMP traffic. 

ARP traffic. 

DHCP traffic. 

RIP traffic. 

PPTP traffic. 

Other IP protocols. 

Non IP Protocols. 

The user can set settings for system traffic on each of the separate NICs.  By default ARP 

traffic and identification broadcasts are the only ones allowed.  ICMP packets by default are 

blocked but there is an option to only allow a certain number of ICMP packets per second. 

 

Unknown traffic is anything that does not fit into the other two categories.  A port scan would 

fit into this category.  Sometimes application traffic will be logged as unknown because a 

slow network connection means the application timed out before a reply was received.  

Whereas system traffic can be logged with quite a lot of granularity, with unknown traffic it 

will all be logged or none of it will. 
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General options 

When the firewall is being installed the user is given three dialog boxes that set the broad 

settings of the firewall; these are called Network Control, Application Display, and Logging.  

These settings can be changed when the firewall is running by changing them on the main 

application window (see Figure 3.12).  The user is also given a chance to provide a list of 

applications and whether or not they are allowed access to the Internet. 

 

For ‘Network Control’ there are three radio button options: Block Everything, Filter Traffic 

(default), and Allow Everything.  If the ‘Block Everything’ option is selected then all traffic is 

blocked and nothing is logged.  If the ‘Allow Everything’ option is selected then all traffic is 

allowed, including traffic from applications in the “blocked” list, but it is not displayed.  If the 

‘Filter Traffic’ option is selected then the traffic is filtered according to the various settings.  

This is also the only option that takes notice of the ‘Application Display’ options.  The 

‘Application Display’ options simply determine how much information is viewable in the 

main window, whether it is just summary information, or more detailed information. 

 

For the ‘Logging’ option it is a simple matter of whether or not to log Unknown traffic.  The 

default is to log all unknown traffic.  This is the only logging that is turned on by default. 

 

Figure 3.12 
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Filtering and Logging functionality 

There is quite a fine granularity of logging that can be applied to the system functions.  

Wherever there is an option of blocking or allowing a certain type of packet, there is also the 

option to log this event (see Figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15).  For example, NetBIOS 

connections (see Figure 3.13) have the option of allowing the user to connect to other peoples 

shares, allowing other people to connect to the users shares, both, or neither.  There are also 

the options for logging allowed traffic, logging blocked traffic, both, or neither.  To connect to 

a Windows domain the option “allow me to reach other systems’ shares” must be selected 

(this is not selected by default). There is also the option (enabled by default) to block 

incoming fragmented packets (see Figure 3.16). 

 Figure 3.13    Figure 3.14    Figure 3.15 

  Figure 3.16      Figure 3.17 

The default log file size is 5MB, but this and the log file path can be changed by selecting the 

‘Log’ option on the ‘File’ menu (see Figures 3.12 and 3.17).  When the log reaches this limit, 

a message box appears saying this and information is not written to this file for Application 

traffic or Unknown traffic.  Any of the system traffic that is to be logged is still written to the 

log file. 

 

By default application filtering is achieved by the user being asked whether or not to trust an 

application.  In this case, when an application is run it is checked against a list of allowed and 

blocked applications.  If it is found then the appropriate action is taken.  If it is not found then 
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the user is asked whether to allow or block this application.  This answer is then added to the 

list of applications and the appropriate action taken. 

 

There is an option that allows the user to trust all applications but this is not enabled by 

default.  If this option is selected then when the application is run, it is not checked to see if it 

is allowed or blocked.  However, if the application is not in the list, it will be added to the list 

as an allowed application. 

 

There are no choices as to what kind of logging is to be done with applications.  Logs will be 

kept of each connection an application makes and these are displayed under ‘Current Activity’ 

and the ‘Activity Log’. 

 

Points to Note 

1. The current version does not fully support Windows 2000.  The program will work but 

some of the features will not. 

2. The version available for download at the time of writing was last updated one year ago. 

3. To buy the firewall costs $19.95 (US). 

4. The configuration file containing the filtering and logging information can be password 

protected. 

5. The documentation states that the firewall intercepts outbound data packets as they are 

passed to the network driver.  While most software will use this method to send packets, it 

is conceivable that a piece of software could use its own network driver to send packets 

and therefore circumvent the firewall. 

6. If the ‘Block Everything’ option is selected and the user has a dial up device, the PPP 

layer is not blocked so the user can still connect to their ISP. 

7. The firewall does not have the ability to block any non-IP packets but it does have the 

ability to log them. 

8. Using the default configuration, a standard port scan does not receive any replies to any 

packets sent, including ICMP echo requests (ping packets).  The packets are registered by 

the firewall as Unknown traffic and the log file stops recording them because it is full. 

9. There are no visual clues or generation of alerts when a port scan is taking place other 

than a message when the Log becomes full. 

10. All that is required for web surfing, Email, and FTP access is to allow the appropriate 

applications the ability to access the Internet. 
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Subjective Ease of Use and Flexibility 

This product is very flexible in the ways in which it can filter and log the system traffic 

although this should probably only be changed from the defaults by technically adept users.  

In most cases, where there is a single machine connected to the Internet though a dial-up line 

to an ISP, the default configuration of the system traffic filtering settings will be satisfactory.  

Some of the system traffic should only be let through in the event that the NIC is connected to 

a LAN of some sort.  In this case, there should be a knowledgeable systems administrator on 

hand to know which protocols should be allowed and the logging that needs to be done of 

them. 

 

The descriptions that go with the different types of system traffic are brief but in most cases 

give some idea of what the protocol in question is used for.  For example, PPTP is described 

thusly “PPTP is used by Microsoft operating systems to encrypt transmissions”, and DCHP is 

described as “Some networks use DHCP to assign IP addresses.  Ask your network 

administrator whether you should allow this.” 

 

While there is very little in the way of flexibility for the way in which application traffic is 

filtered and logged, this allows the user to easily configure this part of the firewall.  All that 

the user needs to know is which applications are to be allowed access to the Internet and 

which are to be blocked.  In fact there are no extra settings that can be set, except for the tick 

box of whether to trust all applications. 

 

The logging that is done is extensive and is very flexible for the system traffic, although not 

so much for application and unknown traffic.  However, there are no visual clues that indicate 

the firewall may be under attack if the main screen is minimised into the taskbar, as it would 

be in normal day to day operations.  The very volume of logging that is going on means that it 

is conceivable that logging information to do with a particular unusual event will be lost in the 

clutter of all sorts of other logging information to do with the day to day traffic through the 

firewall. 
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Chapter Twelve: Personal Firewall Summary 

Multiple User and Network Card Support 

It seems that while multi-user support would be a good thing to have integrated into a 

personal firewall, this has not been done on any of the personal firewall products reviewed.  It 

can be argued that such support can be accomplished simply by pointing the firewall to 

configuration files that are associated with the profile of each user, and that therefore, explicit 

support for such functionality is not needed.  It could also be argued that such functionality is 

simply not needed in a personal firewall product. 

 

The author does not agree with such arguments.  The more attributes that can be filtered on, 

the better granularity that can be gained.  Associating the configuration files with the user 

profiles is a cumbersome and roundabout way of gaining such functionality.  It would be far 

simpler to have users and/or groups treated as simply another element to be filtered on.  The 

firewall could therefore have explicit rules for particular users, any user, or even for particular 

groups of users. 

 

Multiple NIC support, of a type, is explicitly shown in the McAfee and Sygate firewalls.  

There is also an implied support of multiple NICs in the ZoneAlarm firewall using the Local 

versus Internet groupings.  In this case, the multiple NICs are lumped together and rules can 

only be made for the entire grouping, not individual NICs.  The support in the Sygate firewall 

is slightly better but still very minimal, allowing only the file and print sharing options to be 

associated with each separate NIC.  In the McAfee firewall, there is a better range of things 

that can be filtered by NIC.  In this case, all of the system traffic filtering and logging can be 

different for each NIC. 

 

What none of these firewalls do, however, is extend this to the next step, which is also the 

filtering and association of applications and their traffic with different network cards.  While 

this could lead to a very complicated rule base, this could be minimised by defaulting rules to 

use any network card, but allowing the user to specify specific network cards if needed.  In 

the context of personal firewalls, most of the implementations would be on machines with a 

single NIC, probably a dial up line to an ISP.  In this case multiple NIC support would be 

wasteful, but if it is going to be included, it should be the best support possible. 
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Password Protection and Remote Administration 

The Tiny, Sygate, and McAfee personal firewalls all have some sort of password protection 

that can be enabled to protect the firewall configuration from being changed.  This password 

protection is obviously useful in the case of the majority of family machines, where there are 

inquisitive children that like to play with settings.  A password means that the average family 

machines’ personal firewall can be set up by one knowledgeable person and then password 

protected so that only they can change the settings.  This means they do not have to worry 

about anyone else mucking up the rules, whether by accident, or on purpose to circumvent 

some of the more restrictive policies being implemented. 

The Tiny personal firewall also has the ability to be remotely administered.  This includes the 

ability to not only review the logs but also to change the filter rules of the firewall.  In the 

majority of circumstances this would not be needed and, from a security standpoint, would be 

open to too much abuse to make it worthwhile to use.  The only real use for remote 

administration of a personal firewall would be where it is used in a LAN environment to 

supplement the corporate firewall policies.  In this case, it might be worth thinking about 

some kind of remote administration but, unless the firewall rule base is likely to change often, 

it would probably only be worthwhile to turn on logging administration.  This would 

minimise the effect of an attacker using this avenue to compromise the system. 

 

Filtering 

There are many different options when it comes to what the various firewalls will filter on.  

The most obvious of these that all of the reviewed firewalls support is filtering by application.  

This is the primary means of filtering because this is what most users understand. All that it 

requires of the user is to choose whether or not a particular application should be allowed 

access to the Internet.  From there the rules can further defined. 

 

It should be noted however, that in the case of most of the personal firewalls reviewed, with 

the exception of the Tiny personal firewall, there is only one rule for each application.  This 

means that there are inherently fewer rules, and less complexity, but also less granularity.  

This is shown in the way in which FTP applications must be filtered for each of the firewalls.  

With the Tiny personal firewall there are two rules created that allow the FTP application 

minimal access, on certain ports, to the Internet whereas the other firewalls can only allow the 

FTP application full access or no access. 
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Some of the other ways in which the reviewed firewalls can create a filter are: 

By source and destination IP addresses 

By Protocol (TCP, UDP, ICMP) 

By source and destination ports (for TCP, UDP) 

By ICMP packet type 

By connection direction for TCP connections 

By time scheduling 

By specifying whether it is a Permit or Deny filter rule 

 

There are also options in some of the firewall products to turn on logging for specific rules.  

In general, the better granularity in logging options the better reporting that can be done with 

the firewall.  In some of the products there are also options that specify the rule is valid during 

special times when most rules are not.  For example, when a screensaver is on for the Sygate 

firewall, or when the emergency stop button is pressed for the ZoneAlarm firewall. 

 

The ZoneAlarm firewall also has some basic application layer filtering, i.e. the email virus 

scanning.  For the most part, application layer filtering is not needed for a personal firewall, 

with the possible exception of virus scanning built into the firewall.  There may also be an 

argument for Web browsing filtering software, such as Net-Nanny, but as there are already 

such third party products available, it can also be argued that it does not need to be 

incorporated into a personal firewall product.  This seems to be what the producers of the 

reviewed products have decided. 

 

The Tiny personal firewall has the concept of trusted IP addresses, similar to the concept of 

local IP addresses in the ZoneAlarm firewall.  This allows for filtering to be done on a group 

of IP addresses simply, without having to list them out for every rule.  They are defined in one 

place and then used wherever they are needed.  The Sygate personal firewall, on the other 

hand, has a significantly different concept of trusted IP addresses.  In this case the trusted IP 

addresses are listed for each application and can be different for every one. 

 

Depending on the reason for having these trusted IP addresses, one or the other may be better 

in each individual case.  If the machine is on a LAN and the trusted IP addresses are other 

addresses in the LAN the first way of defining them would be best.  If the trusted IP addresses 

were for the only servers the machine will communicate with for specific tasks, such as email, 

or proxy servers, they would be better defined in the second way.  The best solution would be 
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to have a firewall product that could employ both ways of defining and using groups of IP 

addresses. 

 

Stealth Mode, Port Scanning and Default Rules 

All of the firewall products reviewed had the functionality to be used in stealth mode.  This is 

where the machine does not respond to any unauthorised requests and therefore looks to be 

turned off or non-existent to the outside world at large. 

 

A port scan is the first thing most attackers would try to see how vulnerable a particular 

machine is, and it is therefore a good test of a firewall to see how it reacts to a port scan.  In 

the case of the tested firewall products, they all reacted by giving the scanner [20] no reaction, 

i.e. they were in stealth mode, for the most part, except where the default rules required 

otherwise.  However, the logging and alerts that the firewall gave the user differed 

considerably. 

 

The default rules that come with the different products have been documented in the reviews.  

They are there to make it easier on the user when they are setting the firewall up in the 

assumed default configuration.  In most cases the defaults are quite good and should be left as 

they are unless there is a valid reason to change them.  One of the main problems with the 

products reviewed however is that with the exception of the Tiny personal firewall, the default 

options and rules are scattered widely throughout the various configuration menus and 

screens. 

 

This is a usability issue but it could lead to undesirable results if the default options should be 

changed but are not, simply because they are overlooked.  A good example of this is the 

default of turning on of ARP traffic and identification broadcasts in the McAfee firewall.  If 

there were an exploit that used these to circumvent the firewall, a large number of machines 

could be compromised because the options to filter out these types of traffic are not in the 

same place as application filtering. 

 

Logging and alerts 

Firstly it should be stated that there is difference between logging and alerts.  In the main it 

does not make much difference and the two are lumped together and used interchangeably but 

it should be specified that an alert is a dialog box or other similar thing that appears on the 
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users screen and requires the user to acknowledge it.  On the other hand, a log can be written 

in the background and does not need any user acknowledgement. 

 

In the context of personal firewalls, the average user will not be interested in the log file 

created by the firewall unless there is an alert to draw his attention to some unusual behaviour.  

Because of this, it is a severe failing that the McAfee personal firewall has no alert 

functionality at all, and the Sygate personal firewall only has minimal visual clues of unusual 

activity.  This is offset, in the case of Sygate, by the security log that shows logs generated by 

the real time IDS of the firewall.  In the case of a personal firewall, as opposed to a corporate 

firewall, an Intruder Detection Service could be considered overkill, if there are the 

appropriate options that can be set to generate alerts. 

 

These alerts can be either set to on a rule by rule basis, as in the Tiny personal firewall, or 

simply displayed for each logged event, as in the case of ZoneAlarm.  In general, the greater 

flexibility the user is given in the production of logs and alerts, the better.  The user can 

therefore log only the information they are concerned about, and not worry about wading 

through large amounts of extraneous material when reviewing logs or responding to alerts.  

Also, the greater the flexibility the greater the usefulness of the product to a wider range of 

users.  It should therefore be obvious that a firewall that gives the options to log blocked and 

allowed events is preferable to one that only logs blocked events, all other things being equal.  

Unfortunately, as in the case of Tiny, this greater flexibility also leads to greater complexity 

and potentially more complex rules. 

 

Each of the firewalls has the equivalent of the ‘Block All’ and ‘Allow All’ options.  These 

allow the user to stop any network traffic going to or from the machine, in the case of ‘Block 

All’ or, in the case of ‘Allow All’, totally open up the machine.  Some of the firewalls turn off 

logging and alerts for these options, but some do not.  It seems to be a design decision taken 

by the authors of each product without any particular methodology behind it.  The more 

logging the firewall does, the easier it is to trace an attack but also the more space that it taken 

by the log files.  Therefore, from a security standpoint, it would be preferable to have a 

firewall that continued to log events when these options are chosen. 
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Other required software 

While the ZoneAlarm and Tiny personal firewalls do not require any extra software, the 

Sygate and McAfee personal firewalls do.  It can be assumed, and is stated in some of the 

documentation, that the software prerequisites for the Sygate and McAfee personal firewalls 

are there because the firewall intercepts traffic to and from this software.  Therefore, if a 

program on the users machine is written such that it does not use this software, i.e. the 

Windows Socket layer version 2, and, in the case of Sygate, the Dial Up Networking version 

1.3, the firewall can be bypassed.  While it is not likely to happen at this time, it is technically 

possible and there is a long history of the technically possible becoming implemented in a 

short space of time.  It would therefore be preferable to use one of the firewalls that does not 

rely on any extra software but links in below such things as the Windows Socket layer, as the 

documentation states for Tiny, and can be assumed for ZoneAlarm. 

 

Application verification 

All of the personal firewall products reviewed take precautions that the application being run 

is the one that it is supposed to be.  This means that taking a Trojan program and renaming it 

to one of the allowed applications will not allow the Trojan to access the Internet.  The most 

obvious way in which this is done is in the Tiny personal firewall.  This firewall is able to 

take a checksum value for the program and evaluate it against the stored value. 

 

While this is the most secure method, the other firewalls also do some checking.  They take 

note of external attributes such as file size and other attributes stored within the program such 

as version number and internal name. 

 

Default Allow All, Deny All, and Ask 

While most corporate firewall products have the option of either defaulting to allow all or 

deny all for actions not covered by the rule base, these personal firewall products also include 

the option of asking the user what to do when such an event occurs.  This is not something 

that would make sense for a corporate firewall, where the rule base is centrally administered 

and any changes should have to follow a set down procedure, but in the context of a personal 

firewall system, it makes the life of the average user simpler.  The different options would be 

used in different situations with the ‘ask’ option as the most common. 
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The option to default to allow all actions not covered by the rule base would normally only be 

used for testing purposes when the user is trying to get the hang of writing rules or they 

simply want to block an application or two without worrying about the broader security 

issues.  The option to deny all actions not covered by the rule base would normally be used 

only if the user was absolutely sure that they had a correct rule base that would not need to be 

changed for a reasonable length of time, and that they had the expertise to change the rules 

themselves when the time came. 

 

This is not assumed to be a common line of thought among most users.  If there is an option 

to prompt the user to easily make changes to the rule base when they have to, and even give 

them the option of automatically creating the rules, they will use this option.  Or rather, this is 

what the designers of the personal firewall systems assume.  They put this as the default 

option but also make allowances for other situations where it may make sense to use the allow 

all or deny all options. 

 

Conclusion 

The following table shows a summary of the functions and features of each of the reviewed 

personal firewalls. 

      [1] [2] [3] [4] 

Multi-NIC Support    ½  X X 

Password Protection     X X X 

Remote Administration    X 

Application Filtering    X X X X 

Multiple Rules per Application   X 

Packet Level Filtering Capability   X X X 

Virus Scanning    ½  

Grouping of IP Addresses   ½  ½  X 

Stealth Mode     X X X X 

User Alerts     X X ½  ½  

Application Verification   ½  X ½ ½  

Standalone Application   X X 

(No other software required) 

 

 [1] ZoneAlarm [2] Tiny Personal Firewall [3] Sygate Personal Firewall [4] McAfee Personal Firewall 
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Each of the personal firewalls reviewed made slightly different fundamental assumptions 

about the way in which it would be used and the type of user that would use it.  This means 

that the personal firewall of choice differs depending on the needs, experience and 

expectations of the user. 

 

The ZoneAlarm firewall would be suitable to a broad range of users as it is easy to use and 

can be configured without too much trouble.  Because it is, in essence, an application filter, 

there are very few additional settings that need to set for average user.  This firewall uses a 

broad-brush approach to filtering but is suitable for most technically naïve users. 

 

The Tiny Personal firewall, on the other hand, would be of more use to technically competent 

users who need a firewall with fine granularity to protect against abuse of the services that 

they are offering the public, for example a machine hosting a web server or FTP server.  In 

most cases it would be valuable to password protect such a firewall but the user would need to 

think carefully about the security ramifications of remote administration. 

 

The Sygate Personal firewall would be of more use to a user who was more interested in 

examining the logs for any problems the firewall may be having, even down to the point of 

capturing and looking at packets travelling through the firewall.  The option of allowing or 

disallowing network browsing or file/print sharing for each NIC would also be appealing to a 

person running a small home network, with the firewall machine having a connection to both 

the internal network and the Internet. 

 

The McAfee Personal firewall would be better suited to a situation where it was used on the 

client machines of a LAN in conjunction with a corporate firewall protecting the LAN.  In this 

case, there would be an administrator who could decide which types of system traffic would 

be allowed and set up that portion of the firewall the same for everyone.  If things were 

standard enough the administrator could also set which applications needed to pass through 

the personal firewall and then password protect these settings. 
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Chapter Thirteen: Suitability of Logging Experiment 

 

There are many different uses for logged information to be put to and some firewall products 

are unable to achieve the quality and quantity of logging required for a particular task.  The 

purpose of this experiment is to show the suitability of various reviewed firewalls to the 

different types of tasks required. 

 

While the main purpose of a firewall is to filter incoming and outgoing traffic, it is equally 

important that the firewall is able to communicate with the firewall administrator what it is 

filtering; this is where logging comes in.  Depending on the placement of the firewall and the 

policies of the organisation, there are many different uses the log files can be put to. 

 

While there are some overlaps, the main uses of logging identified are: 

Accounting: tracking traffic for the purpose of charging usage back to internal users and 

departments. 

Managerial Statistics: tracking traffic for the purpose of providing aggregate statistics for 

management such as total daily traffic in and out, graphical output showing bandwidth 

utilisation at various times of day etc. 

Intruder Detection: tracking traffic for the purpose of detecting an attempted attack. 

Intruder Identification: tracking traffic for the purpose of identifying an 

intruder/attacker, whether or not they are successful. 

Evidence Gathering of Intrusion: tracking traffic for the purpose of collecting 

evidence against a current or future attacker. 

Evidence Gathering on Internal Users: tracking traffic for the purpose of providing 

evidence of guilt or innocence of internal users at a future date of a 

possibly unknown crime i.e. ‘covering our backs’ in case of trouble 

later on. 

 

This experiment aims to produce a list of simple tests to verify whether or not the firewall in 

question does logging for a particular task.  There will also be a subjective comparison 

between the different firewalls to see which of them has logging capabilities that are ‘suitable’ 

for a task, and which of these is ‘most suitable’. 
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Accounting from Log Files 

Method 

1. Set up external Web Server (TinyWeb server [24]) with a test webpage. 

2. Set up external FTP server (WarFTP Daemon [25]) with anonymous access. 

3. Allow connections to external web server and FTP server through the firewall. 

4. Connect to the firewall from internal client using the appropriate authentication method (if 

possible). 

5. Connect to web server from internal client and view pages. 

6. Connect to the FTP server from internal client and download files using FTP Explorer 

[26]. 

7. Does the log file contain the internal IP address (if 4 were not possible) for basic IP based 

accounting features? 

8. Does the log file contain the name of the authenticated user (if 4 were possible) for basic 

name based accounting features? 

9. Does the log file contain start and end connection times for time based accounting? 

10. Does the log file contain downloaded file sizes etc. for traffic based accounting? 

11. Connect to the firewall as a different user/IP address and repeat steps 5-10. 

12. Make sure the user name/IP address logged is the correct one. 

13. Does the firewall have a summary feature to allow for total traffic statistics for each 

user/group/IP address for totals to be calculated without the use of third party log scanning 

techniques? 

14. Does the firewall have built in charging mechanisms for all-in-one advanced accounting? 

 

Tiny WinRoute Pro 

The logs can be set to record proxy requests and rule hits separately.  For basic accounting 

purposes the proxy request log (called the HTTP Log as the proxy is an implementation of the 

Squid proxy and only understands requests in HTTP format) is sufficient. If this logging 

feature is turned on, it records the source IP address of the request, the user name, if 

authenticated, the time, and the particular command issued, along with the returned error code 

and file size. This gives enough information for some basic traffic based accounting to be 

done on either the user name or the IP address but time based accounting would have to be 

inferred. 
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The log file only contains requests sent by the proxy server and does not include traffic that is 

generated by the user requesting cached data.  Therefore if the administrator wants to do 

accounting based on what is downloaded to the client computer, rather than to and through the 

proxy server, the caching feature would have to be turned off.  This would ignore the speed 

improvement of having a caching server that stores commonly accessed items and would 

generally not be considered to gain such functionality. 

 

Authentication to the proxy server is only triggered when the URL being accessed is in the list 

of restricted URLs and the group ‘Everyone’ is not allowed access to it.  One way to trigger 

authentication is to add a URL that is simply the wildcard ‘*’ and allow access to every user 

and group but the group ‘Everyone’.  It should be noted that even if authentication has been 

triggered the proxy server will access FTP servers with the default user name of ‘ftp’ rather 

than the more common ‘anonymous’. 

 

There are no summary features or built in charging mechanisms.  All such things have to be 

done with a third party log parsing product. 

 

IPTables and Squid Proxy in RedHat Linux 7.1 

As with Tiny WinRoute Pro this firewall can have logging turned on for the squid proxy 

server and/or separate packet filter rule hits.  Assuming the squid proxy server has been 

configured as a transparent proxy or that the IPTables rules mean that users must go through 

the proxy, the Squid proxy access log is all that is required for good accounting.  There are 

two formats that the log file can be in, the common format or the native format.  The common 

format may be able to be parsed by more log parsers but the native log format contains more 

information.  As there are a number of log parsers written specifically for Squid native logs it 

is recommended that this form be used. 

 

The native log format contains, for each request: the start time (in Unix format as the number 

of seconds since midnight Jan 1 1970 GMT, down to the millisecond), the duration of the 

transaction, the source IP address, the bytes downloaded, the Squid result code (cache HIT or 

MISS etc.), the URL requested, and the user.  The user is only displayed if ident lookups, or 

another authentication mechanism, have been turned on; they are off by default. 
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Therefore, using the Squid native log format, there is enough information to do accounting 

based on IP address, user name (from one of a multitude of sources), time, and downloaded 

file sizes.  However, all of these require the use of a third party log file parser to summarise 

the log file in a coherent manner. 

 

Novell Firewall for NT 

The logs can be set to record for FTP or HTTP accesses separately.  When these logging 

features are turned on, they record the service as well as user name, source and destination IP 

addresses, and start and end times, i.e. enough information for some basic time based 

accounting to be done on either the user name or the IP address. 

 

There are other reporting features that can be set up to report on traffic and bandwidth 

consumption.  There are different reports that can be based on the service (inbound or 

outbound HTTP, FTP etc.), the server or the client (IP address or DNS entry).  Therefore 

there is enough information to do basic traffic based accounting on the IP address of the 

clients and servers. 

 

The correct IP address is reported in subsequent events when the IP address of the client is 

changed.  Changing of the authenticated user, however, is more problematical.  The 

authentication of a user actually creates a mapping between the IP address and the user that is 

cached within the firewall for an unspecified time.  Therefore any accounting based on the 

authenticated user is only going to be accurate where the client machines do not often change 

their IP address and there is only one person using each machine. 

 

There is a simple count of all the traffic, percentage retries, and percentage aborts for each 

server and client IP address, as well as a total, since the last time the count was reset which 

may be useful for simple bandwidth charging.  There is no built in mechanism for 

automatically creating charge sheets for any of these. 

 

Zone Alarm 

The log file does not contain any information on allowed traffic, only on denied.  Therefore 

there is no information on legitimate web access and FTP access, so no accounting 

information whatsoever is logged. 
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Tiny Personal Firewall 

The firewall is designed to run on a personal machine where the IP address for the machine 

could possibly change each time the user connects to the Internet.  Therefore the firewall has 

no reason to record its own IP address and only has the word ‘localhost’ representing the 

current IP address of the machine it is running on.  The log file also lacks the ability to record 

the current user, downloaded file sizes, or connection duration needed for any type of 

accounting. 

 

Sygate Personal Firewall 

The log file does not contain the local IP address, the amount of traffic involved, or the user, 

therefore it cannot be used to do basic IP based, name based, or traffic based accounting.  The 

log files do, however, contain the start and end times of all connections to allow for basic time 

based accounting.  There are no summary features that would allow for any sort of totals to be 

calculated without the use of third party logging tools. 

 

McAfee Personal Firewall 

There is no information on the current authenticated user recorded in the log file of this 

firewall, so no accounting can be done on the basis of the name of the internal users. 

 

However, the log file does contain the source and destination IP addresses, start time of a 

connection and its duration, as well as the bytes sent and received for each connection.  This 

would allow for simple time and traffic based accounting, although there are no inbuilt 

summary features to allow for total traffic statistics etc. to be calculated without third party 

log scanning techniques. 
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Managerial Statistics from Log Files 

Method 

1. Set up external Web server using TinyWeb [24] with a test webpage. 

2. Set up internal web server using TinyWeb [24] with a test webpage. 

3. Allow connections to internal and external web servers through the firewall. 

4. Connect to the external web server from internal client and view pages. 

5. Connect to the internal web server from the external client and view pages. 

6. Does the log file contain the amount of traffic in and out for each connection, and their 

source and destination IP addresses, for basic managerial statistics? 

7. Does the firewall have a summary feature to allow for total traffic statistics, both in and 

out, for totals to be calculated without the use of third party log scanning techniques? 

8. Does the firewall have a summary feature to allow for total traffic statistics, by internal IP 

address, for totals to be calculated without the use of third party log scanning techniques? 

9. Does the firewall have real-time graphical reporting of bandwidth utilisation etc. and the 

ability to print out such graphs? 

 

Tiny WinRoute Pro 

Essentially the log files cannot be used to produce meaningful management statistics.  There 

are no summary features or built in charging mechanisms.  All such things have to be done 

with a third party log parsing product.  The log for proxy accesses is the only one that would 

be of even limited use for management purposes and that can only be used to produce a 

breakdown of external traffic by internal user or IP address.  This will only show the traffic 

produced as a result of requests from internal users; it will not show traffic to and from the 

internal web server. 

 

With the use of third party log file parser the general log file containing rule hits can be used 

to produce reports of the number of hits each rule has had.  This could further be manipulated 

and summarised as the number of packets of each type that has come from or to a particular 

IP address.  Therefore an estimate of traffic can be made.  This would however require a 

significant level of manipulation of the log files by the third party product and would only be 

an estimate, as each packet can vary in size. 
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IPTables and Squid Proxy in RedHat Linux 7.1 

The Squid proxy access log file contains the amount of traffic that is generated by internal 

users.  This log file also contains the start time (as the number of seconds since midnight Jan 

1 1970, down to the millisecond), the duration of the transaction, the source IP address, the 

Squid result code (cache HIT or MISS etc.), the URL requested, and the user.  All of these 

can be used to produce meaningful managerial statistics on Internet usage by internal users. 

 

However, it can also be set up as an acceleration server.  This means that it accepts requests 

from the external world on behalf of the internal web server, and caches the responses, hence 

the name ‘acceleration server’.  This allows the access logs to be used to also keep track of 

traffic going to and from the internal web server. 

 

All of this data is recorded on a request by request basis and must therefore be massaged by a 

third party log file parser to calculate any totals, summaries, or produce any graphs. 

 

Novell Firewall for NT 

For basic managerial statistics there is a reporting function that can display total traffic for 

each server (displayed either by IP address or DNS name).  However this does not 

differentiate between traffic to and from the server.  In the case of HTTP servers this is not 

really an issue as the only traffic to them would normally be GET requests. 

 

There is a feature that can be configured to show real time graphical reporting of bandwidth 

utilisation but will only show traffic that is not proxied by the application proxies.  When 

traffic is proxied, for example web browsing to outside servers, the requests go from the 

private IP address to the private NIC on the firewall, are repackaged and sent out the public 

NIC to a public IP address.  Replies are sent from the public IP address to the public network 

card on the firewall, repackaged and sent out the private NIC to the private IP address.  The 

reporting software does not allow reporting for traffic between two private NICs or two public 

NICs; therefore it cannot report on this sort of proxied traffic.  Assuming the graphs can be 

produced, they can also be saved and printed out at a later time. 
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Zone Alarm 

The log file only contains alerts that are created in response to illegitimate traffic.  Therefore 

as there is no information on legitimate traffic, no information is stored that is of use in 

producing managerial statistics.  However, there is information that is not stored in the logs 

that would be of some use for producing managerial statistics.  The firewall application itself 

has a running total of the days traffic in and out as well as a small real time graph showing the 

last few seconds worth of bandwidth utilisation. 

 

Tiny Personal Firewall 

The firewall logs do not contain enough information for even basic managerial statistics. 

 

Sygate Personal Firewall 

The log file for this firewall does not contain enough information for even basic managerial 

statistics because it does not include any information about the amount of traffic in and out for 

each connection logged. 

 

McAfee Personal Firewall 

The firewall log contains the amount of traffic in and out for each connection, as well as the 

source and destination IP addresses.  This allows basic bandwidth utilisation managerial 

statistics to be calculated, although there is no functionality to allow summary statistics to be 

calculated or real-time graphical reporting of bandwidth utilisation. 

 

Intruder Detection from Log Files 

Method 

1. Set up internal Web server using TinyWeb [24]. 

2. Allow connections to internal web server through the firewall. 

3. Port scan from the external client to the external card on the firewall, the internal card on 

the firewall, and the internal client using SuperScan [20] set to scan all common ports. 

4. Use the program ‘NmapNT’ [5] on the external client to ‘fingerprint’ the firewall and 

internal client i.e. send specially crafted packets to determine the OS by the responses to 

these packets. 
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5. Attack the internal web server from the external client using the program ‘Stealth’ [10], 

which has over 13000 tests and exploits including CGI vulnerabilities, DOS attacks, 

traversal attacks, and common HTTP exploits. 

6. Attack the internal web server and firewall from the external client with the program 

‘UDPflood’ [14], which produces a large amount of UDP traffic. 

7. Does the firewall have the functionality to recognise strings of code e.g. XXXXXX in the 

Code Red attack, and what can it do with them? 

8. Does the firewall flag the packets as possible intrusion attempts or produce alerts of any 

kind? 

9. Does the firewall attempt to limit traffic throughput when a large amount of traffic is 

detected in order to avoid DOS attacks? 

 

Tiny WinRoute Pro 

This firewall has no functionality to recognise strings of code, the traffic that is produced for 

OS fingerprinting, DOS attacks, or any of the other types of attacks tested.  Neither does it 

have any way of limiting the traffic throughput that would be of use in minimising the effect 

of a DOS attack.  However, all packets can be logged, whether they are allowed, dropped, or 

denied.  The understood IP protocols include the common protocols TCP, UDP, and ICMP. 

 

IPTables and Squid Proxy in RedHat Linux 7.1 

The Squid proxy server has the functionality in its ACLs to be able to match strings (as well 

as regular string expressions that use wildcards etc.) within the requested URLs.  If the proxy 

server is used in ‘accelerator’ mode as well as a normal proxy, this functionality can be used 

to prevent known HTTP based attacks. 

 

There is also the functionality built into IPTables to be able to limit throughput by using the 

limit module in conjunction with the ACCEPT target.  This allows for an elegant means of 

protecting machines on either side of the firewall from simple DOS attacks. 

 

There is no inbuilt functionality of these products, however, to detect the use of a port scan or 

a fingerprinting tool.  If the rules are designed correctly the packets will be blocked and 

logged on a packet by packet basis but no alert is produced to say a scan has taken place etc.  

The only way this information can be known is if the administrator (or a third party log 

parser) looks at the logs and notices a pattern. 
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Novell Firewall for NT 

The firewall has no functionality for recognising strings of code, OS fingerprinting, or generic 

DOS attacks.  The traffic manager portion of the firewall allows some safeguards to be put in 

to have a guaranteed amount of bandwidth reserved for certain services, such as FTP or HTTP 

access and/or a maximum amount of bandwidth taken by certain services.  These traffic 

management rules must be set manually and can be defined based on the source and 

destination IP addresses, time, or the service being run.  These do not actually detect Denial of 

Service attacks but, if properly used, minimise the effect. 

 

The firewall does not flag possible intrusion attempts.  It does not even have a rudimentary 

traffic analysis engine that would detect the type of traffic associated with port scans, OS 

fingerprinting, or DOS attacks. 

 

In the case of the exploits being run on the internal web server, the firewall did not record 

anything wrong, but some of the DOS attacks on the web server were actually effective on the 

firewall as it intercepted them, causing NT to crash and the computer to reboot. 

 

The UDP flood was not shown at all in the log files as the firewall is primarily designed to 

deal with logging of TCP events. 

 

Zone Alarm 

An attack on the internal web server is not logged as any traffic to and from the internal web 

server is seen as legitimate and is therefore not logged.  Nor does the firewall have the 

functionality to recognise strings of code; it can only recognise traffic in terms of source and 

destination IP addresses, ports, and the application involved. 

 

In the case of the flood attack, the firewall only produces one alert corresponding to one line 

in the log file that is the start of the flood.  Other than this, there is no attempt to limit the 

effect of a DOS attack. 

 

For a port scan or fingerprint probe, the firewall produces an alert and the log file records a 

line for each packet sent but does not identify the attacks as such, just the packets themselves 

as suspicious. 
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Tiny Personal Firewall 

The firewall does not have the functionality to recognise strings of code, or DOS attacks.  

However, if a packet tries to connect to an open port the firewall will, by default ask the user 

if they want to allow the connection.  If this ‘ask’ feature has been turned off the firewall will 

deny the connection but will not log the attempt.  To get the firewall to log the attempt or 

produce a specific alert to the screen requires the firewall to have a specific rule that has 

logging or alerting turned on. 

 

It should be noted that the firewall can only log UDP packets, TCP connections, and ICMP 

echo packets.  The TCP connection attempts and incoming UDP packets can not be logged for 

a port that is not opened (and listening) by an internal application. 

 

Sygate Personal Firewall 

The firewall does not have the functionality to recognise strings of code or DOS attacks.  

However, in the case of DOS attacks, the firewall does record some helpful information.  In 

the traffic log, there is a count of how many of the same type of connection, or packet, have 

been encountered in an uninterrupted stream, i.e. between the same pair of IP addresses, and 

the start and end time of such a stream.  This allows the administrator to easily sort the log by 

this count (using the built in log viewer) and see if there is any suspicious looking traffic 

logged.  This would also detect the use of a vulnerability scanner used against the internal 

web server, as the use of such a scanner would invoke a large number of connections to the 

web server in a short space of time. 

 

In the case of a port scan the native IDS picks up the traffic and places an entry in the security 

log that alerts the user that a port scan has taken place.  Because of the nature of the traffic 

produced by a fingerprint probe, the use of such a program is also logged as a port scan. 

 

McAfee Personal Firewall 

The firewall does not have the functionality to recognise strings of code, but does in some 

small way recognise simple DOS attacks.  If a packet is logged and consequently more 

packets of the same type arrive that produce the exact same log message (including the 

timestamp) the log message written is ‘Last message repeated XX times’.  This allows the 
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administrator to easily see very high amounts of, probably automated, traffic in the logs.  

However, no attempt to limit this traffic has been made; this design decision seems to have 

been made simply to cut down on the size of the log file. 

 

If any traffic arrives that does not belong to any application associated with the listening ports 

(or the other types of system traffic the firewall understands) it is defined as unknown traffic.  

If this traffic is logged, an all or none decision, it appears in the logs with the words 

‘Unknown Traffic’ associated with the log entry.  This allows the administrator to filter out 

such log entries, maybe with the use of a third party log scanning program, for closer 

inspection as possible attacks. 

 

The attacks on the internal web server are shown as a list of connection attempts, associated to 

the web server application, and the destination port and IP address are logged; the actual 

method and requests are not. 

 

Intruder Identification from Log Files 

Method 

1. Set up internal Web server using TinyWeb [24]. 

2. Allow connections to internal web server through the firewall. 

3. Port scan from the external client to the external card on the firewall, the internal card on 

the firewall, and the internal client using SuperScan [20] set to scan all common ports. 

4. Use the program ‘NmapNT’ [5] on the external client to ‘fingerprint’ the firewall and 

internal client i.e. send specially crafted packets to determine the OS by the responses to 

these packets. 

5. Attack the internal web server from the external client using the program ‘Stealth’ [10], 

which has over 13000 tests and exploits including CGI vulnerabilities, DOS attacks, 

traversal attacks, buffer overflow attacks for various web servers, and common HTTP 

exploits. 

6. Attack the internal web server and firewall from the external client with the program 

‘UDPflood’ [14], which produces a large amount of UDP traffic. 

7. Does the log file show the port scans and probes? 

8. Does the log file record the source IP address of the attacks? 

9. Does the log file show the time of the attacks and to what degree of accuracy? 
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Tiny WinRoute Pro 

The log files can show all packets, whether accepted, dropped or denied, depending on how 

the packet filtering rules are set up.  For each packet filter rule, there is the option to log rule 

hits to the screen and/or to a log file.  Various information is also shown in the log files 

depending on the type of traffic.  For TCP and UDP traffic the source and destination ports 

are shown, for ICMP, the type and code, and all IP traffic shows the source and destination IP 

addresses.  The time, down to the second, is also recorded for any packets logged.  This 

allows for intruders to be identified if the correct packet filter rules are logged. 

 

IPTables and Squid Proxy in RedHat Linux 7.1 

The log files are able to show all packets, whether accepted, dropped or denied, depending on 

how the packet filtering rules are set up.  For the best performance most rules that have the 

target LOG should also have the limit module loaded.  This allows the first burst of packets to 

be logged and then only log them occasionally if the attack continues.  The logs contain the 

source IP of the attacks and the time to allow for the intruder to be identified by their IP 

address. 

 

Novell Firewall for NT 

The firewall shows a port scan as simply a list of rejected or timed out connection attempts 

and is useful only in verifying that something has happened, not necessarily what has 

happened.  For the log files to be useful the administrator has to understand what sort of 

traffic a port scan etc. would produce.  If the administrator can interpret the log files, an 

attacker can be traced to their IP address, assuming it is not spoofed.  The log files record the 

source and destination IP addresses of rejected and timed out connection attempts, as well as 

more information about successful connections for certain services, i.e. FTP, HTTP, Telnet, 

and Real Audio.  The times of rejected packets are recorded to the second, as are the start and 

end connection times of successful connections.  It should be noted that UDP packets are not 

shown in the log files as the firewall is primarily designed to deal with logging of TCP events. 

 

Zone Alarm 

The firewall does not record an attack on the internal web server at all, and only produces one 

alert, and corresponding log entry, at the start of a flood attack.  However, for a port scan or 

fingerprint probe, the firewall produces an alert, and log entry, for each packet sent.  The log 
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file records the date and time (to the second) of the packet, and its source IP address and ports 

which allows the intruder to be identified. 

 

Tiny Personal Firewall 

Assuming the correct rules have been written, the log file will show ICMP echo attempts, 

UDP packets sent to listening ports, and TCP connection attempts to listening ports.  The log 

file will not show a port scanner attempting to connect to closed ports at all.  An attack against 

the internal web server will only be logged if the appropriate rule has logging turned on.  If 

the log file does record the attempt, it shows the source IP address, and port, as well as the 

connection time (down to the second) which allows for the intruder to be identified in this 

way. 

 

Sygate Personal Firewall 

A port scan or a fingerprint probe is picked up by the firewalls’ IDS and recorded in the 

security log as a port scan, along with the time of the last packet sent, and source IP address of 

the probe.  There is also the option for the user to be able to click on this recorded IP address 

and trace the packets journey back from local machine to its original source to allow simpler 

identification of the intruder. 

 

In the case of a flood or a vulnerability scanner run against the internal web server, there will 

be a single line in the traffic log that records, among other things, the number of connections, 

or packets, that have been received in a row between the pair of IP addresses, the time the last 

packet was received, the start and end times of this sequence, as well as their source IP 

address.  Again the user has the option to click on this and create a network path between the 

local machine and the source of this traffic. 

 

McAfee Personal Firewall 

The log files of this firewall, assuming the option is checked to log unknown packets, log the 

packets produced by port scans and probes by their source IP addresses and timestamps, to 

within a one second degree of accuracy. 
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Evidence Gathering of Intrusion from Log Files 

Method 

1. Set up internal Web server using TinyWeb [24]. 

2. Allow connections to internal web server through the firewall. 

3. Connect to the internal web server and retrieve pages from the external client. 

4. Port scan from the external client to the external card on the firewall, the internal card on 

the firewall, and the internal client using SuperScan [20] set to scan all common ports. 

5. Use the program ‘NmapNT’ [5] on the external client to ‘fingerprint’ the firewall and 

internal client i.e. send specially crafted packets to determine the OS by the responses to 

these packets. 

6. Attack the internal web server from the external client using the program ‘Stealth’ [10], 

which has over 13000 tests and exploits including CGI vulnerabilities, DOS attacks, 

traversal attacks, buffer overflow attacks for various web servers, and common HTTP 

exploits. 

7. Attack the internal web server and firewall from the external client with the program 

‘UDPflood’ [14], which produces a large amount of UDP traffic. 

8. Allow UDP traffic to internal client. 

9. Repeat 7 with spoofed internal IP addresses. 

10. Are the spoofed IP addresses detected, logged and blocked? 

11. What information is routinely logged? 

12. Does the log file timestamp packets, the start of a connection, the end of a connection, or 

events? 

13. What is the source for the timestamps, and can it be verified as accurate? 

 

Tiny WinRoute Pro 

If the anti-spoofing functionality is turned on it will detect and block spoofed IP addresses.  

There are options to log packets blocked by the anti-spoofing rules to the screen and/or the 

log file.  For any general packet filter rule that is logged the following information is 

recorded: time (to the second), the interface, the direction, the rule action (permit, deny, or 

drop), and the common packet information such as the source and destination IP addresses, 

the protocol (TCP, UDP, ICMP etc.) and any other further protocol information such as port 

number for TCP and UDP.  There is also a number that corresponds to a particular rule that 

produced the log line.  These numbers are produced internally at the time of rule construction 

i.e. the first rule created is numbered 1, the second 2 etc. 
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For packets dropped and logged by the anti-spoofing rules the log file contains the time (to 

the second), the interface, the spoofing mode (this network, other etc. as described 

previously), as well as the common packet information recorded by the other packet filter 

logs. 

 

IPTables and Squid Proxy in RedHat Linux 7.1 

Spoofed IP addresses are not detected by default but, assuming a two network card system, it 

only takes two rules in the Prerouting table of IPTables to enable this.  One rule to drop 

packets coming from the external card with internal addresses, and one to drop packets from 

the internal card that do not have internal addresses.  For packets that are logged by IPTables 

there is a lot of information recorded.  This includes a user defined log prefix, a timestamp, 

the source and destination IP addresses and NICs of the packet, the size of the packet, the 

TTL, protocol, and protocol specific information.  There is also functionality in the Linux 

kernel that is not turned on by default that can be used to block and/or log such packets. 

 

The Squid proxy access log file also contains important information. This log file contains the 

start time (as the number of seconds since midnight Jan 1 1970 GMT, down to the 

millisecond), the duration of the transaction, the source IP address, the Squid result code 

(cache HIT or MISS etc.), the URL requested, and the user.  The timestamps come from the 

internal clock. 

 

Novell Firewall for NT 

The packets with spoofed IP addresses i.e. external packets with internal source addresses are 

detected and blocked but not logged.  For other blocked packets, such as for OS 

fingerprinting, it shows that a packet was blocked, but not why, a single timestamp, being the 

time it was blocked, its advertised source and destination addresses, ports and protocol. 

 

If profiling reporting is enabled the firewall can also provide extra summary information for 

basic traffic flow analysis.  This information contains little more than the total size of the 

traffic, the number of sessions, and statistics on the average connection response time, access 

speed, percentage of retransmitted packets, percentage of sessions aborted by the server, and 

the last time data was received from the server. 
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The timestamps come from the internal clock of the firewall and all display the time down to 

the second.  Changing the time on the firewall can cause inconsistencies in the logs.  One way 

to determine that the internal clock is accurate, or at least consistent with the rest of the 

network, is to use the NT ‘net time’ command to synchronise the time with the other NT 

servers. 

 

Zone Alarm 

The firewall has no anti-spoofing detection and so any spoofed packets (i.e. packets with the 

same source and destination IP address in this case) will be accepted.  Nor does the firewall 

record any information for traffic associated with applications that are let through the firewall; 

only blocked traffic is recorded in the log file.  For such information the log records 

information on a packet by packet basis, with the exception of flood traffic, where only one 

log entry is shown, corresponding to the first such packet. 

 

Each log entry contains the date and time (to the second) of the packet, its source and 

destination IP address and port, as well as the protocol used.  The date and time come from 

the local system time, which can be changed at will by the user, and is therefore not very 

reliable.  This can be minimised with the use of a multi-user operating system, such as NT, 

that allows the right to change the system time to be restricted to certain groups of users. 

 

Tiny Personal Firewall 

If a rule hit triggers a log to be written, the log contains the time of start of the connection, the 

rule name, whether the rule is a permit or deny rule, the direction of the connection, the 

protocol, source and destination ports, the destination IP address, and the application program 

involved.  Because the firewall does not pay attention to the current IP address of the 

machine, it does not know if an IP packet has the same source IP address.  The log is written 

at the start of a connection and there is no timestamp to record the end of the connection.  The 

timestamp comes from the system clock and this can be changed at will. 

 

Sygate Personal Firewall 

There is no functionality in the firewall to detect spoofed packets, DOS attacks, or single 

application exploit scanners (such as a web server vulnerability scanner).  The best way to 

detect attempted DOS attacks or the use of a vulnerability scanner is to order the traffic log by 
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the count column, which is a number describing how many packets or connections have been 

made between this pair of IP addresses, and looking at the entries with the highest count. 

 

The traffic log also contains the last time such traffic was received (to the second), whether 

such traffic is blocked or allowed, the direction of the traffic (incoming or outgoing), the local 

and remote IP addresses and ports, the protocol, the application involved, and the start time 

and end times of this sequence. 

 

The port scan is detected by the inbuilt IDS, as is the fingerprint scan; although this is 

reported as a port scan also, due to the nature of the traffic it sends.  For such a detection an 

entry is made in the security log file which contains the time of the last packet, the type of 

attack, the system defined severity, the direction (incoming or outgoing) the protocol used, the 

local and remote IP addresses, the application involved, the count, and the start and end times. 

 

The times in all these cases come from the system time and is accurate to the second, although 

it cannot be verified as correct in most of the operating systems this firewall can be used on 

because the normal user can change it.  This can be minimised by using an operating system, 

such as NT, where this functionality is restricted to a select group of users. 

 

McAfee Personal Firewall 

The firewall has no anti-spoofing detection and so any spoofed packets (i.e. packets with the 

same source and destination IP address in this case) will be accepted. 

 

The user has no choice over what is logged for allowed applications, the log file contains 

information for each connection to and from listening ports associated with each allowed 

application.  This information is recorded in the form of a start time, the application, the local 

port, remote IP address and port, the duration and the bytes sent and received. 

 

For unknown traffic the firewall logs a timestamp (to the second), the NIC involved, the 

words ‘Unknown Traffic’, whether it was blocked or allowed, whether it is incoming or 

outgoing, the protocol (TCP, UDP etc.), the source and destination IP addresses, and any 

protocol specific information such as source and destination ports. 
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The times recorded in the log file come from the system time that can be changed by anyone 

with sufficient rights.  This problem can be minimised by using an OS that allows the rights to 

change the time to be given and taken away from certain groups of users, such as Windows 

NT. 

 

Evidence Gathering on Internal Users from Log Files 

Method 

1. Set up external Web server using TinyWeb[24] with a test webpage. 

2. Allow connections to external web server through the firewall. 

3. Connect to the external web server and retrieve pages using Internet Explorer on the 

internal client. 

4. Use the program ‘NmapNT’ [5] on the internal client to ‘fingerprint’ the external client 

i.e. send specially crafted packets to determine the OS by the responses to these packets. 

5. Attack the external web server from the internal client using the program ‘Stealth’ [10], 

which has over 13000 tests and exploits including CGI vulnerabilities, DOS attacks, 

traversal attacks, buffer overflow attacks for various web servers, and common HTTP 

exploits. 

6. Attack the external web server from the internal client with the program ‘UDPflood’ [14], 

which produces a large amount of UDP traffic. 

7. Allow UDP traffic to external client. 

8. Repeat 6 with spoofed external IP addresses. 

9. Are the spoofed IP addresses detected, logged and blocked? 

10. What information is routinely logged? 

11. Does the log file timestamp packets, the start of a connection, the end of a connection, or 

events? 

12. What is the source for the timestamps, and can it be verified as accurate? 

13. What types of attacks can be detected by the firewall? 

14. Does the firewall log and/or block attacks identified as originating from the internal 

network? 

 

Tiny WinRoute Pro 

If the anti-spoofing functionality is turned on it will detect and block spoofed IP addresses; as 

well as log them if that option is selected.  A packet filter rule hit that is logged records the 

time, the interface, the direction, the rule action, and the common packet information such as 
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the source and destination IP addresses, the protocol and any other further protocol 

information such as port number for TCP and UDP.  For packets dropped and logged by the 

anti-spoofing rules the log file contains the time (to the second), the interface, the spoofing 

mode (this network, other etc. as described previously), as well as the common packet 

information recorded by the other packet filter logs. 

 

The firewall does not in and of itself detect an attack, but it can log information that is helpful 

in tracking on a packet by packet level what is happening.  For an attack against an external 

web server to work the program must have the functionality to go through the HTTP proxy 

server (assuming normal security restrictions to the effect that web access should be through 

the proxy server) and there is therefore possibly more information that is logged. In fact, 

simple automated scripts may be blocked simply because they cannot work without a direct 

connection to the Internet, or at least a transparent cache.  The HTTP log file contains the 

source IP address of the request, the time, the GET request, the error message returned by the 

request, and the file size returned by the answer to the request.  This is helpful in that the log 

file would show, for example, a buffer overflow GET request such as produced by the Code 

Red worm and its corresponding internal source IP address. 

 

All of the timestamps are for single events, are accurate to within the second, and come from 

the internal clock of the firewall. 

 

IPTables and Squid Proxy in RedHat Linux 7.1 

Spoofed IP addresses are not detected by default but, as explained above, this can be easily 

corrected with a couple of IPTables filter rules or turning on the kernel options.  For packets 

that are logged by IPTables there is a lot of information recorded.  This includes a user 

defined log prefix, a timestamp, the source and destination IP addresses and NICs of the 

packet, the size of the packet, the TTL, protocol, and protocol specific information. 

 

The Squid proxy access log file contains the start time (as the number of seconds since 

midnight Jan 1 1970 GMT, down to the millisecond), the duration of the transaction, the 

source IP address, the Squid result code (cache HIT or MISS etc.), the URL requested, and 

the user.  This is probably where most of the information on specific users will come from, as 

it can easily match a user to a specific action.  The Squid ACLs can be used to match strings 
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(as well as regular string expressions that use wildcards etc.) within the requested URLs.  

Squid will not only prevent known HTTP based attacks but also log these attempts. 

 

The timestamps come from the internal clock that can be synchronised with Internet 

timeservers all over the world by the use of other Linux daemons. 

 

Novell Firewall for NT 

The OS fingerprinting is mostly blocked by the firewall and logged simply as blocked 

packets.  This log information would be able to point out a problem but not identify what sort 

of attack it represents.  The log information for such packets shows that a packet was blocked, 

the time it was blocked, its advertised source and destination addresses, ports and protocol.  

The fingerprinting traffic that is let through is the HTTP traffic that is proxied and so the 

program may return an Operating System configuration estimate that corresponds to the 

firewall machine rather than the scanned machine. 

 

For outbound HTTP, FTP, SMTP, Telnet, and RealAudio connections the logging 

information is slightly better than for most other kinds of traffic.  It shows the user, the start 

and end times for the connection, as well as the usual source and destination addresses.  The 

port information is not recorded as these are standard connection types and therefore use the 

standard assigned ports (e.g. HTTP is connected to port 80).  This is displayed for both 

successful and unsuccessful attempts if the patch is loaded.  As explained above if profiling 

reporting is enabled the firewall can also provide extra summary information for basic traffic 

flow analysis. 

 

If there are a large number of HTTP connections between specific IP addresses, each for only 

a second or less, this may indicate an HTTP vulnerability scanner (such as ‘Stealth’) is 

scanning the destination IP.  The firewall logs contain this information but do not interpret 

such traffic as possible attacks and therefore do not block it.  Adding to the list of disallowed 

HTTP methods and file types may defend against some of these types of attacks. 

 

Packets with spoofed IP addresses, i.e. packets originating internally with external IP source 

addresses, are detected and blocked, but not logged.  As explained above, the timestamps 

come from the internal clock of the firewall and all display the time down to the second.  One 

way to determine that the internal clock is accurate, or at least consistent with the rest of the 
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network, is to use the NT ‘net time’ command to synchronise the time with the other NT 

servers. 

 

Zone Alarm 

The firewall does not have any ability to filter out spoofed packets or to detect an attack in 

progress against an external machine, provided the application that is carrying out the attack is 

allowed through the firewall.  If the application has been allowed, no information is logged at 

all. 

 

If the application in question has not been allowed through the firewall then the attack will be 

blocked but the only log entry will be the initial log entry that was entered when the user was 

asked whether or not to allow the application access to the Internet.  This log entry contains 

the date and time (to the second) of the first attempt to access the Internet, the application 

concerned, the destination IP address and port. 

 

The log file is therefore virtually useless in gathering information on the use of the Internet 

made by internal users. 

 

Tiny Personal Firewall 

The only way the firewall will log an attack that is initiated internally, is for the rules allowing 

the attack to take place to be logged on a rule hit.  This will only record the start of the attack 

as the log contains the time of start of the connection, but not the end.  The log also contains 

the rule name, whether the rule is a permit or deny rule, the direction of the connection, the 

protocol, source and destination ports, the destination IP address, and the application program 

involved.  Because the firewall does not pay attention to the current IP address of the 

machine, it does not know if an IP packet has the correct source IP address. The timestamp 

comes from the system clock and can be changed at will, especially by a malicious user.  The 

only way to prevent this to have an operating system, such as NT, that restricts which users 

have the right to change the system time. 

 

Sygate Personal Firewall 

The IDS of this firewall does not detect spoofed IP addresses, port scans or other probes 

originating from the local machine and so the traffic log is the only one that contains 
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information about such activities.  Whether the applications involved are allowed access to 

the Internet or not, the same information is logged.  The best way to detect attempted attacks 

is to order the traffic log by the count column, which is a number describing how many 

packets or connections have been made between a pair of IP addresses, and looking at the 

entries with the suspicious counts. 

 

The traffic log also contains the last time such traffic was received (to the second), whether 

such traffic is blocked or allowed, the direction of the traffic (incoming or outgoing), the local 

and remote IP addresses and ports, the protocol, the application involved, and the start time 

and end times of this sequence. 

 

The timestamps come from the system time and is accurate to the second, although it cannot 

be verified as correct in most of the operating systems this firewall can be used on because the 

normal user can change the system time.  This can be minimised by using an operating 

system, such as NT, where this functionality is restricted to a select group of users. 

 

McAfee Personal Firewall 

No checking of is done on the source address of packets sent, or indeed on any attributes of 

the packets, just whether or not they originate from allowed applications.  Therefore there is 

no way to detect that a spoofed packet, or any form of attack from leaving the firewall. 

 

If the applications involved in an attack are allowed through the firewall, any connections 

they make will be logged in the form of a start time, the application, the local port, the remote 

IP address and port, the duration and the bytes sent and received. 

 

If the application is blocked and it attempts to run, a log entry will be made containing a 

timestamp and the message that the blocked application started (including the name of the 

blocked application).  When it tries to connect, another log entry is made, containing the same 

information as an allowed applications connection as well as the information that the 

connection was blocked.  Then another log entry is made when the application stops with a 

timestamp and the message that the application has stopped (including the name of the 

blocked application). 
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Provided with some reason to suspect an attack has occurred or has been attempted the log 

files will then be of some use in determining whether or not an alleged action took place but 

the firewall can not do much to stop an attack taking place if the application involved has 

been allowed through the firewall.  The main problem would not be determining ‘if’ an event 

took place but rather ‘when’ as the timestamps in the log file come from the system time, and 

in most Windows based home-oriented OSes anyone might change this.  This can be 

minimised by using one of the more secure operating systems, such as NT, that only allows 

the system time to be changed by certain groups of users. 

 

Conclusion 

The following table shows a subjective score, out of five, for each combination of firewall and 

test.  This table shows that, of the firewalls tested, the Linux combination of Netfilter 

IPTables and Squid Proxy have the most comprehensive range of logging functions, while the 

Zone Alarm personal firewall has the least comprehensive. 

 

    [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Total (/30) 

Corporate Firewalls 

Tiny WinRoute Pro  3 1 1 4 4.5 4  17.5 

IPTables and Squid Proxy 4.5 2 3 4 4.5 4.5  22.5 

Novell Firewall for NT 4 3 1 3 3.5 3.5  18 

Personal Firewalls 

Zone Alarm   0 0.5 2.5 3 2 1  9 

Tiny Personal Firewall 0 0 2 3 3 3  11 

Sygate Personal Firewall 1 0 3 5 3.5 3.5  16 

McAfee Personal Firewall 3 1 2 4 3 3  16 

 

 [1] Accounting  [4] Intruder Identification 

 [2] Managerial Statistics [5] Evidence Gathering of Intrusion 

 [3] Intruder Detection  [6] Evidence Gathering on Internal Users 

Accounting 

With the exception of the McAfee Personal firewall, the personal firewalls do not produce log 

files that would very useful for accounting purposes.  This is mainly because the personal 

firewalls lack any way of tracking users who use the firewall, and, with the exception of the 

McAfee firewall, do not keep track of the amount of legitimate traffic going through the 

firewall. 
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Managerial Statistics 

None of the firewalls examined has much in the way of managerial statistics, although the 

corporate firewalls are able to produce more meaningful statistics due to the use of application 

proxy servers (and proxy acceleration servers) and the inherently more abstract and higher 

level information logged from them. 

 

Intruder Detection 

The specific applications used in this experiment are not important.  It is their described 

functionality that is being used to test the logging abilities of the firewalls. The named 

applications are not set apart as ‘the best’ applications for the specific function, they are 

simply the ones the author found that had the required functionality. 

 

The firewalls tested did not have a high degree of success in detecting intruders but this is not 

the prime function of a firewall, rather of an IDS.  In a real world situation the corporate 

firewalls would have a separate IDS running to deal with intrusion detection. 

 

However, a personal firewall is likely to be the only protection the home user has and so its 

intruder detection is therefore, on average, of slightly better quality than the corporate firewall 

equivalent. 

 

Intruder Identification 

All of the tested firewalls allowed the administrator to use the logs to be able to identify the IP 

address of intruders.  The only real difference between the firewalls, in this respect, was the 

amount of information supplied by the log files for this task. 

 

Evidence Gathering of Intrusion 

One of the main uses of log files in general is to have log files able to be examined and any 

untoward events, or sequence of events, highlighted in them so that the administrator can later 

go back through the logs and see what has happened.  It is not surprising therefore that all of 

the firewalls had log files that could be used to record unusual events. 
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One of the main differences in the firewalls is that all the corporate firewalls had some simple 

way of detecting and blocking, if not logging spoofed packets with internal source IP 

addresses, whereas the personal firewalls did not.  The personal firewalls did not have any 

concept of checking the source IP address of a packet against the NIC it came in on to see if it 

may be spoofed. 

 

The corporate firewall products are designed to be run on multi-user systems where there is 

security in the design of the underlying operating system that denies the majority of the users 

the ability to change the system time.  In multi-user systems there is also the concept of a 

system application that changes the system time in order to make it the same as some other 

outside (and more accurate) time source at regular intervals.  This is simply not the case with 

most of the operating systems the personal firewalls are designed to run on.  This becomes a 

problem when all of the firewalls make use of the system time to timestamp the log entries.  

Whereas it is safe to say that the times on the multi-user operating systems probably have not 

been changed with impunity, this does not hold true for home systems. 

 

Evidence Gathering on Internal Users 

Personal firewalls are generally more geared towards protecting the internal user from the 

outside, rather than the other way round.  In fact, in the case of Zone Alarm, no information is 

logged at all for an application that has been allowed access to the outside world. 

 

Corporate firewalls have the advantage of using proxy application servers that potentially give 

the administrator more control over how the internal user interacts with the outside world.  

The corporate firewalls tested also have an advantage over the personal firewalls in that they 

have some way of detecting spoofed packets, whereas the personal firewalls have no concept 

of this. 
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Chapter Fourteen: Conclusions 

Software Design Decisions And The Effect On Usage 

A quick review of Chapter Seven shows that the decisions and assumptions made by software 

designers of corporate firewalls on how their software will be used can restrict the different 

architectures in which the software will be suitable.  For example, the Novell Firewall for NT 

has good filtering options for a small subset of ‘common’ application level protocols and no 

support for others. 

 

Each of the corporate firewalls reviewed has been recommended to be incorporated into a 

firewall architecture in such a way as to play to its strengths and minimise reliance on any 

perceived weaknesses.  It can be thought of as a sort of ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’ in that the 

software is designed on the assumption that it will be used in a certain way and so the 

software that is produced is best used in this way, therefore it will be. 

 

While with corporate firewalls, the design decisions lead more to where the firewall will be 

placed, the decisions that occur with personal firewalls are more to do with who will be using 

the firewall and how much knowledge they need to have to use the product.  At the 

conclusion of Chapter Twelve each of the reviewed personal firewalls has been recommended 

to a different type of user.  For instance, as the ZoneAlarm firewall is basically only an 

application filter, it would be suitable to users without much background knowledge of 

firewalls or TCP/IP protocols.  Although this firewall does not have the lower levels of 

filtering, it is deemed that such is not needed and the ‘broad brushstroke’ approach will 

suffice for the majority of its user base.  As such, the users who have need of finer filtering 

capabilities are also assumed to have more knowledge of the associated protocols and can 

then use, for example, the Tiny Personal Firewall. 

 

Firewall Filtering Technologies 

Packet Filtering 

All of the corporate firewalls that have been examined have had some form of packet filtering 

capability.  Most of the personal firewalls also had packet filtering but they are designed to be 

used at a more abstract level and so may or may not fully implement a packet filtering system.  

The ZoneAlarm personal firewall does not implement packet filtering at all simply because it 
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is designed to remove the task of creating packet filtering rules by using higher level, less 

granular filtering, such as application filtering. 

 

In most cases, the actual functionality of the firewall, with respect to packet filtering, does not 

vary to any great degree.  Of the ten items listed in the introduction as what a packet filtering 

firewall can filter on, the corporate firewalls were all able to filter at least seven of them.  The 

main transport layer protocols TCP, UDP, and ICMP are all supported but there is only 

limited support for the other protocols.  The following could be filtered by all the corporate 

firewalls: 

1. Source and Destination IP Address 

2. Transport Protocol Packet Type 

3. Destination Port (for TCP and UDP) 

4. Some subset of ICMP Packet type fields 

5. One or more TCP flags 

 

The majority of the firewalls could also have rules that were valid for a certain time interval.  

This was not one of the ten items listed that a packet filtering firewall could do because it is 

not directly related to the information contained in a packet. 

 

The large overlap of functionality between firewalls may be thought to imply that the theory 

behind packet filtering is mature and there is not likely to be any great changes in either 

theory or practical applications of packet filtering firewalls.  The argument can be made for 

either accepting or rejecting this statement, depending on the definition of a packet filtering 

firewall.  There are only a finite number of things in packet headers to filter on and therefore 

there is a limit to how much a pure packet filter can do.  This is particularly true if we limit 

ourselves to only TCP, UDP, ICMP, and generic IP packets.  If anything outside of individual 

packets (such as fragmentation or the order of packets) is also taken into account this can be 

thought of as stateful packet filtering.  This is the definition that has been used in this paper 

and is covered more under the stateful filtering section. 

 

Therefore, the technology for a pure packet filtering firewall for generic IP, TCP, UDP, and 

ICMP has probably reached a plateau and very little advance will be seen in the near future.  

However, as most of the firewall products on the market have moved to incorporate other 

transport layer protocols, application protocol (proxy) filtering, application filtering and/or 
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some form of stateful filtering, this does not mean that firewall products themselves will not 

undergo functionality increases and changes in the years to come. 

 

Application Protocol Filtering 

As has been stated previously, a proxy system, with the inherent filtering capabilities, is 

generally not used in a personal firewall; it is restricted to use in corporate firewall products. 

 

While all of the examined corporate firewall products contained some form of application 

proxy, the best example of the diverse filtering capabilities inherent in this technology is 

contained within the Novell Firewall for NT.  As this firewall is an all in one solution it is 

somewhat artificial to say which parts of the firewall can be considered as the application 

proxy filtering portions but the listed understood applications and services in the review give 

a good feel for what is available. 

 

By its very nature, creating a proxy for a protocol or service can be a very complicated 

procedure.  For each new application protocol there are different things that need to be 

considered for filtering and caching purposes.  In general these may include such things as: 

1. Enabling the protocol to be proxied for incoming and/or outgoing connections 

2. Whether or not it makes sense to cache certain types of traffic 

3. Different Authentication schemes and filtering on username 

4. Allowable inbound and outbound commands and options/arguments 

5. Allowable transferable file types 

6. Various interactions with third party products for further filtering e.g. Anti Virus 

products 

7. Source and Destination based filtering 

8. Maximum size and lifetime of cached objects 

 

As the HTTP protocol is the backbone upon which the World Wide Web has been created, 

this has historically been considered the most important protocol to proxy.  The other two 

examined corporate firewalls both used an implementation of the Squid Proxy server that has 

become almost a de-facto standard against which other proxy servers can be measured against 

because of its vast number of configuration options.  It is not simply a proxy for HTTP, but 

also for other protocols that can be expressed in HTTP form.  As far as filtering goes, the 

Squid Proxy server takes into account all of the above things, with the exception of interacting 
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with third party products for further filtering.  The Squid system also has the ability to filter 

by time, which can be thought of as a form of stateful filtering. 

 

While the HTTP proxy, in the form of the Squid Proxy, can be considered a relatively mature 

technology, the same cannot necessarily be said for other implemented proxy services as they 

have had generally less effort put into their creation and subsequent innovations. 

 

Application Filtering 

At its simplest form, application filtering is implemented in personal firewalls as simply 

allowing or disallowing a certain application access to the installed modem or NIC.  The 

filtering can be further refined by combining with a packet filtering system to allow enhanced 

granularity.  The ZoneAlarm firewall does this to only the most basic degree, it allows 

filtering based on whether the traffic is for an inbound or outbound connection. 

 

Some implementations of this technology only allow one packet filter rule for each allowed 

application but some (such as the Tiny Personal Firewall) allow multiple packet filtering rules 

to be applied to each application.  Strictly speaking, such filtering could be defined as stateful 

packet filtering but is included here to show the range of implementations of application 

filtering. 

 

Which of these approaches to application filtering is implemented in a particular personal 

firewall seems to simply be a decision taken independently by each group of designers and 

does not seem to be based on a published methodology.  It may be of use to further research 

the reasoning behind such decisions and come up with a methodology that could be used as a 

guideline in the future. 

 

Stateful Filtering 

If the same traffic is sent through a firewall but is handled in different ways depending on 

some variable, outside of the actual traffic, changing state, then a form of stateful filtering is 

going on.  The most common usage of this technology is in corporate firewalls to enhance a 

firewall in order to fill the gap between a packet filtering system and the application protocol 

filtering system.  Possibly the best example of stateful filtering may be that implemented by 

IPTables with each packet assigned a state (NEW, ESTABLISHED, RELATED, INVALID) 

with regards to each rule and the rule applying to a certain subset of states. 
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Other forms of stateful filtering can used to implement bandwidth restrictions and limit traffic 

to prevent the propagation through the firewall of DOS attacks.  This is also shown with the 

IPTables implementation of the ‘limit’ option. 

 

Stateful filtering can apply to a large number of different filtering options and is continually 

increasing in the uses it can be put to.  As this is a name covering types of filtering that do not 

fit into other established classes, it is by its very nature a technology that has a very open 

ended evolution and it is likely there will continue to be innovations and refinements made for 

the foreseeable future. 

 

Blocking of Spoofed Packets 

To block spoofed packets requires a specific subset of filtering functions that are associated 

with packet filtering technologies.  If a packet filter can filter based on the source address and 

the incoming NIC then some form of blocking of spoofed packets can take place.  For a 

feasible implementation the firewall should also have the ability to use an inversion or 

negation operator and a way to define and group together the internal IP addresses and 

internal NICs.  Such filtering can be done by the creation of two filter rules; one that block 

packets with internal IP source addresses not coming from internal NICs, and the other 

blocking packets coming from the internal NICs without internal IP source addresses. 

 

While all of the firewalls examined had the functionality to filter based on source IP address, 

the functionality to filter based on incoming NIC was less well developed.  For the most part, 

the personal firewalls examined ignored this filtering capability, as a personal firewall will 

normally only be used on a computer with one NIC. 

 

The most important, and most easily overlooked, functionality is the inversion operator.  

While it is technically possible to do such filtering without a inversion operator, it is generally 

infeasible to enumerate all NICs and especially all IP addresses that are not internal.  While it 

may be easy in most circumstances to say which NICs are to be considered external, as there 

may only be one or a comparatively small number, this is not the case with external IP 

addresses, as there are millions.  This could be compensated for if the filter rule allows the 

grouping of IP address ranges, but the best solution is to invert the internal IP address range. 
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Firewall Logging 

Using Proxy Logs for Accounting and Management Statistics 

One of the benefits of having a proxy system is that the log files can be used to charge back 

Internet usage costs to individual users and departments.  All of the corporate firewalls 

examined had enough information in their log files to allow various ways of accounting for 

the Internet traffic and charging back based on IP address and authenticated users. 

 

While none of the firewalls had much in the way of meaningful managerial statistics, the 

proxy log files of the corporate firewalls could be used to produce simple things, such as 

bandwidth utilisation and simple traffic analysis. 

 

The main use of a firewall is for security purposes but the fact that the log files can be used 

for accounting purposes and to produce some simple statistics could be another selling point 

to the management team.  They probably have little knowledge of security but they do 

understand that knowing more about the usage that is made of a costly resource such as a 

computer system and its ancillary services is helpful in a number of ways; such as in order to 

appropriately split the costs. 

 

Primitive IDS incorporated into Personal Firewalls 

For the most part, Intruder Detection Systems are outside the scope of this paper, as 

conventional wisdom would have that two separate products designed to be primarily a 

firewall and an IDS would be the best solution for protecting a network.  This would mean 

that each would have been designed and built by people who understand the problems of each 

different product.  In the case of personal computers this is sometimes simply not possible. 

 

While most corporations with firewalls have the option of having a separate IDS installed, 

this is simply not an option for the majority of implementations of personal firewalls because 

of cost; either monetary, time, or the added complexity cost of having an additional product 

etc.  The personal firewalls examined have been designed to have logging functionality that is 

more tuned to taking on the role of an IDS.  It is therefore not surprising that, on average, the 

personal firewalls scored better in being better equipped for detecting intruders than the 

examined corporate firewalls.  In fact, the Sygate Personal Firewall product came with its 

own internal IDS, albeit a primitive one, and one of the firewalls not examined, BlackICE 

Defender, started out as an IDS and added firewall functionality. 
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In the authors opinion, the best solution would still be to have a firewall with a separate IDS, 

but the firewall should have the functionality to record enough information in the log files so 

that the IDS can parse the log files as well as directly sampling traffic and producing alerts 

based on both. 

 

Areas for Further Research and Development 

Multiple User and NIC Support in Personal Firewalls 

There is minimal support in the examined personal firewalls for multiple NIC support and no 

support for filtering based on different users.  Most personal firewalls will either be used on a 

single machine or on the gateway to a small home network. 

 

In the case of a single machine, this machine will probably be running some form of 

Windows for which there was multiple user support before there was much penetration of 

personal firewall products.  There is therefore no real reason for such functionality to be 

missing from the personal firewall products of today except that individual firewall product 

designers did not think it an important feature to have.  The majority of home users do not 

change their default configuration; this has historically been that of a single user machine.  

This has changed in the last couple of years with the later Microsoft Windows operating 

systems shipping with a multiple user configuration as default.  In the authors’ opinion, it 

would therefore be beneficial if a personal firewall product could use the user name as another 

filtering attribute.  The complexity of the resulting rulebase can be overcome with the use of 

appropriate default values (such as the generic user ‘any user’). 

 

In the instance where the personal firewall is on the gateway to a small home network, the 

functionality should be there to be able to filter based on the incoming and outgoing NIC, just 

as in a corporate firewall product, if for no other reason than for spoofed packet detection.  

While the personal firewalls examined have some support for multiple NICs, they do not have 

the support that their corporate firewall counterparts have.  It can be assumed that this is 

because the majority of personal firewall users are less technically adept and more likely to be 

confused by more filtering options that will not be used on the majority of home machines.  

This can be compensated with the appropriate use of default settings; such as by default 

having the rules apply to all NICs, but with an option to specify the incoming and outgoing 

NIC. 
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In both instances more research and development needs to be done to allow the firewall 

designers to choose the appropriate default configurations, whether or not such functionality 

would actually be beneficial to the average personal firewall administrator, and the least 

confusing way of presenting these options. 

 

Limiting the effects of DOS attacks with Firewalls 

There were two main ways that the examined firewalls had for dealing with DOS attacks.  

The Netfilter IPTables has the command line ‘limit’ options that will allow the firewall to 

drop any packets that come in over a certain limit, such as more than x packets a second going 

to a certain host, after an initial burst of packets.  The Traffic Manager portion of the Novell 

Firewall for NT had the ability to set a guaranteed minimum and allowed maximum amount 

of bandwidth utilisation for any given combination of source, destination, time, and service. 

 

The first of these approaches concentrates on preventing a DOS attack from affecting the 

target, whereas the second can better be used to limit the effects on other hosts and services 

behind the firewall.  Neither of these approaches negates the possibility that a firewall may 

stop the DOS attack from working on the intended target behind the firewall but will instead 

effectively take the firewall offline, which would make communication with any internal 

hosts impossible, hence amplifying the intended effect of the attack. 

 

There are therefore three main areas of DOS attacks where firewall products need further 

development; minimizing the effect on the intended target, minimizing the side effects on 

others, and minimizing the effects on the firewall of DOS attacks targeting internal hosts. 

 

Dealing with Peer to Peer Networks through Firewalls 

From a security standpoint peer to peer (P2P) file sharing networks are a security hazard, with 

the possibility that they will be used as a vector for virus infection, for example [23],or that 

confidential data could be revealed through a P2P network. 

 

It can be speculated then that the majority of the time the firewall administrator is asked to 

block such networks at the firewall.  This leads to the various P2P technologies to develop 

ways of hiding their traffic and tricking the firewall into passing their traffic as legitimate.  

Essentially all this does is lead to a vicious cycle of detecting P2P traffic, the subsequent 
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development of avoiding detection technology and then more development to detect this 

traffic again. 

 

This ‘arms race’ could be avoided with the creation of a proxy filtering system for a P2P 

network system.  This would allow firewall administrators to control how the rest of the P2P 

network saw the portion inside the firewall, what was transferred, both in and out, and the 

ability to track uploads and downloads as well as send them through a virus scanner. 

 

Connection Tracking and other Stateful filtering Measures 

The connection tracking modules that can be loaded into the Netfilter IPTables architecture 

are one of the selling points for using this product as a stateful packet filtering firewall but 

there are not very many different modules that come packaged with the software. 

 

There are many different application protocols that can have their connections tracked by the 

general connection tracking module but there are others that need special connection tracking 

modules.  The only two that are covered by the modules that come with the software are FTP 

and IRC connections, as these have been considered the most important.  As time goes by, 

other more esoteric protocols will probably need to have tracking modules written for them. 

 

Stateful filtering in general will probably need more research and development, as more and 

more people come up with ‘things’ that a firewall could filter on. 

 

Plug-in usage in Firewalls 

The majority of firewalls examined have been of the ‘all-in-one’ type that do not have much 

in the way of a distinction between the different types of filtering and logging that they can do 

and do not allow third parties to write plug-ins that can be used by the software.  The major 

exception to this is the Linux firewall.  This is because Linux is a collaborative effort and is 

therefore more open to such things. 

 

A third party plug-in is generally written by another software vendor to enhance the 

interoperability of the two products.  In the context of a firewall, this plug-in may be an 

application proxy for a new piece of software that uses a proprietary, or just new, application 

level protocol, it could be a plug-in that enhances the interaction between the firewall and an 
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IDS, or could even be a plug-in that connected to the corporate billing system for automated 

billing of internet usage. 

 

Multiple avenues of Authenticating to Proxy versus Standardization 

One of the advantages of the Squid Proxy Server is the ability to authenticate users in 

different ways using modules that are loaded depending on the network in which it must 

work.  Obviously this allows the proxy to be used in more environments than if it only had 

one method of authenticating users. 

 

This is one way of dealing with the problem of the firewall linking into different network 

operating systems using different protocols for authentication.  The other obvious way would 

be for vendors to agree on a single standard protocol and use this as the standard way for the 

proxy to pass authentication to an external source.  The ident protocol seems to have been 

designed with this idea in mind but it has not worked out that way.  At the present time, it 

seems that the trend is for each major network operating system to introduce its own 

authentication protocol. 

 

One of the major problems with standardization is that the large players may not want to 

standardize as they think they would lose market share by agreeing to standardize on another 

vendors’ protocols.  Their thinking would be that if there is less interoperability between 

network operating systems then a corporation that uses their product in one important area 

will be forced to use their product in any other connected area.  In terms of authentication for 

proxy firewalls this means that for firewall vendors to gain market share they must include 

support for multiple external authentication methods. 

 

Interaction of Firewalls with other filtering products 

The two main filtering products that the examined firewalls have interaction with are anti-

virus products and URL web browsing filtering software and this seemed to be included in the 

Novell Firewall for NT only.  Such support could only be included at the proxy level and it is 

necessary to use a standard way of transferring information between the proxy and the 

external products. 

 

The Content Vectoring Protocol [3] is an example of such a standard that was developed by 

Check Point Software in 1996 as a protocol specification for integration with anti-virus 
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servers and is the one which the Novell Firewall for NT uses to send files to virus checkers.  

Not only do protocols for these information transfers have to be developed but they also have 

to be integrated into the products concerned. 

 

Log parsing by IDS 

As a general principle, the more information logged by a firewall, the harder it is for a human 

to detect an intrusion, but the better the possibility that a computer parsing the logs would see 

the intrusion.  With a large lot of information logged there is simply too much information for 

a person to scan through at regular intervals.  However, the more information that is provided 

to an IDS the less the chance of an actual attack going undetected. 

 

What is needed therefore, is the minimal information to be logged that is needed for an IDS to 

detect an attack and also for some standard way of storing the log files so an IDS can parse 

the log file.  There is log format for HTTP cache servers that is called the Common LogFile 

Format that is an attempt to produce a log format standard.  There is also the Squid native log 

file format which is in a position to be called a semi de-facto standard which logs more detail 

but more development and research needs to be done on packet filter log files and other proxy 

filter log files. 

 

There also needs to be research and development in the whole area of what information an 

IDS needs to make decisions and how much additional information is needed to cut down on 

the false positive rates. 

 

Filtering other transport layer protocols 

The main focus of IP packet level filtering has focused on the TCP protocol, with some 

secondary focus on UDP, ICMP, and generic IP packets.  There does not seem to have been 

much development of support for filtering of other transport layer protocols in the examined 

firewalls, with the exception of the McAfee Personal Firewall. 

 

Even for the McAfee Personal Firewall the only option for most of the protocols is whether 

the protocol is to be allowed or denied; there is no attempt to filter based on any header 

information the packets may contain.  While TCP is the main protocol of the Internet, and, 

along with UDP and ICMP, most application do not use anything else, it may be useful to 

develop packet filtering systems that have the functionality to filter on the header information 
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in other protocols.  This may give firewall administrators more control over some of the less 

mainstream functions that are run through a firewall that use such protocols. 

 

Load Balancing and Fail-over in Firewall Architectures 

Firewalls are, by design, bottlenecks in the flow of data between internal and external 

networks.  It is therefore important to think of what happens in situations where the firewall 

cannot filter data fast enough to keep up with the flow of data through the firewall.  This 

essentially becomes a question of whether the firewall will process all packets and so 

temporarily store the packets, in memory or on disk, or will it drop packets after it reaches its 

limit, or simply let the excess through, or another unthought of option.  Closely related to this 

concept of fail-over is the concept of load balancing.  This is the process of sharing the 

workload between two or more components of the firewall when it comes close the limit of 

one and so pushing this limit out more.  The simplest solution is to have duplicates of each 

component of the firewall that is likely to be overworked and have a set load-balancing 

protocol in place. 

 

However, there is then the question of how this protocol would work and how much extra 

traffic would be generated by communication between the duplicate firewalls.  For example, 

one way of load balancing might be to have one set of firewall components dedicated to 

traffic travelling to the internal network, and the other to do with traffic travelling to the 

external network.  This would probably not be a very efficient load-balancing scheme, not 

only because there may be much more traffic in one direction than the other, but also because 

the two data streams are tied together, in TCP connections at least.  There would probably 

need to be a great deal of communication between the two firewalls and so the overall 

throughput of the duplicated firewall would not be twice as much as the single firewall but 

significantly lower due to this coordination communication overhead. 

 

As more and more corporations get high speed network connections that are capable of more 

throughput than the firewall is capable of handling these issues will have greater and greater 

import.  In the short term, some limitations can be overcome by replacing parts of the firewall 

with newer and faster counterparts, specifically CPUs, but there is a limit to the number of 

upgrades a corporation is willing, or able, to do.  Over the long term a less costly and more 

elegant solution, such as load balancing, is required. 
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Summary 

Firewall technologies have expanded by a considerable amount since the days when routers 

that included a few packet based filtering rules were a novelty; they have become a 

technology in their own right.  However, there is still much that can be done to expand the 

functionality of the average firewall. 

 

Much of the development of firewalls has been driven by the ‘needs’ of customers as 

perceived by firewall developers.  This has lead to some very advanced features in some 

areas, such as HTTP proxies, and significant gaps in some other areas, such as support for 

filtering on headers of non-standard transport layer protocols.  Far more research and 

development needs to go into these neglected areas before firewall technologies in general can 

be said to be a mature technology. 
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